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ABSTRACT

relations system to
The relationship of the industrial
the state is a crucija. variable in the responses industrial
nati. 1ons are making in the face of changing international
No less
markets and persistent Unemployment and inflation.
in the United States the labor system created during the
early New Deal era i.s Undergoing the most significant
years.
on since its
forratie
revisi
The cr:is is in mass production is characterized by
increased world competition, stagnation of market growth
The continued
and shift.ing market demand for new products.
and uncertainty of markets has put a premium on
volzatility
Flexibility
is sought in
f.e:<i b
production processes.
product and process technology
to shift
product, ability
market demand, and reorgainzed work to
with shifting
achieve productivit-y gains, better quality and competitive
pri ces.
Succei:;sfL.Il competition from nations with different
es and work organizai.ton sUggests that there are
polici
various ways to shape industrial
relations.
In contrast,
relations
American model of industrial
in the traditional
worker-employer relations are shaped by technological
are seen
The latter
developments and market opportunities.
as given and continually expanding, feeding-back incentives
for interorgani zational cooperaton betwen unions and
The
managers within a self-regulating subsystem.
assumed U.S. institutions
labor literature
traditional
of work and the
which expressed and shaped the politics
relationship of work to the larger society represented
optimal so]Lutions to problems of work in modern society
to endure into the future.
and, therefore, were likely
that U.S.
has led to the realization
Hence the crisis
were much more contingent
relations institutions
industrial
upon certain background conditions and were more the resUlt
of a balanc:e of forces than a rational search for efficient

to problems.

solutions

The research focused on the United Autoworkers Union
and the relationship between worker-management relations in
the American automobile industry and liberal
Democracy.
This study investigated the strategies of auto labor and
management

to

advantages

gain

at

work

and

the actions

of

government in shaping them under the New Deal.
It
reveals
the emplacing of the pieces of the American system and the
consequences for work organization in later
decades.
I
argue that production rigidity
resulted from interests
created with the institutional
rules and procedures
established to settle
previous forms of conflict.
These
rules accomodated the existing balance of political
forces
among

labor,

thinking

management

and

about production,

government

and ratified

current

the role of labor and the state.

Thesis Supervisors:
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Chapter One
The New Deal As System and Project

There

is

system of
unions,

near universal

recognition that the New Deal

politics has broken down.

The coalition of

re-form organizations and Democratic

and the institutions
1onger del i ver
consensus.

Party

leaders,

to which they were once linked, no
the goods of economic growth and pol i ti cal

Unemployment

has been stuck

high levels for almost ten

at historically

years and -the official

poverty has been climbing for five

years.

rate of

Collectively

bargained wages are stagnant and the extent Of union
membership

has shrunk to

balance of trade is
manufacturing
foreign

18% of the labor

force.

negative and major

chronically

industries have broadly lost

firms.

At

The

the same time,

markets to

Democrats

have not been

able to capture the Presidency in four of the last

five

elections.
BUt
facts of

if

there

current

is

broad agreement

political

life,

regarding

there are only the vaguest

of theories to explain the breakdown of
New Deal

politics.

democracy.

or

the performance of

Mostly these theories root

of the old system either
pluralism

the defining

in the peculiarities

in the general

operation of

the demise
of

American

capitalist

Typically they tend to combine abstract

5

characteristics of

American

politics

with extremely
in the

fragmentary accounts of the shifts

detailed but

balance of power

and operations of

political

institutions.

Some have argued that the high value which

American

places on equality led to a hyperpluralism

in which special

expressed in inflation

group demands became

interest

uncontrolled government

spending,

underwritten

entrepreneurs

to go into business

by the

for themselves.
between

have pointed to inherent conflicts
and free market

politics

American

the resource base

(1)

these explanations share a common

if

Yet,

state.

the centrality

of

labor.

Although

it

the postwar period in Ame'rican
labor

politics,

once played a crucial

theme,

all

agree that

role in the system of
The AFL-CIO was

which emerged from the New Deal.

directly

able to influence the outcome of Presidential

the Congress.

enough to command

Unions negotiated with employers for twenty--

the world which labor

inhabited is

AFL-CIO even was unable to win

clearly

labor

in ruins.

law reform from a

Democratic administration and Democratic majorities in
in

in

broad attention

five years for steady increases in wages and benefits.

Congress

is

force for much of

politics

elections and powerful

it

seems almost

incredible that trade unions were a major

organiZed

democratic

state actions to enhance

competitiveness which undermine

welfare

Others

new economic pressures

economies:

from low--wage countries require

the

and

onal weaknesses which encourage political

Constituti

Of

culture

the late

Yet there is

1970' s.

6

nothing like

But
The

general

agreement

the reasons for
over

whether

as to the causes of labor's

its

fall.

labor

Indeed there

had the power it

have a generation ago.
commonly

criticized

international
The
clearly

this

At -the same time labor unions are

thesis is

two-fold:

role really

labor's

unanimity regarding

from the

1930's until

disagreement regarding
systemr

political

a study of

and the relationship of

system of

Auto labor

and

Moreover,

1930's and

1940's,

a social-democratic welfare

Democratic
the

relations in the

Democracy since the

management have been at the
and economic life

In the

throughout the
the UAW became a
state and was a

constituency in the 1950's and

"Fordist"

one

politics.

worker-management

19C7--.

political

of

the United Auto Workers Union

industry to liberal

strong

in the American

to illuminate the

aLUtomobile

of

to

1980's and the complete

American

champion

to look

1abor's centrality

labor's exact role

the broader

The thesis is

20th century.

first,

and secondly, through examination

transformations of

of

adjustment to new

was and close the gap

the

core element within the system,

forefront

seemed to

conditions.

at what

politics

now even debate

in.dubitably

for blocking American

idea of

between near

is

success and

system of manufacturing

1960's.
in

automobiles was once the paradigm of modern economic
efficiency
of mature

and auto industrial
labor-capital

years the U.S.

relations

relations.

(2)

auto industry was a model
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were the epitome
But,

whereas for 70

for other

and around the world,

industries in the U.S.

1970's they came to be seen
bureaucracies.
experienced

in the last

And,

some of

as rigid

of

have lost

1.5 million

its
25"

of

losses of membership

but the U.S.

members,

production.

with different

The unifying
flexibility

theme of this

and rigidity.

conflict

institutions

resolution

blockage of

the automobile

and thinki

labor

The American

The crisis

change.

I will

argue,

however,

practices entwine with important
and mainagement

representation

people to
rules

system of work

a flexible

negotiations.

of

of the

the fragility

system for organizing work and forced

and political

wil1

brought social peace at the

institutional

with

I

ng about labor

rigidity.

industry has revealed

think of replacing it

traditional

of

and were shaped by an on-going

became frozen in patterns promoting

American

a dialectic

study is

regulation associated with the New Deal.

argue that U.S.

price of

systems.

political

apparent economic fates are the

ways in which they shaped

form of

by foreign firms

What begins to explain auto

labor's and management's

system of

behind

labor-management

business strategies,
and roles in national

relations

automakers

Both the union and

companies have been challenged

American

among

wage and job security

domestic markets and fallen

their

the Japanese in total

the UAW has

Not only has the UAW lost about

concessions to employers.
a third

lumbering

and

decade,

the greatest

Unions and has made substantial

by the late

that

strands of

ideologies and modes of political

whic-h obstruct attempts

a

to weave a new

patter-n.

The conception of politics
challenges is

that

which this

the structures and processes which are

said to characterize modern societies
to converge on liberal
Marxist

in

virtually

capitalism.

(3)

writer s alike have employed

coming to

New Deal

idea,
its

integration or polarization.

explanations of

national

Thus,

the creation
social welfare

among

of

an industrial

programs,

the

union movement,

class forces, the

the technical

industrial

new forces through American

and low

business regulation, free

strength of

development of

the conflicts

the deep

recovery and sustained economic

trade--are the relative
degree of

even when

ultimate fruition

at high rates of employment

inflation,

them

and

the accomplishments and innovations of

era--economic

stabilization

compel

Liberal

this

conclusions about

different

social

thesis

means of production,

sectors, the channeling of
political

institutions

which

organize elections and the policy process and even
ideological
terms of

consensus.

New Deal

Similarly,

politics

and technology which

is

the breakdown of

the

based on changes in markets

underlay the balance of

power.

Undoubtedly changes in the economy are of utmost
importance,

but these explanations are often mechanistic

and discount the reciprocal
society and economy.

influences of politics

My argument joins

criticisms

at the standard conception at two points.
is epistemological: real

actions by real

9

on
levelled

The first point
people with ideas

about

The

what they are doing are needed in explanations.
views is

strLctLure-{ uncti onali sm of traditional
legitimate type of
clearly

science explanation only if

social

two obligations.

fUlfills

a

(4)

it

One is that a system

of regular practices has to be set-up by some process other
than what

is described;

otherwise arguments would be left

with the assertion that outcomes of
cause of

its

establishment.

something more

the system are the

Thus, an explanation needs

than technology and markets acting

autonOmusl y, even
second obligation

if
is

less than total

volUntarism.

The

that the feedback mechanism which

helps sustain the system must be specified.

As I agree

later,

score:

the standard view does better on

economic: growth
regulation,
granted.

can be used to win support for

although growth itself

of the underlying processes

the power
economic

birth,

growth.

typically

that the assumptions

technological

change and

They have been challenged by detailed

and comparative studies of

officials and the persistence of

labor and product

the autonomy of state
"archaic"

studies suggest the importance of political

pluralistic
processes.

taken for

appear bound by the historical

corporate organization,

"economic

a system of

which was highly optimistic about

and direction of

historical
markets,

is

Indeed the second point is

juncture at their

this

groups.

These

influences on

development" as well as the shortcomings of
ideas about the representative and policy

(5)
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Consider more specifically
predicted for
the actions of

The key assumption

society.

modern

the standard model

what

private groups in a modern economy

characterized by increases in productivity
specialization of

single product or

line

of related

entrepreneurs

perform

divided into

and motions,

them.

component

parts.

both come to

tasks and more readily

range of

By break:ing-down

simple tasks

focus on a

products while the

and workers

on a narrower

perfect them.
into

is

the

of

Thus producers rationally

production process itself

concentrate

through the

resources and mechanization

production process.

Capitalist

involves

craft

traditional

labor

machines are designed to

Specialization and mechanization

increase

expertise and productivity and thereby lower unit costs of
producing goods.

Lower ULni t

costs make available a greater

array of

goods to lower-income

market.

This process is

markets

in turn

consumers and expand the
and autonomous:

automatic

encourage both

greater

broader

production

(including competing firms attracted to the strong market)
and further specialization and mechanization which further
reduce costs and expand the market.
On this

technological-economic path

enterprise arose,
group

forms of

direction

large corporate

labor unions were organized and interest-

politics

emerged.

that future development

preeminence of
argued,

(6)

It

is

lies.

also in this
Thus the

giant enterprise in the U.S.,

was a necessary outcome of

11

it

has been

a need to organize and

finance the large investments to achieve production
economies

of
(7)

markets.

and to reach geographically

scale
The

19th century revolutions in production

techniques made great volume production
costs generally lower than
dooming the latter

turn of the century
firms to stabilize

in the wave of

mergers of

1920's,

"integrated

"backward"

into

slower mar ket

into dissimilar products whose production

and the postwar

networks were compatible

boom spurred

Moreover,

the internal

patterned

to efficiently

occupied.

World War Two

the trend already underway.

organization of
reflect

industrial

firms was

markets and technology.

integrated firms adopted forms

large diversified,

bureaucratic hierarchy which separated the functions of

planning and strategy,
first

into

managers pursued

enough to keep existing facilities

of

forward"

service, and

industrial

processes and/or distribution

The new

competing

Then these

With the subsequent onset of

diversification

An early

corporate organization was made at the

credit and consumer

in the

overproduction,

production and profits.

raw materials.
growth

Yet the new

and depressions.

newly consolidated corporations
marketing,

producers,

in cycles of

price competition,

step toward modern

possible at unit

those of craft

to marginality.

technologies also resulted
profitless

far-flung

was

corporate

administration

localized in the
leaders;

"general

administration

product divisions and support
production was the task of

staff;

and execution.

office"

housing the top

was lodged in separate
while execLtion of

the blue collar

12

The

wor.:force,

who

from p1 anni ng and admi ni strati

were divorced al together
The rise of national

trade unions has been

as a reflection

similarly

labor

progressive integration
(a)

interpreted

of both the emergence of national

markets and the surpassing of craft
rational ization of

on.

in the

production

in the enterprise and the
of workers

into

liberal

capitalism.

Once mass production and capitalist-directed

manufactUring

won out in the late

centuries, the argument
in which
markets
workers'

both labor
and
craft

standardi

could prosper.

Zed production initially

skills,

national

mass production unionisri----all

labor

wor.:ers in

as for

The union

survived the historical

conflicts

directly

over wages

with

labor and

an industry would

single union---as well

based themselves on

transition

to

resolving

managers

and

labor and -technology.

This standard picture of
development

markets

was the basis of

modern manufacturing

coordinating

of

organizations of

cooperati on amontg Unions and employers.
organizations which

Mass
undermined

but the expansion

The new division of

belong to the same,

and early 20th

conditions had been created

and capital

sustai ned employment,
high wages.

goes,

19th

the motor

of

American

was so authoritative that even socialist

many Progressive critics
capitalism in the U.S.

of

the emergence of

industrial

did not gainsay the need for

authoritarian economic organization

and

large,

nor did they agree with

Euro-social ists that workers and unions were bearers of

13

a

more jIust

(9)

future.

Instead the imminent

technology and markets seemed
in the public

regulation

concentrated

to entail

logic of

only government
-the abuse of

interest to prevent

economic power

by corporate leaders such that

the production system could operate efficiently
necessarily large scale operations.

with the

Thus the New Deal

reflected public concern with economic disequilibrium and
brought public-interested expertise to bear
by regulation of monopoly,
and by macroeconomic
of

"industrial

about labor-management
the major

political

interests.

policy.

and

labor

The conception

which came to dominate thinking

relations after

science studies of
organization

Labor and management
pressure politics

institutions

financial

stabilization

pluralism",

on the economy

underlay

in politics.

labor

were given;

reflect

-faithfully

the 1940' S,

electoral

and

distributive

their

(10)
the assumptions of

In sum,

markets and technology transmit
organization and that government
the demands of

autonomous social

such studies are that
logic of

a universal
policy is

social

a re-flection of

and economic groups.

But

the assumpti on that the Fordist configuration would lead to
optimal

outcomes is

performance

challenged by the poor

in the last decade.

industrial

And my initial

research

seemed to confirm the doubts of other studies about
in the liberal

model.

For

example,

Charles Sabel

have underlined

variations

the configurations

in

technology and industrial

Michael

Piore and

that there are important
of product

organization.

14

labor

(11)

markets,

The

of work

organization

added

of

and the balance

conditions

linked

closely

is

to the traditional

organization,

in which specialization

mechanization

become feasible

are the pol itical

policies

which

relations.
Deal

of

I claim that

iess by union

poli tical -structural

the technical

great

ideological consensus

the

1920's

workers

Clothing

Democrats than

by

and

strategy.

leadership

They had

movement

their

Workers

and

Moreover,

and financi al

the UAW--CIO asserted

for the reorganization

took.

industries
the

the United Mine Workers

employers as well

of

as

unionism does not

the accomodati on

the latter

two unions were

Newly-organized

unions

ambitious social-democratic
of

in

core of the CIO industrial

1930's.
an

and some

own agendas

accomodatiVe

the character

in the

industries

and

the AFL building trades,

that

convey

the political

the companies

of

organized

literally

sometimes asserted.

union

on

and bureaucratic

influence on the paths their

to realize

adequately

loyalty to

organization

need only note that

Amalgamated

by economistic

less

opportuni. ties

which they organ ized.

One

in the New

role

l y Ameriacan unions did not simply reflect

Historical

exerted

those labor

labor's

stalemate

than by political
and

tasks and

and government

markets and

adjiustment to market demand and

rules

modern work

of

conditions

system was characterized

liberalism

That is,

with extensive product

ensure those

In fact

product market

power.

political

conception

markets,

to

the auto industry and the

15

like

agenda

The

society.

to

relation

industry's

that liberals

specialized tasks would encourage

obligation and peaceful

employee and employer.

between

institutionalists)
at

work

assumpti or
strata

of

over

at

the division

the means of

The apparent
of

economic

harnesses

individual

This is

the ranks of
cajole

supervision

productive

into

workers are as

potential

of
in

capitali

integration.

(12)

surplus.

forms
force
the minute

labor and

controls

machine-paced

production
in which

by the "drive system"
are expanded
harder

in

order

But there

the technology.
"homogenizing"

Then,

sts purposefully split-up

16

to bully and

to achieve the
a

is

the workforce,

which became apparent to employers in the
halted this

control

game of

due to political

skills

working

process

contradictory

is

a

and

workers to hierarchical

workers to

reinforced

workers

labor between

and the material

of

of craft

division

exchange
the

Under mass production,

necessity.

technical

flow.

a zero-sum

production

acquiescence

of

Instead,

Marxists have argued,

workI.,

and

work is

that

social

capitalist-managers

calculating

learn

(and

seems to contradict

powerl1 ess workers.
to

this

it

the root of

exchange

But Marxists

unlikely since

rational,

relatively
likely

economic

just.ly argue that

is

of

labor and the interdependence

employees performing
reciprocal

that the steady development

expected

of

of the division

not

relations.

industrial

adeqUlately ex<plained by liberal
Recall

unions is

of

specialization"

"functional

1930's,

the argument

and they

goes,

the job structure

inside

their

differentiated

plants to create objectively

interests

competition and hence to stabilize

and inter-worker

operations by divide and conquer techni ques.

The new form

the older machine-pacing of work with

of control

combined

artificial

job hierarchies and complex,

reward

the

highly stratified

systems.

'These insights into labor

"segmentation"

but many writers collapse them back

into

are valuable,

modernization

explanations in which integration and segmentation are
"reqCuired

by" capitalist

development

possi bi i t ies are two-

to class conflict

1 abcr .

em-riployers

below".

as well

machinery
production
incentive

of

workers'

as the evidence

division of

of

labor

and

rationalization;

a state of

skills

"segmentation

case,

from

markets may well

a brake on
permanent flux

shorter product runs and employ

specialized production techniques and labor.
each

and

use of specialized

But economic uncertainty is

to plan

concioUsness

place in the division

Thus extensive and growing

encourage great

the final

given that workers'

need the flexibility

(1)

is

sk:irts the problems of -times when

But this

involvement,

management

on an individual's

depends directly
of

labor

labor's
Thus they

or revolt.

subordination

conc].ude that bureacratic
solution

and in which

is

less

Moreover,

the expertise involved in production

depends on the political

managerial

conditions for labor

action.

17

in

planning is

not necessarily tied to the authority of the management.
Much

an

and

Thus in the
powerful
efforts

193C' s the Union movement

and egalitarian.

was strikingly

The new unions made major

to mobilize submerged ethnic groups and to

incorporate blacks.
authority,

demanded

The UAW challenged arbitrary

fewer job categories and equal pay,

argued

for

why thi

s thrust seemed to die-out

decades,

new products.

the New Deal

was a settlement

organization of work.
persistence of
and their

The confounding

of political

operations.

by government

which directly

monetary

policy,

conflict

and socialist

over
this

the

are the

in the workplace and their
influenced

broadly concieved

and indirectly

consumer

I will

influence on unions

Collective bargaining is

economic policy,

policies

As

indications of

extensive regulation

internal

and even reverse in later

industrial relations system

Major

Catholic

and

question has been

even though the agenda was unfulfilled.

argue later,
itself

work

demand,

as those

affect labor

supply,

investment, taxes and

trade.

The perception that the economy does not send clear
marching

behaviors has

orders about appropriate political

led many writers to investigate the influence of
state--its officials'

actions and institutions--on policy

and society and to re-focus on
United

States, with

its

the

labor's beliefs.

reputation for

liberal

Even the
government

and as an exemplar of 41exible economy, now appears as one
of

a set of political

of

a liberal

economies,

with Britain

case and Germany and Austria
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as an example
as social--

democratic

ones.

are diverse and
bearing

(14)

In each case the national

special

on responses

experiences

to economic

details

have a very important
But both

crises.

liberal

and social-democratic regimes are faced with similar
hurdles of representing
reforming

strategic

have created
established
which

consensus.

to new

1ike the U.S.
intervention

their

institutions

economies

international

are not without

in comparative

characterize

"state

democratic

states

these states,

are the

their

of

state

focused

Yet

even

officials

a weak state

institutions

of

disaggregated

they

As Theda Skocpol
the basic

factors

which

which vary among
orientation"

functions"

of

and the
their

(15)

the United

catch-all

regimes

to formulate and pursue

regard

States
it

The "weakness" of

electoral

which
clearly

have directly
as having

in foreign

than domestic

separation of powers and
and party organizations.
opportunities
and to

for

influence policy.

can vary across policy areas

19

limited

the American state is

can provide

to formulate strategies

This capacity

own

"international

located in the federal system,
territorial

intervention,

Liberal

and yet

although more capacity
(16)

regimes

more smoothly

however

work,

officials

on the state

capacities,
issues.

their

"order-keeping

own policy preferences.
Studies of

to

perspective.

autonomy"

and

and have

state

conditions.

in a review of recent

capacity

menus of

and coordination,

may appear

interests

Social-democratic

more comprehensive

adjust

economic

broad representative

seem to enable

notes

domestic

and across time

and does not necessarily result
As important

is

in the intended outcome.

the in-fluence of

perception by social groups o-f
pol iti

the possibilities

of

cs.
The form of

identified

state intervention has been prec:isely

by neo--Marxists and others as the explanation of

the rise

and decline o-f

argument

was that capitalists

the

s and coopted labor

19.'

(17)

Thce argument

inequality

at work

them to
of

state structures on the

Thus an early

monopolized the state even in
leaders from class struggle.

was that employers enforce the
via the greater

resources available to

influence government policy and by direct

government

modern

labor.

American

posts by businessmen,.

"highly bureaucratic and

capitalist
unions.

machinery"
Union

"Together

required pliant

"sophisticated

corporate
state-regulated
to comply with

corporate employers"

with men from the corporation community,
worked with government

key decisions that
value of this

spokesmen

the

and made the

kept corporate capitalism intact".

sort of

highly instrumental

point out that the forms of New Deal
are rooted

a

for union security and government patronage.

union leader

in problems of

power and were not direct

electoral

demands.
the argument

far

argument

The
is

reflections

of

overstates the thesis of a

20

to

economic regulation

economic organization and

political

Yet

At the same time,

leaders were only too willing

the policy designs of
in ex.change

statist

staffing

corporatist state.
business nor is
centralized

State policy has not

the American

government notable for

And the massive growth of

policy intervention.

industrial

unions with social-democratic

1930's and

1940's was hardly an

useful

uninterrupted

production".

employers" were
(13)

few,

goals in the

indication that employers

were convinced that unions were
institutions,

always been pro--

"responsible,

in terms of

guaranteeing continuous

"Sophisticated corporate

as Howell

Harris has amply documented.

Even sophisticates opposed the Wagner

actively

EUpported

a maj or
Third,

of industrial

unions were not integrated

however,
relations.

was not enough to ensure
in the

sophisticated argument

F'rz eworski

about the decline of

democratic

politics.

democratic

goals of

(19)

1960's and

specifically

social-

He argues that

western

growth.

the social-

labor movements after

Przewors-::i

need for

reform efforts

material

are bound

to compromise

gains and argues that

to get these.

popular demands for consumption

will

funds and throw the economy into crisis,
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in

economy are structured by

immediate

unions act rationally

the

suggests that workers'

reform struggles in a capitalist
their

1970's.

has been made by Adam

1930's were undermined by reason of state interest
capitalist

was

into state policy

intrigue

bargaining moderation

A more

and

Even the supposed value for corporate managers

of AFL-CIO foreign policy
collective

Act

the Taft-Hartley Act which,

spur to the rigidifying

councils.

conservative

with capitalism as

Thus persistent
overtax

investment

thus undermining

reformism.

pragmatic

The valuable part of

the argument

is

the

suggestion

that reform movements can be dis-organized by policy
strategies.

But

it

adopts too narrow

a conception of

Much depends on the capacity of

interests

and resources.

reformers

to sustain a movement

for future struggles with

ideas and organization which can go beyond the concern for
short-run

gains.

For this

reason

unions in some European

countries and some unions in the U.S.

precisely restrained

wage militancy to better prosecute their
goals.

Beside labor's own

actions,

depend on political

allies,

government

which can

work
about

policies

and in the labor
the affect on

economic

management

focuses on the

193C

market.

Little

policy and most

of what

s and

1940' s.

their

control",

viz.

has appeared

American

workers'

have argued that American
century political-

by developing a scarcity

consciousness and new -forms of
"job

Democratic

job-conscious ideology.

tradition

transformation

liberal

a positive contribution to

workers responded to the late 19th
economic

and

(20)

theories of

as a function of

will

has been written
of

in the liberal

politics

bolster union authority at

labor reformism

modifying traditional

Writers

reformist

especially parties,

The -focus on the state is

politics

larger reform

unionism which emphasized

union control

of access to jobs.

(21)

Workers joined unions because they were insecure about
their

personal

worth.

Unions cannot
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increase wages beyond

what market conditions allow;
is

collective

a pass--through for technical

politics,

workers sought

and parents do,
voting their

bargaining

simply

and economic realities.

In

security, by voting as their

by loyally

supporting

pocket-books.

peers

the party and by

The very narrowness of

labor's

aspirations is said to explain its willingness to accede to
liberal capitalism and the two-party system.
hand

it

general
politics

is

a useful

On the one

step to avoid problems arising

presumptions

about the determinants of

and -from overly aggregate political

to re-focus on how particular

from
labor

observations

unionists themselves

percieved specific problems arising from economic
Uncertainty

and the potentials of political

resolve them.

power

to

This helps bridge the gap between theory and

observation while preserving

the assumption

unionists thought about what

they were doing

about what they had done)

shapes their

that what
(and thought

future reactions to

new situations.
On the other hand,
earlier,

Iike the Marxi st

these arguments tend

functionlist

discussed

to collapse back

into

As already noted, unions like

assumptions.

the UAW had a social-democratic perspective, not a
conscious" one.
the traditional

BLUt,

even granted

the historical

view, since the harshness of

claim of
workers'

experiences are said to have taught unionists to
defensible borders,
contingent::
politics

this

did lear-ning

stop in

1900?

"job

retreat

suggests that consciousness is
about the labor process and
How can
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"job control"

unionism

to

explain the massive mobilization in the 193C's of

be the same in 1950 as in 1925 or

conscioLlsness really
and

for highly unionized

equally so

labor groups through time

changing role of
on

the

in the system of
the influence

sides" of -the relationship:

"both

1985

as for

industries

we need to investigate is

What

disorganized sectors?

politics

Could class

the CIO?

mass production workers into

unskilled

of state structures and processes on the organization of
labor consciousness and demands and the influence of

work,

labor over

state activities.

The following chapters are organized into -three
which

discuss the rise of

conseqUertces of

its

the New Deal

labor

system,

for the internal

stabilization

parts
some

politics

of

the UfIW and the attempt to manage the system in the face

of

changing international

first

part,

the labor

It

system.

is

explained as a response

of

in part

of

and managements which organized

labor

action.

political

work and the

of

perceptions of tLhe problems

possibilities
particular

In the

chapters two and three focus on the creation of

the ideologies of
their

economic conditions.

The UAW and CIO in

articulated a broad plan for the reorganization

of production

and the relationship of

industry and society.

The pieces of the system which emerged in the postwar
1940's were a refraction
struggles and historic
mobilization,
policy-making.

of

this

vision through political

forms and patterns of political

especially party

alignments,

One characteristic
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elections and

of the new system was

established a macro-political

that it
while

leaving their

micro role

role
at

for

labor

unions

work politically

Undefined.
The second part discusses the restructuring of the
UAW's politics after the postwar settlement by focusing on
the changing politics of skilled autoworkers

Corporation

(chapter five).

settlements

created institutional

company managements
bargaining

In brief,

managerial

skilled

workers

model

crisis
labor

this

of

defenders of

In the case of Studebaker,

But in the 195Cr's

struck the company,

a more

before

the

when a financial
incentives of the

the political

company and workers

was to

advocates of

from articulate

work had already taken root

settlement.

system led

of work

new politics

organization into militant

existing job designs.

of

on management and pressure

transform

work

to be

designs for rationalization

restrictions

01 consequence of

postwar

collective

defensive strategies which relied

tactics.

flexible

incentives for union and

to cooperate in national

and workers'

on contractual

flexible

the postwar

while leaving the organization of work

shaped by both
production

at Studebaker

to the crisis

and the union's response

(chapter four)

alike

to a major clash

over work organization and eventually to Studebaker's
closing.
Part
attempts

three consists of

two chapters which

to make the system continue to work

as international

investigate

in the 1960's

economic conditions begin to change and
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the consequence of
AFL-CIO

Chapter

failure.

actions to prosecute

their

bargaining and the Democratic
in Kennedy-Johnson
economy.
failure

policies

macro role

manage the

more explicitly

to these developments.

is

explained by the difficulties

continuing incentives of

the New Deal

Chapter

legacy for

responses to rapid and

international
neither

pol:itical

of

overcoming the

system at work and in

seven discusses the implications of

politics.

qualitative

conditions in the 1970's

this

changes in

and early

1980's.

micro nor macro practices lent themselves to

restructuring to meet

concluding theme

is

that whether

competitive challenges.
or not there are still

opportunities to reshape the incentives of labor
is

The

to successfully concert a reformed national

strategy

Then

in collective

Party even as they acquiesce

to

The UAW was central

six focuses on UAW and

bound to the lessons learned

decades.
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politics

during the previous

A
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PART ONE

'The ability

of trade unions in the

basis for twenty--five years of
workers'
control
limits

incomes and
will

substantial

of political

about the extent and

influence on the labor system

established after

the early New Deal.

pressures from manufactUring

Under broad

managements and the Truman

administration and with prodding from
CID leaders adapted their

jUdges,

democracy to collective
worker

improvements in

an elaborate system of shop floor

us a great deal

tell

1940's to lay the

labor experts and

vision of

bargaining

industrial

formulas to guarantee

income and autonomy and to contribute to national

economic

growth.

The apparent

the following decades led

success of

industrial

relations

reconcieve them as inevitable and rational
labor to modern

industrial

experts to
accomodations by

conditions.

The next two chapters show that the labor
emerged
power

system which

in the 1940's was more a response to the balance of

and modes of state intervention

traditions of management
for efficient

and to ideological

and labor than a rational

solutions to problems of

work.

Golden of

reform traditions

the Steelworkers
and their

1940's for a kind of

(USW)

search

CIO leaders

such as Walter Reuther of the United Auto Workers
Clint

in

these formulas

(UAW)

drew upon American

own experiences to argue

"cooperative
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and

commonwealth"

in the

in which

explicit

political

union role

in

management

cooperation

postwar

ensured

negotiations
industrial

in the shops.
support

employment,

and

decision--making

years as political

democratic

full

Yet,

a

labor-

in the

immediate

social-

for this

scheme rapidly disintegrated and manufacturing

executives won

legislative

and judicial

controls on labor

participation in order to reassert their traditional
managerial
stave-off

prerogatives,
reabsorption

these labor

top union leaders shifted gears to

in management's

leaders still

sphere.

advocated democratic

basic economic decisions such as prices and
a full--blown

wel

:fare state,

Although
control

investment and

they focused on strategies to

protect

their

organizations and to bring economic

to bear

on corporate and government

To a significant

degree labor

The UAW used collective

of

leverage

leaders.
leaders were successful.

bargaining

to win agreements

corporate leaders which recognized the permanent

from

rights

of

workers and unions in resolving disputes on the job and
established wage rules in 1948 and 1950 which tied

worker

income to increases in the national cost of

and the

national

rate of productivity.

explicitly

defined in terms of

managerial

efficiency,

Moreover,

Shop-level

productivity

was

new technologies and

not worker

the unions won

living

effort and cooperation.

"welfare"

programs directly

from

employers to "supplement" public provision of health and
hospitalization
and

the like.

benefits,

pensions,

These agreements

unemployment

included provisions which

gave incentives to corporations to behave
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insurance

"more

responsibly" according to the unions.
Yet in following
accomodated

strategy union leaders

themselves to large degree to the institutional

incentives of political
patterns of

this

power rooted

elections, political

party

government decision-making and,
more rigid form of

Unionism.

in historic
support,

in the process,

for the stabilization

as well

as basic to the conception which CID
to democratize

and
adopted a

Although political

crucial

the need

American

action was

of unions as organizations,

industry,

I

will

leaders had of

argue in later

chapters that labor's broad vision of reform became
these particular

political

and industrial

The seeds were sown in the

institutions.
preoccupation

tied to

relations
1940's for union

with administering collective

bargaining

contracts and on supporting Democrats who favored labor's
organizationai

interests.

Labor leaders came to pay less

attention to reform goals,
flexibility
it

which undermined

their

strategic

and exposed the unions to new difficulties

appeared that neither

corporations nor

government

leaders would perform according to union expectations.
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when

Chapter
Continuity and

Two
in Labor

Innovation

Labor's exact place in the New Deal
confounded

Democracy

was coopted by it.

comparisons of

the

1930's and unfavorable

heroic radicalism of that

came later,

and by over-'aggregating

to mean the AFL and/or the CIO.

previous chapter that much

Recall

of the debate

assumptio ns of

the imminent

labor which

reflected

is

was well-

The debate has been confused in part by

the apparent

period with what

labor

or whether the new movement

overemphasis on the events of

"labor"

system is

by disagreements about whether

served by New Deal

Politics

rationality

is
of

in politics.

from the

rooted

in

the divi

sion of

Thus either American

workers readily adapted themselves to the superior
efficiency

of

a Fordist

manufactUring,

system o+

large-scale

mass production and relatively

low-skill

high wages or labor's leaders compromised

radical

aspirations and helped employers manage the workforce in
order

Yet

the 1930's

which patterns
politics

and

(1)

1940's were years precisely in

of economic behavior were disrupted and

was preoccupied with economic dislocation,

reconstruction.
partially

benefits.

to gain material

The logic

operative.

uprising of

la:jor

of

Rather

in the

industrialism was at best
than a single political

1930' s,
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war

the new movement

went

and

through several

phases,

during each of

re-thought the purposes of

activists

alliances they mrade,

battle

was

union effectiveness,

and file

(and is)
it

the political

and the requirements for

tactics

Although rank

pushing ahead.
industrial

their

which union

enthusiasm for

an important

element of

was not an end in itself,

perhaps for old Wobblies.

except

Union organizations had to

remake and remold tactics and ideas as new circumstances
Nor were the forms

deranded.
stamped

in the

industrial

different

goals,

the split

between

internal

process.

Different

course were partly

the AFL and CIO,

structures

reflected
militant

which of

which unionism took uniformly

embodied

dominant

*for decision-making,

unions had

ideologies and

which were

in how they allocated responsibilities
action,

affirmation

of

in

for

labor goals and immediate

bargaining demands.
This chapter does two things.

First

it

looks closely

at what the United Auto Workers and much of the CIO
believed about the organization of
possibilities of politics.

work and the

It shows that the new union

movement did accept the technical
favor

a new public management

of

division of
the economy.

labor

of

economic advantage.

of a broader

political

tradition

democracy.
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and the

The unions did not

percieve themselves as economic interest groups,
part

and did

But labor

did not accede to the division of authority at work
distribution

in fact

but as

favoring economic:

The second purpose Of this
this

chapter

is

to show that

democratic aspiration was not merely organizational

effervescence

in the

by the apparent
enormous

1930's and was not

bureaucratic

national

overtaken

of maintaining

realities

organizations.

readily

Although there

is

evidence that some labor leaders put bureaucratic
first

and were political

ideologies, historic
and international
and the

conservatives,

the politics

At the end of the war major

organization and regulation were
next chapter shows,
was a re-Bult Of

what

representation

counted heavily in the late

1940's in shaping

labor.

of

of work

issues

unresolved and, as the

these unions ultimately settled on

power struggles and a strategic

The CID unions,

which

have figured

the innovations of

Two and it. was then
Steelworkers,

Autoworkers,

in the larger-

society as well

blocks to reform
and
o-f

in national

other CIO unions mapped
both

liberal

socialism.
in the shop,

1930's on the eve of
the

workers and others

on the role labor could play
as on some of the stumbling
politics.

In

1940, the UAW

out a plan with generous doses

and Catholic corporatism
It

only became

that big unions like

Electrical

could re--focus some resources

1940's.

so prominently in

the New Deal,

organizationally viable in the late
World War

19:30's

social-democratic

reassessment by labor leaders in the postwar

accounts o-f

interests

managerial

patterns of political
events

clear

called for joint
industry councils,
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and old--left

labor-management
and national

committees

planning.

As

late

as the 19'51

CIO convention the scheme was proclaimed

as a

"permanent"

part of

Not

the federation's

longterm goals.

only did the CIO demand the organization of

mass production

industries--left

pre--19*3's AFL--but

-they argued that

democracy and the

the material

and Progressives of

within reach of

society and the

prevented Americans

"cultural

Labor,

"abundance"

lag" which

means to grasp it.

In one sense
power

they were pragmatists who argued that political

of

to the potentials inherent

the economy.

But in

implied was a major
and polity.

organized labor

criticism

"private" affairs
"new

change in the relationships of economy

reform movement,

"business"

of government

"interference"

in favor of a mix

tool for

of

which considered

democracy.

whether

industry,
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government

Reformers argued
society and

Although

that

the two streams

government should re-

establish a competitive economy or directly
nationalized scale of

in

"anti-monopolism"

dominated government and

reform clashed over

popular

of the traditional

oligopolies dominated industry.
of

which stretched beyond

and back to populism and Progressive

nationalism", each of

planning a vital
that

what that

another sense just

liberalism had abandoned much

and

in the organization

(2)

The broader

American

Debsian

from breaking old habits of thought and

forming the institutio-1al

should adapt

They

together.

went

echoed themes associated with the Knights of
socialists

in

largely untouched by the

large-scale production

perfection of

workers

manage the new

they agreed that the state

should democratize decision--making
corporate
stifled

leaders,

individual

which,

in the hands of

had skewed the distribution

of income,

initiative

and circumscribed

of expertise and public participation.
movement

of

What the labor

the 1930's added to the broad stream of

analysis was truly
directly

(3)

the value

popular organizations of citizens

challenged management

control

of

which

economic

decision-ma:-ing and helped make possible the establishment
of

a reform government.

were less

CIO

leaders made clear that

they

concerned than the anti-monopolists with the

sheer scale of

industry and government.

of

in productive forces with the advent of mass

development

The high degree

production technologies had outstripped the capacity of
current

social

and political

them.

They wanted to change the social relations

relationships to make use of

production which had turned factories
dictatorships and
than a project.

industrial

into

employment

CIO leaders argued

that

of

absolute

into

a fate rather

to ensure

and economic security the public had to

democracy

in directing the economy at all

participate

shops and plants,

in industry and among

levels:

industrial

in the
sectors.

(4)
The basic idea was that
would

increase productivity by engaging workers'

and initiative.
earlier,

in work

labor participation

knowledge

Union leaders had made such arguments

before World War

One and in the

in contrast had come to define productivity
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1920's.

Managers

almost solely

in terms of

reducing labor

means to this

end:

standardization
supervi si on of
that

specialization of

of methods,

of

Uni on

leaders charged
of their

power

ski lls,

Union

constructive labor-

This was necessary to shore-up the

management relations.

employees and

individual

between

cooperation based on equality

corporations and to make real

Once workers had the protection

possible.

in prodLuctiol

and detailed

work and led to inequal

recognition was prerequisite for

of

and

the gains from productivity.

of

imbalance

task

habits robbed workers

them into enemies

distribution

had adopted several

mechanization

wor kers by f oremen.

such managerial

turned

costs and

of

a secure union organization behind them they could begin to
consider

of

ways of

the

irnproving

suspi ci on of managerial

bargaining power between
market

and at

goals of

the Act

recognition of

to back:

1935 it

redressing
sanction of
strife

workers

to fill

this

need.

Although

The

peace through

with employers,

bargain collectively

up demands.

action.

associate, choose

to freely

rights

was clear that

and

sought peace,

the Act

in the short run the Act's
balance of power

of the industrial

employee organization would

EBut

labor

were to achieve industrial

as work:ers exercized

resisted.

and employers in the labor

1935 seemed

workers'

representatives,

in

equality of

work by sanctioning collective

*The Wagner Pict of

strike

Yet unl ike earlier

moti ves.

now government would guarantee

claims,

process free

the production

their

the (Act clearly
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through

lead to increased

new power

and employers

placed at the root

of

close to the hearts of

relations a belief,

industrial
Progressive
new rights

liberals

and democratic

forms of

industrial

stabilization

Moreover,

for

the Act

democracy to national
through

workers to directly

among

search by labor and capital

solutions to problems of work.

economic

that the

would create the basis for bargaining

equals and a rational

these

socialists,

tied

goals of

enhancing the ability

of

negotiate with employers which ceteris

paribUs would bolster mass purchasing power.
This new union power
a basic level
well

in mass production

got the supervisor

off

a5 protected worker's earnings.

industry at

the worker's back as
But

unions sought an

even more substantive role and demanded changes in
managerial

practices which bound together

authori ty

struL.cture at work:

society.

For e:ample,

steel

and rubber

varied even among

and the relationship of

tonnage,

individual

plant superintendent

unending

source of

routinely

according to
decided.

There were over 45,000 wage rates in the steel

industry in

worker complaints

1945,

a virtually

about

inequity which steelworkers demanded be changed.

JAW demanded the abolition of

piece rates

rate" according to which all

workers would

And the UAW sought
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The

in the auto

industry and the substitutilon of a more equitable

based on hours worked.

to

output--a

or piece rate--which

those doing the same work

whatever the {Foreman or

work

workers in industries like autos,

were paid by their

price per piece or

the whole

"day

recieve pay
to flatten the

wage structure by negotiating equal
categories.

increases for all

(5)

Closely related to the method of
workers sought to control
determined

job

the sheer

standards of

individual effort

payment was that
production which
required

to hold on

to a job and earn a living as well as influence total
employment.

Ford

notorious among

Motor

Company,

autoworkers as the

pioneering days of the moving
War

for example,
"speedup

assembly line

had become

king".

In the

before World

One Ford had quickly discovered massive resistance to

t*he mechan:ical
until

pacing of

the company

1914 and,
brutal

jobs;

announced

even then,

worl::er

its

famous

soon resorted

turnover

$5-a-day wage

to an

plant regi me in which workers were

up with

the pace of automatic

reached :370.%
in

increasingly
"driven"

machinery by threats

to keep
and

intimidation.

The authority of plant management

over

and production

standards was reinforced by their

power

and to determine who shall

hire and fire

recalled to work and promoted.
a major

demand

Once the UAW was organized,

to help determine production standards

rights

be based upon seniority

determined
managers
conflicts.

several

"merit"

negotiate directly

that job

not managementand that

with workers

local plant

to resolve

(6)
and union

leaders percieved that

problems of

standards, pay and job

Autoworkers
solutions to all
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rights

(which they

auto plants);
(and

qualifications);

to

be layed-off,

was job security based upon workers'

succeeded in winning in

wages

not be found through negotiations

assignments could
shop

or

even

over

wages

individual

company.

in the

For example,

late

plants,

1930s

industrial

that

Workers

and

production

standards disputes
for

performance.
in particular

continucusly moving lines,

operations
from the

were

bending,

leader

as epitomized
suburb

in the Detroit

employed over

1C0),O00Cl people,

with

interlocked
on

into

though
by its

It

Rubber

Company.

itself

and competing
and credit.

industrial

was a major
companies)
Indeed,
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supplier
and
to

did not

it

mamoLth River

Dearborn,

DuPont

finished

consumer

which

was closely
(which

lead gasoline and captive

tetraethyl

motor vehicle paints and

appliances

iron ore and rubber

nonetheless

giants

industrial

of

along and

assembling,

plantations

Motors,

into

integrated

and financing

General.

FRouge complex

monopoly

Ford's

Timarketing

integration

Ford's

grinding,

famous for transforming

and then

Industry

stationed

workers

company's own mines and

automobiles
sales.

were organized

parts.

and transferring

painting

with

stamping,

among machines

for

planning.

had major ramifications

A(utomobile plants

match

A

aware of the integrated character of their

authority

and workplace

in

industry-wide standards

in business

and realized

industries

bargaining

which the UAW tried to discourage.

union participation

unions were well

shop-level

led to bidding competition

major UAW demand was company- and
and

in the

had a
markets

chemicals)

and U.S.

of auto parts

a producer

of

(to

consumer

make GM and other

similarly

complex

organizations in autos and other

feasi.ble, top corporate

industries

had devised elaborate internal
unit

leaders in the

1920's

controls to reduce

financial

costs of production and to supply the market with

carefully

priced products designed to achieve a

volume--normal

"standard

as GM managers called their

profit",

goal.

(7)
Management

hierarchy and norms of

had major effects on wrkers'
As a

involvement in work.
Ladies Garment

Workers'

Reuther,

infl

the

"key

Union

systems;

employment;

in every level

industry-wide bargaining
and the various firms.
"industry councils"

price and

key demand was that

labor costs and should instead

farmers

The guarantee for this was

between a secure national
The UAW

union

and CIO urged creation of
in which

as the forum for participation

memberships drawn

from unions,

managements,

and consumers would make basi c

decisions abouLt prices, profits,
FLeuther proposed

payment

and change their

power;

focus on products and methods.

gover nmen t,

1940's

companies in the industry should not

include wages and direct

"multipartite"

1930's and

by

the production process to

re-plan

Perhaps the

product policies.

of management

completely change their

curb supervi sor

competition among

Walter

uence in prodUcti on standard setting was

that the auto companies
stabilize

the International

The UAW insisted in the

(3)

on labor

Union wrote to the UAW's

to participation

the Lnion".

livelihoods and

leader of

equally

efficiency

that "technical
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products and
commando

investment.

units"

of

skilled

labor be organized-- non-competitive
draughtsmen and designers;

tool

enhance

"flexible

a federal

and rank and

direction

Michigan in 1944 through an agreement
Michigan and in 1946

Department of Labor established a Labor Education

Service with AFL

and CIO advisors.

CIO plans tied the industrial
Planning Board.

Reuther's

Finally, the UAW and

councils to a National

proposal

called for

"economic

in which the National Planning Board,

democracv"
"multipartite"

membership,

would set "social
It

production and distribution.

formless,

anarchic economy

society".

(9)

into a rational

on analyses of underconsumption

traditional

American

of

Keynesians.

American

institutionalists
(1:)

of
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"a

industrial

argued by
and the newer

They percieved that

standardized goods at a

stable prices--and that profits

transform

economic management

economy was based on mass production--high
manufacturing

again with

priorities"

would help

The basic conception of national
relied

relations

Steps in this

between the UAW and the University of

for

on

Extension Service--to finance shop steward

file training in good industrial

were taken in

to

Extension Service--modelled

practices, economics and history.

the U.S.

Moreover,

the CIO and the AFL advocated

Labor Education

the Agricultural

and

companies in a region

production".

labor's participation

of engineers,

and die workers;

maintenance trades--to service all
and to guarantee

"pools"

ideas

the

volume

low unit costs and

and wages both

could be

high as long as the market was extensive, thus allowing
margins to aggregate

profit

small
financial

surplus.

This conception was also held by

conservative manufacturers,
reformers
keep

was their

into great masses of

but what distinguished these

conclusion that capitalists

such a system operating.

either over-accumulate profits

could not

Top corporate managers would
and not expand

capacity to

meet new demands or they would drive down wages relative
profits

and thus undermine mass markets.

way

s were made economically insecure and were

individual

excluded from crucial
"compensate"
purchasing
insurance
and

Either

to

for

the short-fall

(for example,

in investment

unemployment

or mass

redistribute

The Reuther

labor

plan also foresaw a government

of

movement

income.

and to plan

public ownership

pensions)
coupled

and a strong

"life

modernization,

industrial

and death"

high-ris::

utilities),

industries

experimental

"yardstick" plants in highly-concentrated
promote technological

research

and technological

agency to license and spread scientific
information

benefits,

education and training),

(plant,

taxes on the wealthy

to directly

example,

The solution was to

power by government spending for social

investment

with high

decision-making.

including

(for

production

industries to

change and price stability.

also lobbied for

"nationalization" of

Service in order

to tie

national

the U.S.

The CIO
Employment

economic planning to local

job creation.
Finally,

they argLLed that
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and

industry should be

responsive to foreign policy goals based on
cooperation
in

international

and the reconstruction of Europe.

1945 had a full

international

international

labor cooperation

agenda,

(11)

including

to raise work standards,

support for the creation of the International
Fund,

World Bank and the United Nations;

capital

to Europe;

exports,

and,

The CIO

Monetary

transfer of

in the short term,

especially of manufactured goods,

an imbalance of
which would

rebuild Europe and boost American employment.

Although

some important Roosevelt administration advisors stressed
export market

expansion and using government

powers to ensure competition among
prerequisite for full

employment

in the financial

the economy and emphasized
was prerequi site

to U.S.

industrial

and industrial

and radical
together

new unionism
the

shared

all

The success of

(Socialists,

power,

in the CIO and

of

which did not fit

the initial

upsurge of

had helped ensconce

Communists and other who

the social-democratic

potential

nationalist

There were both more conservative

in the mid-1930's however

"progressives"

employment

foreign policy goals.

strains of thinking,

as a piece.

structures of

that domestic full

ideas were prominent but not hegemonic
labor movement.

others,

focused on government

These social-democratic and liberal

broader

sectors as

in the U.S.,

including much of organized labor,
intervention

regulatory

agenda)

although the political

reform asp[irations was still

in positions of
status of their

anything but settled at the
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end of

the

In addition to ideological

1930's.

among the union federations,

and division

diversity

social-democratic

leaders in the CIO had to compete intensely with newly
active AFL rivals for working class allegiance and they
challenges from employers and

resurgent political

faced

conservative members of Congress and
In fact
late

conditions worsened

and industrial

political

1946 was to form a popular front

Democr at s.

Th is; popul ar

Problems

front strategy

recovery was dashed in the

toward stalemate,

"Roosevelt

and the Congress.
1935 and

19 6,

paid out

its

its

For example,

GM increased

when

recession" of

business strategy:

saving process technology.
California

It

of

and GM reacted by
of

more differentiation

(especially the beginning of the annual
investment

workers

made more money and

The previous failure

more competition

and renewed

1938.

conditions improved in

employment,

standard dividend.

the NRA ensured

of

brokering

affects on employers,

190.'s had differential

1935)

of

economic conditions in the

The ups and downs of general

models

to the drift

approaches to economic policy as economic

and traditional

deepening

trade unions.

the unions were related

for

the Roosevelt administration

later

in turn had major
of

politics

the internal

consequences for

of progressive

reaction and to back liberal

organizations to hold-off

Oil

in the

1930's and what most of the CIO leadership did between

1938 and

in

state legislatures.

model

change

in more capacity and laboralso teamed with Standard
'Tire to buy up and close

and Firstone
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down competing

interurban rail

helped finance the American
presidential
Committee's

transportation

fight against unions.

in late 1937 and

It waged a violent
but lost when

partially

Yet

in the renewed depression

At the time the UAW had only

organized GM and Chrysler

organized at all.

victories

had
in

while Ford

was not

(12)

The national
it

guard troops

1938 GM promptly laid-off workers and

to cut prices.

government

in turn

lost

showed after the Democrats'

1932 and

1934.

the unity of
massive

1936 was big electoral

well,

but -first

fall

contributed to loss of faith

program

1936

Governor Frank Murphy tipped the scale to the

against strikers in Flint.

purpose

GM

campaign and the Special Conference

union when he refused to deploy National

failed

1936.

Liberty League, Landon's

campaign against the UAW in 1935-37,
Michigan

in

the rise in the economy and then the steep

among Congressmen.

institutionally

divisive

in the President's

This was compounded

issues,

by

such as the Court-packing

plan and Congressional

prerogatives

The 1938 Congressional

elections brought together

bipartisan

"conservative coalition"

southern Democrats,

in taxing and spending.

executive reorganization

the fragmentation

of

continuing

plan, preserving

regulatory agencies and its

compensation

It

led by

Also Congress rejected

Roosevelt's first

autonomy from the executive.

a

in the Congress,

which balked at fully

Roosevelt's proto-Keynesian policy.

unemployment

year as

own

structured the

and employment service programs
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to preserve the state's powers and not
prevent

establishment of

national

incidentally

to

standards and the

administrative capacity to implement them.

Internal

fragmentation was lessened a bit by the 1939 executive
reorganization bill,
exempted,

including the NLRB.

recession of

conservatives also teamed

and the AFL to try

to amend the NLRA

industrial

policy in the Wagner

many outstanding questions of

Act,

in 1939.

interpretation concerning

in determining

the substance of

involvement

collectively

bargained contracts and the primary
For example,

economic policy.

the National Labor

Relations Board

in-junction that management

to implement

had created
the Act's

unions, but

it

was not clear

issues companies had to bargain over and whether the
would go further

government
Act

the Act

goals of

desist from disrupting workers'

associations and bargain with
what

new

there were

government's

national

(13)

up with

Despite the apparently clear enunciation of

national

in the

relief and agricultural price supports.

The Congressional
employers

On the other hand,

1938 conservative Congressmen were pleased to

spend on rural

(1.4)

regulatory agencies were

but major

of

Labor Standards

1938, which established substantive terms

wages and maximum hours,
Moreover,
participate

than the Fair

it

was unclear

to mandate specific
whether workers

in management---in what

of minimum

agreements.
had rights

to

sense were they made

"equal "?--or simply to be represented by unions in
negotiations with

company officials
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over the terms of

labor

market

exchange.

According

to one legal

scholar it

was

clear that there was no coherent or agreed-upon fund
of ideas or principles available as a conclusive guide
in interpreting the (Wagner) Act.
The statute was a
texture of openness and divergency, not a
crystallization
of consensus or a signpost indicating
a solitary
direction for future development. (15)
Corporate managers,
officials

the labor federations and state

continued an intense battle

long after

the Act was passed.

over these questions

The AFL had allied in

1938

with employers and Congressional conservatives to weaken
the adiminstrative powers of
attempted to amend the

the original

NLRA in order to prevent policies

which they claimed favored the CIO.
to amend

the NLRA, Roosevelt

Labor Board

FLSA and they now

Although

they failed

appointed new members to the

over CIO objections to reduce its

autonomy from

contending parties.

The political
reaction

of the

and tepid Presidential

cont i nuecd

industrial

effective

political

of

drift

labor's

late

1930:'s toward

support for the CIO's

advance placed the question of
action more prominently at the center

attention.

advocated formation

Although

many labor

leftists

party, most CIO

of a labor political

leaders were unwilling to take the short-run losses this
would necessarily entail
district
if

at all

electoral

single-member

system in which workers voted Democratic

and in which the AFL was certain to be in

opposition, as its
regional

in a two-party,

coUncili

the short--ron

prohibiticn of
with the CIO in

cooperation by AFL
1938 testified.

losses resulting from

lessened political

Indeed,

leverage

could be severe,

suggested.

in

sitdown

In this situation CIO leaders more than ever
and liberal

firmly backed Roosevelt
Lewis'

as the Michigan-GM

John L.

Democrats.

bid to play-off Wilkie Republicans against Democrats

1940 had logic to it,

especially considering the paltry

quixotic

at best and was virtually

labor

movement--after

Democratic,
classes,

all

and middle

As the economy and the Roosevelt

admninistration geared for war

in 1940 and

1941,

role and especially the CIO's role improved.
organizing drive led to major

successes,

Hillman became co-chairman

the federal

were

direction cooperation--nonetheless

decidedly mixed.

1941.

for the

basis

both CIO and AFL could vote

riot to mention the professional

without

rejected.

unanimously

The consequences of seeking a broader

it was

but

role accorded labor during the war by Roosevelt,

labor's

A new CIO

such as at Ford

(with GM's Knudson)

Office of Production Management,

of

the key

government agency directing the early defense effort.
CIO won pUblic approval
who resisted

the effort

and collective

The

in comparison with industrialists
and were more interested in the new

opportunities for profit-making.
government support

in

of peaceful

And,

during the war,

labor-management

bargaining helped boost

relations

union membership

tremendous. y.
But

commitment

to Roosevelt Democrats

mobilization did inhibit
legislative and social

the reform program
aspect.
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A big straw

and war
in its

popular,

in the wind was

that Hillman in his role at OPM rejected arguments by some
unionists that he was labor's representative and that the
war mobilization should be decentralized into the hands of
unions and industries.

Instead he envisioned that the

proper role of government was to direct
and he backed the suppression of
in California aircraft

the UAW

OPM authorized

(16)

an organizing strike

plants in

1941.

by

Moreover,

loosely applying the NLRA to

a policy of

defense employers.

the mobilization

But then,

after

Pearl

Harbor, the

OPM set-Up and Hillman himself

were abruptly scrapped by

Roosevelt.

generated

The hostility

leaders eventuated
representation
Yet

of management,

act as a

labor

support for

policy-making,
leaders

Lewis and

industrial

opposition to

for social reform

it

leaders who put

increased production and
the war.

(17)

As

or by--passed in

was increasingly squeezed-out

national

L.

"wedge"

by government

value on wage stability,

maintenance of political

But

unions and government.

labor's role in production planning soon was

and by acquiescence in this
greater

labor

in new agencies with tripartite

plans which might

labor

among

limited again by intense managerial

sharply
war

this

sought new forms of

leverage.

(with the spectacular exception of

the UMW)

John

were constrained to preserve

peace by the

"no-strike pledge"

which they had

made to the country after the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor
draft".
social

and by repeated Congressional
What made this

new

"union

order especially trying for
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threats of a

responsibility"
labor

"labor
for

leaders was the

impatience of

growing

power

potential

who had great

rank and filers,

to win concessions from employers due to

employment,

and accumulated grievances over

wartime

full

the lag

of wages behind the cost of

living.

the War Labor Board eased the union
on the one hand,

somewhat by,
legal,

leaders'

During the war
predicament

absolutely insisting on

company and union discipline of rank and filers to

preserve the no-strike pledge and,
compliant unions with
means of

contractual

rewarding

"fringe" benefits;

new

organizations against both

security for their

employers and

on the other,

and by helping set up

insurgent memberships;

grievance procedures so problems in the shop could be
settled without

strikes.

But ultimately the rank and file

movements to break the no--strike pledge were held in check
popular

by a solid

among

front coalition

The UAW was one of the focal
many

leaders.

points in the CIO for

The top UAW

of these developments.

labor

leadership had

emerged from the intra-union struggles of the late 1930's
when a coalition of

Communists,

unionists ousted then-president

Socialists and

"pragmatic"

Martin and took over

Homer

the union.

In 1939 this group successfully carried out a

disciplined

rank and file

Chrysler,

organizing assault on GM and

where Martin had allowed the union to crumble in

the preceding year.

After the union coup d'etat,

Thomas became president,
treasurer,

director of

and Walter

George Addes became

Reuther

became

secretary-

a vice-president

the union's GM Department.
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R.J.

Although

and

the

UAW

leadership coalition still

was rife with ideological

tensions and disputes over how to respond to the clear
business domination of the war

effort and wartime attempts

by companies like GM to undermine the Union's presense in
the plants,

it held together against rank and file direct

action tactics.
file

The issue came to a head when the rank and

movement organized to have the UAW renounce the no-

strike

agreement

at the union's convention in September

1944 in Grand Rapids, Michigan.

This movement

was only

deflected at the convention by a decision to hold a unionwide referendum on the question in early
was reafirmed-but the partial

1945--the pledge

defeat of

the official

position reflected the readiness of the rank and file to
assert a major

role in industrial

The real
1943 of

sought

locus of union leverage was the creation in

the CIDO Political

National

Citizens-PAC.

Action Committee
Hillman was its

both to establish an autonomous

organization which could put
and intervene
front

politics.

friendly

labor political
pressure on Roosevelt

labor party.

The PAC

some notable successes in the Congressional

Presidential
rightward

director and he

in elections and to preserve the popular

by forstalling pressures for a

achieved

and the allied

elections of

lurch.

1944,

and

temporarily stopping a

(10)

The changing balance of power during the war helped
create a more bureaucratic style of unionism and this was
to a large degree an outcome of
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managerial

control

of

production

and its

Ideologically

designs for the labor

rightwing and managerial

system.

resistance already

had been evinced in the appearance of a bi-partisan
"conservative coalition" in Congress in the late
To most industrial managers the New Deal

1930's.

had been a

revolution which called for drastic measures to fight-back
against labor
war,

and

even the holders of

managerial

economic
in hand

government.
this

reform discovered that

could be an effective

expansion.

After

all,

stimulant to

business managers had taken

the reins of planning and control

domestic mobilization,

Yet during the

peculiarly American

reaction to liberal

government power

war"

"socialist"

of

the "total

side by side with the Army,

they claimed the largest credit

for

its

and

obvious successes

in sheer production and new wealth.
Nonetheless, management's
anything but assured.

War

Most experts predicted re-newed

industrial

Also,

capacity created conditions of over-

business leaders claimed war

(including cost-plus government
internal
profit

citing

I experience to buttress arguments that the vast

increase in
supply.

seemed

with reconversion to a peacetime economy,

depression
World

postwar position

pricing)

conditions

undermined their

cost structures and insisted that to survive and

in a postwar

should end all
mastery of

competitive buyers'

markets, government

price controls and managers should regain

production costs by increasing standards,

lengthening hours of work,

and dismissing the less

productive workers.

costs loomed

Labor
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most threatening

because the Labor Borad had enhanced the political
leaders and vastly expanded the rolls

of union

membce=rshi p.
scope of

manufacturing

Leaders of

the substantive terms of

large

power and thus to re-set

work organization and business

on.
Despite important

associations and
economic: policy
and often

variations among business

industries when
initiatives,

Steel

it

came to specific

they could Unite behind broad
opposition to unions.

extremely bitter

although U.S..

in 1937 had made a dramatic

when it agreed to bargain with the Steel
Committee
steel

union

corporations organized a broad business

to shape the balance of

regul ati

of

Employers were threatened by the breathtaking

the CIO reform agenda.

coalition

security

in order

market

about-face

Workers Organizing

to gain a valuable share of

as Britain

Thus

prepared for war,

this

the surging
pragmatic

response hardly proved the beginning of cooperative
relations

between the corporation and its

Moreover,

some corporate

Jr.,

chairman

for policies

of

General

leaders,
Motors,

such as Alf red P.

loss of

to stabilize

their

control

their

companies to unions and government.
U.S.

Chamber

of Commerce,

parts of

over

And while the wartime
the Business Council,

and the newly created Committee for Economic
largely

had

abandoned laissez-faire

adopted a conservative version
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rhetoric
of

Sloan,

made clear that the need

(private and public)

operations did not entail

employees.

Development
and had

Keynesian macroeconomic

analysis, the

"little

and farm

industry,

steel"

provided
opposed

of

of Manu-f acturers,

the backbone of

by

Chambers

Association,

reaction to reform and vehemently
of

-federal assumption
Both

the auto

local

and the Automobile Manufacturers

performance.
were

most

manufacturers represented

equipment

the National Association
of Commerce

companies,

for economic

responsibility

o-f these wings of employers'

intent upon maintaining

their

opinion

authority to set wages

and prices and preventing unions from using the state to
restructure the economy and
leaders,
control

argued Sloan,

had

raise taxes.
to broaden

in the arena of production

leadership

their

on government

1 i beral

influential.

planning.

for Economic
of

group

and William Benton

Secretary of Commerce

together

Advisory

(19)

Development

businessmen,

in

1942,

was probably

i f not the most

with encouragement

Jesse Jones, CED

Council,

of

the Commerce

in order

from

grouped

to use the tax
"high"

Department's

business.

The group

code, monetary policy and trade to

rates of national

employment

out business cycles without redistribution
infringement

Business

to make plans for the postwar

economy and to proselytize small

achieve

"non-business"

the heads of mostly very large corporations who

also were members

wanted

of

Organized by Studebaker president Paul

Hoffman
U.S.

and social

in order to prevent the "socialization

The Committee
the most

claims from

to political

enterprise" which Would come about from
influence

Manufacturing

on traditional

and to smooth
of

income or

management prerogatives.
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These

they argued, could be achieved relatively

policies,

"passi v'ely" and without much popular participation
the new powers for macroeconomic management
federal

government

example,

through

which the

had acquired in depression and war.

For

existing mildly progressive taxes and the

introduction payroll

withholding made possible

automatically increasing revenue with economic growth
which,

in turn,

would act to slow down demand-push
the business cycle.

inflation

on the high--side of

Moreover,

export demand from Europe would absorb the

productive

made possible by the enormous

"surplus"

expansi on of

plant capacity dur:ing the war without
income and recasting the composition

redistributing
production.
"automatic

Herbert Stein reports
stabilizers"

not believe the government had

with the National
Chamber

of

a more

The wartime
Johnston,

interventionary policy,

U.S.

a role for the Federal

but CED,
and the

did not

(20)

Chamber

of

a building construction

business cycle.

Manufacturers

made sure the government

develop such a capacity.

did

the capacity for hands-on,

Association of

Commerce,

favored

the tax code because it

like

timely execution of

that CED

of

government

Like the CED

Commerce

under Eric

executive, also accepted
in stabilizing

it preferred

the
to keep this

role as limited and as politically insulated from popular
influence as possible.
management

Its

primary goal

relations was stability

for labor-

based on recognized

spheres of
Johnston

and union action.

managerial

Peace"

for

Industrial

1945 which would extend war-time

in the spring of

cooperation during reconversion

labor-management

of

the

The Charter endorsed

production.

economy to civilian
enterprise",

"Charter

Murray

Philip

co-sponsored with the CIO president

and AFL president William Green a

spirit

In this

"free

to organize and bargain

existing union rights

collectively and also tied management rights to a union nostrike pledge and government regulation of prices and
wages.

neither the AFL Executive Council

However,

NAM,

behind the resistance of

join

the agreement

and it

Chrysler

died.

(21)

came to issues of

hardliners when

it

enterprise and,

in any case,

outweighed by them.

(22)

and use o-f
fnethods,

conciliation

little

control

inside the

Most

employers,
on

regardless of

"free collective

grievance procedures and
wanted

to restore management

in the firm which they believed had drastically
during

from the

they were politically

ostensibly broad business agreement
bargaining"

executives, would

businessmen differed

In fact liberal

nor the

control

declined

-the war due to aggressive union demands and
The voluntarism of

government

meddling.

management

Peace Charter

the labor-

and the reliance on evolving Court

decisions and Democratic administration policies were
rejected by the NAM and in particular
manufacturers who wanted
The essential
managers

by the Big

Three auto

new statute law to control

vision of

these hardline mainstream

was that production was best organized
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labor.

as an

efficient

bureaucracy

with a single

line

of

the executive office to the shop floor.
and corporate

was not pluralist
explicitly

rejected

was necessary for efficient
control

disposition of

operations and management
and delegation of

managers had sole control

of the

the economic surplus and responsibility

increase revenues and profits.
spok esmern

AIssociation

G.M.'s Sloan

Management hierarchy

was based on property rights

authority to managers:

from

The corporation

leaders like

"cooperation".

command

in

Automobile

to

Manufacturers

1945 opposed even the "job

conscious" unionism long associated with the AFL which
focused on wages,
hire,

fire,

workers,

hours and working conditions:

assign,
not

promote,

to mention

discipline

were well

beyond the proper

E.

Wilon

in its
collective

decisions.

claimed,

As GM president

bargaining

Otherwise,

bargaining will

employers and Ulions,

attempt

to press the boundary farther

area of

managerial

Charles

had to be contained

"the border area of

as the unions continually

functions".

GM's

and farther

into

labor strategy

resources were necessary.
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the

was to

a union role in business

and decisively resist

planning with whatever

post

be a constant battleground

between

firmly

At

opinions and grieve ex

(23)

collective

proper sphere.

scheduling

scope of union concern.

best unions could express their
facto management

investment,

production standards and

technology,

to

and classify

decisions about

products,

rights

(24)

In

1945 the social-democrats

resi I i ent.
for

labor

Once the war

were weakened but

was over the apparent necessity

cooperation on the old basis was gone.

and AFL at first

acted cautiously,

a collapse of

fearing

the postwar

economy--as had happened after

and with

a collapse of union

it

World War One--

economic power.

measures of what had changed

in labor's political

were made by the legislative

defeats of

Employment

and Murray-Wagner-Dingel1

and in the Labor--Management

the

which,

Congressional

however,

parties.

Conference

U.S.

Democrats
proposed

1945 Full

in November.

These

of

by employers and

The employers set their
the Employment

immediate

bill

introduced

Senate in May 1945 and backed by liberal

and social -democ:ratic
that full

ecOnomI. c pol i cy.
annual

status

tactics

were rejected

task as the modificat:ion of
in the

The first

"welfare state" bills

reflected the cooperative and legislative
reformers

The CIO

labor.

(25)

employment was the goal
It

required

budget which would

Keynesi an anal ysi s)

The bill
of

the F'resident

estimate the "gap"

national

to present an
(expected by

between pr i vate i nvestment

investment needed to ensure full
would follow to fill

employment.

the gap through

and the
Then a plan

incentives to private

investment ard, since that was expected not to be
forthcoming in sufficient
"compensatory"

quantities, public investment and

spending.

The Senate passed the bill
September

1945 and

virtually

the House became
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as proposed in

the scene of

intense

opposition

employment

and government spending would create
Sympathetic southern

without price controls.

inflation

Many argued that

massive business coalition.

increasringl.y
full

as part of an

led by auto marinufactUrers

in the House re-wrote the bill

conservative Democrats

according to specifications developed by the U.S.

it out of committee in December.

of Commerce and reported
The final

passed by Congress closely followed

legislation

the House version and qualified the goal
to

"maxi mum"

employment

deleted the ful1
an

with

"consistent

of

Report

of
free

national policy
enterprise";

budget and plan and substituted

employment

Economic

annual

Chamber

the President;

and prevented

the planning function from being centralized in the Budget
Bureau under

control

Presidential

per-son Council

of Economic

by creating a three-

with Senate concurrence.

President

accompanied by the defeat

appointed by the

Advisors

of

(26)

This was

the Murray--Wagner-Dingell

bill.
Pt the Labor--Management
Truman

and held for

Conference called by President

three weeks during

corporate leaders were helped by union
war had suspended consideration of

relationship

great debate,
to it.

the leaders of

The

factionalism.

the policy background

so was collective bargaining's
the Conference was for

The purpose of

giant enterprise and

labor unions to

voluntarily decide how to compose their
Although

1945

bargaining but now that policy was again the

for collective
source of

November

neither CIO nor

relations.

AFL believed that war-time
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policy

had been

just to labor and both wanted

workers'

income to make-Up

war

-for lost

a postwar

real

boost in

income during the

and for the decline in weekly wages as work hours were

cutback

from wartime levels, the CIO wanted continued

government
National

controls on prices and

War

Labor

its allies in the

Board and OPA counselled Truman

wages should increase without price increases.

In August

and September before the conference the CIO tried
the N.W.L.B.,

the Office of War

Reconversion and F'resident
issue.

and would perpetuate
wage controls.

At

if

Truman

make a decision

first

Truman

on the

because they

wage policy would not be voluntary

labor's poor experience with

and the administration
September

to have

Mobilization and

At the same time the AFL was opposed

thought a new government

that

Truman

rejected

quickly ended most

announced

a policy

wartime

continued controls
of

favoring

they were given without price increases.

government

authority over

the end of

the no--strike pledge and demise of

them.
wage

But

in

increases

However,

the issue was already weakened by

corporations ignored the policy with

the NWLB and

impunity;

they argued

they could not afford wage increases without price
increases.

The CIO then sought to reach national

on wage and

price relationships at the President's Labor

Management

Conference in November,

Mine Workers joined the employers'

but the AFL and United
associations to prevent

placing wage-price relationships on the agenda.
At

agreement

(27)

the same time the conferees were unable to resolve
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questions of

other basic

the scope of

(both CIO and AFL wanted no limits

collective

bargaining

on bargaining

subjects

and :industry scope--they wanted to prevent rigid
requirements so that

labor-management

evolve as circumstances demanded)
unionized

The Conference

principles

of

support

and that

-for collective

before
stri

"peaceful"

Mediation

were the first
of

resorted

kes which engulfed
battles

the postwar regime.

managerial

(which was

previously clearly
means of
Service

to economic

the closing

done

a fortified

should be used

force.

(26)

The

days of the Conference
over

in a renewed struggle

They also were the fruit

power and Truman's claimed

over a year for the Truman
political

bargaining

administrative

and Conciliation

the parties

agree on general

only managed to

significant since the NAM had not

Federal

and what workers could be

(especially white collar workers and factory

foremen).

so)

could

relations

the shape
of

neutrality.

It

took

administration to realize its

error and begin to improve its
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ties

to

labor.
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Chapter Three
in the Postwar Settlement

Autoworkers

Management's fear that collective bargaining is a
a nightmare of management's own
Trojan Horse "is
Management
making.
Management has no divine rights.
performs well or poorly.
has only functions, which it
turned
The only prerogatives which management has lost
out to be usurpations of power and privilege to which
in a democratic
no group of men have exclusive right
nation". (1)

labor's continued reformism after

Indi cat:ive of

to the presidency of

1930's was the rise
Workers of

Walter

Reuther-,

with

ambitions who,

an autoworker

the

the United
of

Auto

dynamic

brothers Victor and Roy,

his activist

was schooled in the Debsian socialism of his West Virginian
father.

By April

president,

when he was narrowly elected UAW

Walter had struggled

on the labor left
the CIO,

1946,

and,

as leader of

Philip

Murray

Steelworkers and the national
Mine Workers)
In this
much

as an

proposing

and William Green

John L.

the United
Lewis

(president of

(United

the AFL).

context, Reuther distinguished himself

advocate of national

social reform,

older leaders like

(president of
CIO),

in

the largest union

was poised to take the side of

Sydney Hillman,

wars

through the factional

not so

economic planning and basic

but for the public prominence he gained by

specific and detailed reforms for

organization and economic and welfare policies
perspicaciOUS use of

a wide variety of
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tactics

industrial
and by his
as a UAW

leader to achieve
a master

Reui.ther,

Victor had worked

toolmaker by trade,

and his

in the Soviet Union

for over

1930:s and

the early

It

a plan

Management

1945 that

in

spirit

a proposal

the Catholic

MUrray,

that

the automobile
was in this
labor

in an in-house

for peacetime
to

Chamber

New Deal

Commerce in

of

(2)

planning.
proposed by

others

that
the

should guarantee

government

a popular

foresaw that

in mass

the Communist Party,

Church,

Democrats and even the U.S.
they

of

outlined,

had elements similar

This proposal

in

as well

And it

airplanes.

Reuther

journal,

theoretical

a year

workers
spirit

was in this

for the conversion

to mass produce

industry

brother

1940 to the Office of Production

in

proposed

Reuther

Russian

instructed

techniques.

production

that

spirit

was in this

It

them.

flexibility and responsiveness of the economy to social
needs.
This vision
economic

of

government-supervised

cooperation did not come to

political

relationships

and government
the balance of

stabilized
forms of
that

cooperation.

A focused
tried

persistently

unionists

industry-wide

management

agreements with which

union goals.
Just a part

Of
of

course labor

actions

an explanation

of
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took several

the UAW

look at
to link

will

and

show

work and politics

and national

to tie

which

and established

forces

organizations

and create

But

1945.

were devised

policies

political

it

and

labor-management

before

struggle

more years of

in

fruition
as is;

system was not thus left

the labor

social

union-

national

policy to

intentions

are

the actual

outcomes.

The

Ultimate settlements
labor

which determined

system in the late

the boundaries of

the

1940's reflected strategic

Successes and failures shaped by managerial counterstrategies,

the internal

and historical

patterns of

government
political

organization.

Democratic
Moreover,

the settlements created
which shaped

Democratic

in which these
for

developments because

incentives to maintian

the forces

them.

Failures and Labor Setbacks

Recall

that in the fall

was being tamed,

national

wage-price accord.

(Revenue Act of

Employment

employers opposed a

Moreover,

had been defeated,

welfare bill

1945 the Full

with the AFL,

power and,

November 1945),

(but declining),

and current

of

employers were broadly :intransigent

to union

very high

the ways

subsequent institutional

labor,

Party support and

conflicts were settled is crucial

understanding

bill

conflicts and disunity of

the health and

business taxes were cut
public spending was still

monetary growth was permissive

labor income had suffered a major

wartime levels as work hours declined.

CIO leaders had

clearly preferred negotiated and political
economic problems but,

now spurned,

cut from

solutions to

they turned to strike

action to gain wage increases demanded by the rank and
file.

175,000 GM workers began to strike at the close of

the Labor-Management
continued for
strike

Conference on November 22 and

113 days until

March

13,

1946.

The steel

by over 500, 000 USW members began in January.
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There

also were strik:es of CIO Oil
Electrical

Workers,

Meatpackers

workers and hundreds and thousands of

plus major strikes
brotherhoods,

and
others,

by the UMW and the railroad

creating

the greatest strike

wave since 1919.

The Truman administration was rapidly becoming
cognizant of the looming

industrial

response to the impasse was to try

crisis.

peaceful conciliation

and active mediation by government agents.
failed to prevent industrial

conflict,

economic

and then

costs of

administration made
during

this

estranged

democracy of

undermined

even less than President

to regional

the CIO's position and

Roosevelt, was not

the war effort
Bill

industrial

business and the railroad unions.
credential

his investigation as a Senator of

Economic

economy

the CIO type, but he was an old Progressive

had established his reform

of

labor for the

Indeed the

in his thinking nor did he favor

with ties

satisfied

from Truman.

Truman,
Keynesi.an

made

a policy turn on the domestic

episode which
it

which

increasingly blamed

his own policy.

When this

Truman

concessions to both unions and managers,
neither party,

But first its

of

for many people by

military-business control

and by his endorsement
Rights.

He

of

Roosevelt's

Yet Truman's closest advisors in

the early years of his presidency were businessmen who
counselled

quick decontrol

and a return to market
A

of the economy,

determination

of

balanced budgets

prices and wages.

quick transition to "free collective bargaining"
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however

was frought with dangers and Truman's
vascillated

actual

policy

between conservative prescriptions and liberal

hopes.

Although

wartime growth
to pay for

it,

in the Federal

budget deficit and the taxes

social

in the

he resisted general revenue tax cuts
in fact supported payroll

short run and
pay for

Truman desired to cut-back the enormous

welfare programs.

tax

increases to

This policy implicitly

led to a squeeze on profits and was in contrast to the

least
is

It appeared that Truman at

wartime.

utility pricing of

in part was following a Keynesian path,

doubtful

profits

although it

that he percieved his policy as a deliberate

squeeZe.

(3)

The administration's policy apparently rested on two
different presumptions,
CoUld be

stimulated by maintaining

cuts and decontrol

inflationary

consumer demand

(via
(by

and by private investment opportunities

higher wages)
tax

the peacetime economy

namely that

of production).

cycle caught

But when the

the administration's

and as employers vigorously oppposed wage

attention
it

increases,

"collective bargaining" over prices with

began to engage in

corporate executives to cover wages.

Yet this policy

switch was not a viable solution to problems of economic
recoversi on since it
inflationary spiral.
implied a need
which

provoked

strikes

To the adminstration this situation

to control

labor disputes,

was reinforced by the inability

monetary

policies

and fueled an

to restrain
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inflation.

a policy choice

to use fiscal
Keynesian

and

analysis suggested that the government should create a
budget

surplus by cutting expenditures and/or raising

taxes.

way not generally accepted,

this
in

Yet not only was the idea of using fiscal

but Congress had cut taxes

1945 and was unlikely to raise

year.

Moreover,

wartime

policy

them

in 1946,

an election

monetary policy was hamstrung by the

subordination of

the Federal

Reserve to the

Treasury's government bond operations in support of low
rates,

which Truman

"patriotic"
of

insisted be continued to protect

war-bond owners and small

banks.

A consequence

thi s policy was ac tUall y to boost the money supply.

Without

new

room

for

the Truman

maneuver

legi slation to restrain strikes

presidential

urged

administration

and to grant new

authority to appoint

l abor -management

(4)

"fact finding boards"

in

di sputes.

In response to the disruption of the pivotal auto
industry President
December

Truman appointed a Fact Finding

to make recommendations

a determination

of

the "facts".

to be considered was at stake.
strike

pivot around

insisting

for

a settlement

But

just

Board

in

based on

which facts were

The UAW sought to have its

the government's wage-price

policy by

that GM:'s finances be reviewed during collective

bargaining.

They demanded

that GM open its

books and prove

its inability to give wage increases without price
increases.

If

the company could so prove,

the union said,

it would scale back its wage demand accordingly.
vigorously rejected this
to narrow collective

GM

and made thorough counterdemands

bargaining to the lines advocated by
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the NAM.

GM demanded

contract

clauses,

re--imposition of

withdrawal

including elimination
incentive wage plans;

uninterrupted production;
which clearly

limited collective

negotiation on prices,
fire,
a

union security;

limits

on union free

promote,

The

rights

clause

employment

and prohibited

products and powers to

transfer and discipline.

C.E.

labor monopoly"

"industrial

anarchy".

UA-W at first

was cool

for

and

bargaining only to wages,

profits,

"government--bui1t

warfare"

seemed

of

and a management

hours and direct conditions of

blamed

19 wartime--imposed

union responsibility for shop discipline

speech;

hire,

of

"class

and

(5)

to Fact Finding because it

to be a type of compulsory arbitration

in which GM

workers would be required to return to their

jobs under the

status _uo while the Board determined the issues.
Truman

appointed the Board members--Lloyd

head of

the NWLB,

Supreme Court,

Justice Stacey of

conf i dent
case,
work.
and,

when it

to pay wages,

GM asserted that

it

to

interference

became clear on December 20 that

Board's hearings.

to 1 abor' s

refused to return

opposed such "outside"

would consider GM's ability

of Kansas
apparently

that these men would be sympathetic

GM management

last

Carolina

presi dent

agreed to fact-finding,

though the GM workers still

Yet once

Garrison,

the North

and Mil ton Eisenhower,

State College---the union

Wilson

the Board
boycotted the

questions of profits

and prices were beyond the Board's

capacity and union

demands that these were bargaining

issues reflected
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the

on January

nonetheless and

10.,

question that GM pay a 17.5%4

to collective

remanded

these terms,

on the key

wage increase

other issues would be
The union accepted

bargaining.)

though the wage increase was substantially

its

less than

1946 recommended

(19.5 cents)

(The

a price increase.

without

work

The Board continued its

union's "socialism".

original

demand.

The company rejected it,

arguing any wage increases had to be reflected in increased

stalemated,

With the auto strike

to the steel

attention shifted

(6)

continued.

and the strike

prices,

industry where 500,000

steel workers were set to go on strike
months leading up to the strike

stood
wage

firmly

against price controls.

increases

if

additional

enough

U.S.

and price leader

employer

principal

it

could

pass

the administration's

for the industry,

in

in what the

profits

market.

intense private negotiations with John Snyder,
Mobilization

sympathetic to management's
director

of

the Office of

friend of

liberal

As he had
Board

plus

prices,

exec:utives led by Benjamin Fairless carried

of the Office of War

in steel

Murray,

labor,

U.S.

on

the director

and Reconversion who was

demands,

but Chester Bowles,

Price Administration

and a

had resisted price increases.

in autos, Truman

appointed

a Fact Finding

which was accepted for the USW

who then postponed the strike

January 21.

had

would only give

It

company assumed would be a depressed postwar
Steel

For

Steel, as the

them on

price to maintain

14.

January

by Philip

deadline until

The company made clear that regardless of
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whatever

Board recommended

the

price increase.
cents wage

then

caved-in

avoid a bruising fight,
U.S.

Steel

guarantee

would

insist

on

Board soon recommended

increase, but without

Murray

iSSLe.

The steel

it

on

issue,

an

18.5

hoping

to

and accepted the Board's proposal.
without an explicit

for price increases and the steelworkers struck
Snyder,

James Byrnes,

Fred

Vinson,

BarUch and Truman himself became personally
negotiating

with U.S.

increase of

more than twice what

Steel,

max i mum defensible "on
.The price line

Bowles considered the

the merits",

(7)

was thus bro:en and all

pol icy announced February

wage-price

"bulge" as the official

un:ions and

Reuther

negotiations with the UAW

(which was part

to have these companies put

settled March
cents wage

dragged

given that

and that the other

automobile companies had also settled their

The auto strike

rejected this,

which the UAW could do,

Murray had abondoned the fight

line.

day and GM offered the UAW

18.5 cents as in steel.

but there was little

A new

14 established the

anti -inflation

ended the next.

strike

in

eventuating in a price

gover nment

The steel

Bernard

involved

industries made claims for comparable increases.

turned

large

addressing the price
the price

rejected the proposal

as scheduled.

the same

a

wage
of the UAW's plan

competitive pressure on GM).

on another month and was finally

13 without union concessions and with an

increase.

his highly visible

Both

sides claimed victory.

18.5

Reuther

role into a successful campaign
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in the April

UAW Convention to oust R.J.

presi dent of

the Uni on.

(E)

Shortly thereafter two major
outside the CIO in coal
fragile

labor disputes raged

and railroads which broke open the

alliance among unions and between them and the

Democratic

Party.

400,000 soft

and the Railroad Brotherhoods
same month.,

coal miners struck April

set

ultimatelV would
strike

a strike

date

The Mineworkers sought a private

financed by a royalty per ton of

tailored

the
plan

while the rail

labor legislation

economy

precisely

to prevent such strikes through government

mediation.
had just

The mineworkers'

returned

called CIO planE
his past

CIG and AFL.

president,

status,
for a

leadership of

Afccording

mineworkers

regardless of
bashing,

it

attracted
leadership

state" and

he sought to

wages should not be set

Lewis adhered

to traditional

wages force modernization

of

were going to get a pension for

Congressional

to Lewis'

action.

apparent

1.45 and early

80

he

prices were management's

was only the labor left

in

Lewis, who

labor by out-bargaining both

to Lewis,

On the contrary,

policy that high

L.

strongly opposed what

"corporate

according to the price level;
business.

J.

the UMW to the AFL in January after -five

years of unaffiliated

regain

I

mined coal, which

be paid by coal consumers,

railroad

later

welfare

threatened to tie-up the whole national

despite special

And

Thomas as

industry.
themselves,

Yet, despite his CIOin the CIO which was

militancy,
1946

AFL

whereas the AFL

had been counselIing

against

strikes

favored

new social

By

the postwar

until

legislation.

Bitumilnous Coal

and

(9)

the second wee.: of May

forced slowdowns and

economy stabilized

1946 coal

layoffs in steel

shortages

had

and autos as the

Operators completely rejected the miners'

demand for an employer-financed welfare and retirement fund
controlled by the union.
labor

were torn by the UMW's struggles because of Lewis'

autocratic control
pension

but,

Many progressives outside of

of the union

proposal.

Truman

and the conservatism of

intervened

unable to win employer

consent,

directly

in

Then the government -as-emp1oyer
Lewis creating a welfare plan,
coal

tonnage,

code,

and a

seized

operation.

signed a contract with
financed by a royalty on

p1Lus vacation pay,

"pattern"

the talks

the president

the mines May 22 and put them under government

the

a new Federal

wage increase of

mine safety

18.5 cents.

The

price of coal promptly went up without any objection from
Lewis.
still

But,

since the southern

group of

Coal

would not agree to the contract terms,

Operators
the government

was compelled to continue to run the mines to implement its
agreement.

Indeed,

Virginia Representatives A.

Robertson and Howard Smith
prohibit

welfare

forced
Court

The coal

several years until

the issue at U.S.
ruled

introduced legislation to

plans, which the next year became part of

the Taft-Hartley Act.
dispute for

Willis

welfare fund stayed
the United Steel

Steel

in

in

Workers

1949 after the Supreme

that employers had an obligation to bargain

over such plans.

Yet Lewis'
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demand

in

1946 for

a welfare

fund provided directly by employers resonated in the labor
movement,

including the UAW where demands for

plan were made in
factional

1946 and

politics
In the rail

1947 and became part of

in that union
strike,

(see below).

the unions involved

outside the UAW and CIO policy orbit.
this indLustry May 23,

(10)
again were

Truman also seized

but despite the government takeover,

the unions of engineers and trainmen
the government.

a pension

The main

refused to work for

issue involved was pay;

railroad unionS wanted more than the "pattern"
their

wages had

anid many
demand

seriously

the government.

with indignation

a threat

State Byrnes attended the

Secretary of

The President

made a

appearance before the Congress and thoroughly

casti gated uni on
brotherhoods)

leaders

industriei

railroad work::ers into

di spute.

At virtually

(not Just the railroad

and he asked for

and uni ons in basEic

But

and Truman

to the sovereignty of

negotiations and attacked the unions.

to the

Truman

in the Congress reacted to the railroad unions'

called the continued strike

draft

because

lagged for many years.

to break the "pattern"

dramatic

the

controls on strikes

stiff
,

including a proposal

thie Army in the current

The House passed the proposal
the same time the

"pattern"

strike

and the Senate let

306 votes to 13.

was settled according
the draft

a newly anti-labor Senate did then join

pass the Case bi1,
the Wagner

A-ct.

to

an amalgam of

proposal

die.

the House and

conservative reforms of

The unions now were seething with anti-
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Railroad
defeat

Truman

in the

1.948 elections.

party" plans and ways that

others began to discuss "third

in

Truman from the ticket

the Democrats could drop

and

while

leaders were mollified

labor

and some other

11,

June

votes in the House.

five

his veto was sustained by just
Murray

To prevent a complete

vetoed the Case bill

with labor Truman

break

to

entire treasury

to use their

Trainmen VOWEd

of

The Brotherhood

passion.

and anti-Democrat

Truman

1948.

(11)

Fallback Strategy

Labor's

With the concl1 usi on of
"first
1946,

round"

what

bargaining

collective

labor-management

of

was called the

later

the UAW and other unions had seen their
go from bad to worse.

situation

coordinate

the Office of

with Chester

By the summer of

government

spending and

continued the drumbeat

of

administration

controls had been

Truman slowed

halted public works projects and
for

"continued production".

price controls and this
tried

for a new

price

1946,

only remaining policy option to fight
reimposition

(now as

Bowles

StabiliZation)

Economic

no-strike pledge conditioned on effective
stabi I ization.

the strikes

vigorously for price controls and

reportedly made an agreement
of

The outcome of

bargaining and administration policy.

collective

The AFL and CIO lobbied

d:irector

economic

wage goals, but not the CIO's bid to

their

was defeat of

in

The remaining

to do.

due to exp:i re in January
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was

inflation
is

The

what

the

war price
1946 but were

extended another
address,

Truman

another year,

six months.

In his State of

-the Union

had requested Congress to extend them yet

from June 1946 to June

1947.

Although

public opinion was very favorable to controls,
continuation ostensibly would be to Congress'

and their
credit,

many

producer

and distributor

example,

previous supporters such as cotton producers

switched sides,

groups had bailed out.

as they were to be covered for

For

the first

time by the controls proposed by the administration,

and

other

farm producers and processors objected to cuts in

their

subsidies and the substitution

of price controls.

Also intensely hostile were automobile dealers,
thei

r anti-price

power

control

campaign

in Mi chigan where they took

and elected
debated

a rightwing

governor

the issue for six months

wealk bill

As long as workers'

political

over the Republican Party
in

1946.

The Congress

and finally

passed

a very

(12)
income lagged.,

were pressed by the rank and file
raised the wrath of
in Congress,
vol untari sm.
industrial

restraint

but striking

Truman and the Conservative Coalition

which was in no mood
Yet if

union leaders

to strike,

to acquiesce in labor

organized labor followed a policy of
union leaders were likely

to lose mass

and have to make concessions in working conditions

(because they would not be using their
"weapon")
Reuther

direct

which allowed wage increases to be passed-through

in prices to consumers.

support

into

who turned

The social -democratic

a leading proponent,
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most effective

union leadership,

with

adopted a two-sided fall-back

strategy which
movement and
Democratic

had major repurcussions inside the labor

for the relationship between unions and the

coalition.

One side was aimed at achieving

internal

and preventing concessions to employers.

This included

attempts to ally with the AFL on legislation
and eventually toward

merger

unions and in the CIO,

CommuAn ists

The latter,

unity within

in particular

staffs

by suppressing

and contract administration.

plus new collective

"wel fare state" programs
guarantees,

bargaining

directly

strengthened the leaderships'

"LUnity in the

leadership and solidarity

the same time,
and contract
employers'

own tactics

of

in the ranks".

At

bargaining

designed to not relinquish any shop-floor

fall-back

strategy was aimed
"liberal"

liberals

The second side of

lines.

Party members

then becoming

Communism.

president was

centralized personnel

to the unions.

with northern

control.

matched and countered

territory

Party along

tactical

the emphasis on wage and benefit

administration

adminstration

goals to win

from employers and wage

Reuther's slogan in his campaign for UAW

allies

Also

and spontaneous direct action and by

professionalizing their

Communist

and elections

of the two federations.

these leaders sought to enforce political
their

labor unity

the

at realigning the Democratic
The internal

campaign

gave the CIO greater
and Catholics,

against

credibility

who were important

increasingly preoccupied with

The CIO also launched an organizing campaign
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in

the southern states to reform political

power

in that

.

r eg i on

not emerge all-of-a-piece

The new strategy didi
plan,

but

from the unions'

changing political

industrial

as a

circumstances and

conditions of the labor movement during

the next two years.

Thus the UAW in

to again play a pivotal

role

the end of price control

1946 at first sought

in the CIO's advance.

imminent,

With

Chrysler workers were

eager

to take

which

was raising production standards and reclassifying

workers

"direct action",

lower

to

their

pay.

goaded on by the company,

Indeed,

probably had the most effective
organization
eager to

on the SM settlement.

with GM and Ford

and

1946),

(and other

prices

that

if

Act was put

economic

wage

contract,

was the

unlike those

The UAW notified
it

the government

reevaluate its

Chrysler

in

clause which the union could

increased.

and industry"

the Price Control
would

shop

CIO union contracts settled

had a "reopener"

"government

promised

workers

of the Big Three auto companies and many were

improve

activate if

Chrysler

and militant

UAW s immediate target because its

early

the

Chrysler

wanted wage tal

ks, but

acted to control

in effect

demands.

August

The UAW's

concept" was that the public interest

prices--

20--the UAW
"basic
required

that
the mass productive power of America must be matched
by our purchasing power, if
we are to achieve and
maintain an economy of abundance.
Accordingly, our
task is to increase real wages by insisting
that wage
increases be paid out of the economies of advanced
technology and not passed on to the consumer in the
form of higher prices. (13)
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The UAW was worried
lagging real

wages,

which was down
peak)

but about

employment

in March

in July 1946.

such as springs,

control

and

employment arid membership,

-from 1.2 million

to 696,000

industry,

not only about price

Strikes

1945

(its

wartime

in the auto parts

were compounding the problems of

in the main car manufacturers who were slowly

moving toward

full

production.

The union was trying to

improve and standardize wages and working conditions and
had created special
workers

intra-union councils,

in foundries;

companies producing springs;

axles and transmissions;

piston rings;

particular

suAch as

corporations,

Thompson Products,

for example for

Mac.k:

Truck,

bearings;

gears,

working

in

Bendix, Borg-Warner,

and so on.

But

it

was

difficult

to do so when demand from the main manufacturers

was soft;

GM and Chrysler

in July 1946 reported

passed their

breakeven points at just

producti on.

Steel

50% of

It

looked like

The UAW demanded

the UAW.

in which

invited

in July called a Full
all

"sustained production"

partici

pated;

along

"low-level

feasible for the companies.
Auto Production

the auto assembly companies.

producers Studebaker,

the auto

high prices and profits make low

production and employment
UAW

hurt

textbook monopoly practices to

with new price controls to prevent a
equilibrium"

prewar

production also was lagging and steel

executives refused to expand capacity, which
companies.

they had

Willys-Overland,

The

Conference and
Only the small

and IKai ser-Fraser

GM and Ford refused to come and claimed the
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union's own supplier

were the cause of

The conference only produced

production.
the federal
iron.

strikes

lagging

a request that

government begin a program to collect

scrap

(14)
Murray opposed any Chrysler

the uncertain political
until

December.

Conference

climate;

On August

strike
the USW

apparently,

but with Murray's

that strike action should be postponed
hostility.

was going to wait

15 the CIO held a Wage Policy

in Washington at which,

wage strategy was endorsed,

threats because of

the UAW's
reservation

given public

The CIO created a Wage Research Committee to

prepare a brief

on wage policy to guide collective

bargai ni ng by the Un ions and to detail

to the public why it

was conducive to the public interest.

In the meantime the

UAW

agreed to drag out negot:iations past the fall

Congressional

election and even to the first

year

(which they did in fact)

CIO,

partly

partly

partly

of the new

in deference to the

because the union was strapped

because the UAW Executive Board

a-time collective

for

money and

opposed the one--at-

bargaining strategy proposed by Reuther.

(15)
Without
increased

controls now,

the cost of

6% in July and another-

new Price Control

bill

in late

13%

July)

living

promptly

(despite passage of a
by November.

In

November

controls on everything except rent were abandoned

as futile.

To cap-off the period the President's party

took the blame at the polls

for inflation

The Republican slogan was a sneering
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and vascillation.
"Had

Enough?".

Southern
violent

racism during the election campaigns took a
lurch back to the days of

lynching.

1945-46 strii.:e wave and the reaction to it

Moreover,
had

the

led to a

breach between labor and the Democrats and undermined labor
support for the Democrats.

Turnout was unenthusiastic and

many agreed with the AFL's
powerful

Dan Tobin,

president of the

Teamsters and the labor representative on the

Democratic

National Committee,

who had predicted

that

workers would stay at home on election day rather than vote
for

a

"reactionary Repub].lican or for a reactionary

Democ r at " .

the first

Republicans won

time

Democrats,

since 1923:

a

majority

in

in the House by 246 to 189

including 109 Southern Democrats,

Senate by 51 to 45.

Many

for

both houses

leading liberal--left

and in the
Democrats

were defeated while Republicans such as Senators Richard
Nixon and Joseph McCarthy were elected for

the first

time.

(16)
Although
reality

the election results were not unexpected,

of defeat reinforced

leaders of

their

and less visible
role of

position.

organization.

the reassessment by labor
Reuther

in democratizing

The previous spring,

of

social

reform.

"iron

ideological

about the important

industrial
in contrast,

cold war to the benefit

Reuther

Reuther

became the most powerful

had turned around what later
symbol

became more cautious

in his public rhetoric

government

the

argued on national

curtain" was being drawn
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of

domestic

radio that an

around the labor movement

by

industrialists and "reactionaries" who were using

American

by invoking the image of totalitarian

scare tactics
government.
Reuther

But

cautioned against an all-powerful

to labor' s interests.

inimical

This source of

to expanding Soviet control

(which Reuther

and other top

labor

and by the persistent

intensely)

central

in eastern Europe

leaders watched
of

hostility

its

The CIO already was acting to braoden
political

base.

In March

"southern

front"

by

with

differential

realignment of

1946 the CIO had opened a

launching a union organizing drive in

southern
(The

politics

to break the conservative

AFL then

also launched

remain competitive with the CIO.)

business-dominated regional
and swing

put over $1

million

CIO also tried
workers,

politics

the party to the left.
into the drives in

consumers,

and small

price controls and consumer purchasing
"monopol"
y Moreover, 1 abor
"social.

liberals"

'

The plan was

the southern

of

to establish a national

farmers,

a southern

break the racial ly-based,

southern unions would

Democracy

wage

areas and to force a

industrial

northern

bloc in Congress.

and

industrial

the southern states to eliminate the southern

that

reform

(1~7)

opponents.

drive to

Reuther's

in the next two years by American

was reinforced

reaction

1946,

a business-controlled government

mindful of

government,

caution

in December

after the election,

The CIO and AFL

the first

year.

popular alliance

The
of

business behind
power and against

s democratic social i sts and

continued to advocate alliances between

90

and farmers

workers

based

in particular,

in part

on

organ:izing cooperatives to provide food and housing.
The organizational
was the CIO-Political
opposed to a
Hillman,

locus of their

electoral

Action Committee.

"third" party,

died in July 1946

calculation.,

but when PAC's director,
and Murray took over,

front approach.

liberal

organizat.ions like

and Catholics had never

Some unions like the
the Union for

both

Democratic

the CIO for

of Commerce,

Party for its

wartime

its

(AFL),

Democatic Action

Republicans were whippi ng up anti-Communist
tarring

ILGWU

accepted the popular front

hierarchy, the Chamber

Catholic

the

In the postwar

by Communist Party members.

participation

Sydney

there was less purpose for the

popular

of

strategy

The CIO-PAC was

purpose of the organization was in doubt.
political

(18)

because

Now the
and the
sentiment

and

and the

coalition

connection to the CIO.

Moreover.,

the Communist Party had adopted a new strategy in April
1945 which reversed its
Its

agenda.

social-democratic

trade union cadres

had begun to agitate for
conflicted with Murray's

mass direct

labor action, which

preference,

not to mention the AFL's.

many non-labor

of union

Action Committee to

remain

autonomous from the Democratic

Murray

did not want

example,

At the same time,

and a large proportion

liberals

activists wanted the CIO-Political

For

corporatist

Party,

although

to seem to break with the Democrats.

the USW Convention

two-party system while

in May

the UAW's
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1946 re-endorsed

Executive Board,

the

controlled
Commun:ist
The

by Reuther's opponents who were backed by the
Farty,

supported

"independent"

defeat of the Democrats

in the

elections forced the iSsue and many

candidates.

(19)

1946 Congressional

liberals

and socialists

decided that the Communist-left was a liability.

After the

November election losses,

liberals,

the wartime alliance of

social-democrats and Communists broke into two pieces,
partly

embodied

Americans

in the creation of the anti-Communist

for Democratic

Action

Progressive Citizens of America,
popular

front

Farty.

Murray

and distanced
initially
their

labor

Rieve,

Hugo Ernst

participated

itself

Jim Carey,

David Dubinsky and

in the founding meeting of ADA with
John

.

Galbraith

However,

split

CIO and insisted that they all

ADA,

called

"right

leave the PCA and

(20)

unity was confounded by persisting

divisions in the labor movement.
behind liberal

and other New

Murray was not yet ready to politically

wh:ich they did.
Leadership

before the ADA

Reuther and other top

Dealers.
the

the

from the Democratic

intentions.

Eleanor Roosevelt,

Bowles,

1947 and the

which maintained

joined the F'CA

planners announced
leaders Emil

in January

Democracy

To align themselves

in the nex<t two years,

wing" of the CIO leadership

assault against so-called
strategy inside the

"left

the so-

launched an

wing" opponents of the new

labor movement.

In the CIO and UAW,

Reuther was the leading rightwinger

and his strategy for

collective

bargaining and party politics

became enmeshed in

the intense factional play between the Reuther
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caucus,

its

which was moving to consolidate

caucLUs,

opposition

the winter

During

behind the other

loosely

its

CIO released

1946,

economist

(21)

Keynesian

"National

Wage Policy for

War

increases in basic

federal

1947, the CIO
for welfare

leadership decided to bargain collectively
gaps" until

could be

legislation

sent

In the Nathan Report and a related brief

the Council

of

Economic Advisors

that the maldistribution

sought by

"exorbitant" profits

for sustained employment

and production.

It

is

most

be achieved without

high prices

The Report

the wage-price-profit

business today indicate that the

interest requires a major

national

the CIO argued

Business" was

"Big

"the salient facts of

in American

situation

to

income and thus the high demand needed

undermining consumer

concluded that

in December

income because of

of

in

which made an essentially

Coupled with this., in February

programs as "stop

1947"

Office of

large wage

to justify

argument

The

policy.

a professional

authored by Robert Nathan,

formerly with the federal

industry.

passed.

a

the CIO leaders adopted

1946-47,

Mobilization and Reconversion,

rates.

and Richard

Thomas

R.J.

union-company relations and government

December

and

bargaining agenda which reasserted the links

new collective

and

the union's

and supported by the Communist Party.

Leonard,

between

organized

George Addes,

top union officials,

of

and the union's staff,

policy-making Executive Board
the

control

important

that

general
this

increase in wage

general

crippl ing work stoppages"
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wage advance
amd

without a

general

rise

in prices.

The Report

length to capture the broad

is

worth

scope of policy.

quoting at
It

argued

wi th

.

those who urge labor to abstain from requesting wage
increases on the grounds that such a policy
would
avoid further economic and social difficulties.
These
people must assume either that the present economic
situation
is already sound or else that it
contains
within itself
elements leading to an early healthy
balance and stabilization.
We reject
this
point of
view.
The present imbalance between wages and profits
is unsound; it
is not automatically self-terminating
in a manner compatible with general economic
stability.
Rather, it
is self-terminating through a
recession.
Unless there is an immediate increase in
wages or a sharp drop in prices, we are flirting
with
collapse.
There is no evidence to date to indicate
that busi ness wi ll
cut prices prior to a depression in
which i.nemployment, declining incomes and shrinking
demands will
make price declines unavoidable.
This is
too high a price for bringing wages and profits
into
sounder El i gnment
It would not do labor or the public or business
any good for labor to forego the needed wage
increases.
Rather, raising wages without increasing
prices appears to offer the only currently possible
means of bringing about the kind of relationship which
will
avoid a serious decline in business activity.
Such a p0l:icy would step up buying power and bring
back into the market for many categories of goods
t hose mi l li ons of working fami l i es who have been
prices.
removed from the market because of rising
Such a policy should appeal to business as well as to
labor as a sound way to restore the basic economic
strength
which will in turn bring optimism and a sense
of security to replace the present pessimism and
insecurity.
It
wOUld appear statesmenlike for both labor and
management to look the facts in the face and to arrive
at peaceful conclusions with respect to sizeable wage
Through such a policy we can
increases immediately.
have industrial
peace; we can have gradually
increasing production accompanied by increasing
efficiency
and productivity; and finally
we can have
stable prosperity.
We have the productive capacity
and we have the needs for continuous full
employment
and an ever increasing standard of living.
Now is the
opportunity to move in the proper direction to make
the
most of our capacity.
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We do not suggest that
a policy of major wage
increases is
in itself
sufficient
to assure a
continued stable and equitable expansion of economic
activity. On the contrary, complementary policies
are
required in a great many fields.
Fiscal and
particularly tax policies
need to be altered
drastically
to exercise control and restraint.
Other
controls of a direct cha;acter are also necessary to
meet special shortage situations.
Curbs to monopoly
and to cincentration of wealth need to be re-designed
and administered with a new determination.
At the
same time, we need to provide, especially through the
long-overdUe expansion of our social security system,
for the maintenance of effective
demand where the
needs are greatest.
Minimum wages must be established
at higher levels.
We need an unequivocal restatement
of public responsibility for the maintenance of full
employment and a renewed determination to cooperate
with other nations in the achievement of this
objective.
Major wage increases at this
time are but
one element in such a well-rounded program for
sustained economic growth and a wider diffusion
of the
benefits of such growth among all
our people. (22)
In this

statement

and thoughout

1.947 the CIO sought

administration support for

its

management

the one side,

conference.

On

concert wage-price agreements;

proposal

for a new labor-

bills;

enact

social

security, health

create a permanent Fair

Commission;
programs;

puruse anti-trust

and medical

Employment

care

Practices

pass public housing and housing finance
subsidiZe small

public works program.
CIO unions--the UAW,
Workers

(UE)---would

tactics

in

guaranteed

should

tax excess pro-fits and

Eliminate tax loopholes for the wealthy;
action;

government

On

farmers;

and prepare a "backup"

the other side,

the

the USW and the United
coordinate their

collective

Big Three

Electrical
bargaining

1947 to win industry--side wage standards, a
weekly

or annual wage, a "cost of living"

increase and welfare programs.
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The CEA agreed with

wage

the

of

analysis
of

in-flation,

but criticized

the aggregate

the wage program and continued

economic

to counsel

prospects for

electoral

"progressives"

and to rebuild

administration

key player

the lead:ing
which,

political

program

member of the Council

of

NAM

they would

as CIO

initiative.

shaped

Advisors

By 1948 the Truman

to the CIO's;

CIO

leaders

found these developments encouraging and must
fade if

they bolted

leaders and the national

reestablishing an alliance,

conflict

1947 and 1948.

from the

(24)

But
were

in

was beginning to function as a White House

program was similar

have believed
party.

group with

Economic

economy- and policy-monitoring staff.

apparently

big city

in the group was Leon Keyserling who was also

moreover,

legislative

labor,

The move was directed by an

which the CIG developed regular contacts
12

reassessed

found them poor and began

1948,

and black voters,

party organizations.
unofficial

White House

tLurn to recapture the support of

left

a conscious

Truman for

(23)

restraint.

At the same time, the Truman
its

fOCUS

The new managerial

Democratic

Party

employers took the
counteractions sharpened

within many unions over strategy and control
"second

round"

labor-management

settlements.

and the Republicans took the 1946 election results

popular
to restrict

mandate to stop a New Deal
labor action.

to the Nathan

Report.

revival

and
The
as a

and to pass laws

Employers took angry exception

Business WEeek:
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correctly

identified

the CIO program as shifting

income from ownership

to wages

and warned that business would resist

attempts

wartime wage levels

by raising prices.

At

its

December

spread of unionism.

organi

committees which rewrote the
:in

1947, which

advisors came from GM,

Chrysler

Prominent
and UAW-

zed agricul tural implement manufacturers like

Case and Al 1 is--Chalmers

and from

steel fir-ms.

Hartley Act easily passed in July:
including 90 southern and border
the Senate,

and 63 to 24 in

Democrats voting yes.
the Case bill

Fresident

scenario,

overrode it.

boycotts";

in a reprise of

Truman,

vetoed the Act,

but the Congress

(26)

employee unionization;

in so--called

voting

including 20 southern

bargaining

collective

gave managements new rights

right

1.

308 to 107 in the House,

circumscribed bargaining and

the worker's

J.

The Taft-

state Democrats

The Act narrowed the scope of
subjects;

of

unions and the

and produced the Ta-ft-Hartley Act

Congressional

rights

firms in favor

many steel

only marginally from the NAM program.

differed

Act

connected to the Republican-

controlled Congressional

swiftly

the Wagner

the NAM

(25)

The NAM was well

yes,

of

Industry,

"monopolistic power" of

on the

Wagner Act

American

pressure for repeal

from the auto companies and
new controls

profits

1946 Congress of

internal

rejected

lower

and

to maintain

"secondary
to intervene in

limited union security--protecting

not to

join

"economic"

employers to hi re permanent

a union---and limited worker
disuptes by allowing

replacements;
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and

limited use

of

direct

action by unions by insisting

interpretation

and financial

the contract

term.

consequences.

It

resist

liability

contract

for strikes

during

The Act had several
made it

easier

immediate

for non-union firms to

unionization and put off-limits

areas of

on strict

to unions large

the country by allowing state governments to pass

even more restrictive

laws than the federal

one.

Southern

employers especially forced unions to engage in expensive
which caused the AFL to abandon

litigation,
organizing

drive.

(see below)
Communist

and the ACt undermined

posts.

It

among

in the newly mandated
modified)

annual

Communist

locals with

Party members to
unions

the ranks to ensure victory
representation elections

and to prevent direct action tactics

contract disputes which might
legally

unions and

was crushed

also compelled non-Communist

to emphasize discipline

(later

southern

The unionization of foremen

leadership by forcing

quit their

its

vulnerable.

in

leave union treasuries

The Act restricted

inter-union

cooperation and barred most industry-wide and multiemployer

barganing

sc:hemes.

Finally,

organized labor from participating

the Act prohibited
in electoral

politics,

apparently closing the door to attempts to reverse this
legislation.
Even

(27)

as the Act eased management fears,

prominently

it figured

in labor's debates as the worst of several

Congressional

actions setting-back unions and compelling

re-evaluation of labor's

position.
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Other setbacks were the

of the Labor

still-birth

the NLRB's annual
Act's blatent

budget

assault on

Education Service and assault on
and staff,

but

union political

provision's

part of

the bill

implementation

1948.

to the

The CIO reacted

and overturned

the

after Murray purposefully

flouted the law to invite prosecution,
case in

went

rights

soci aL -dernocratic uni onistt's heart.
quickly to this

the Taft-Hartley

Now more than ever,

and then won his

the top leaders

believed,

unions needed to unify behind a Democratic

electoral

mobilization to win back control of Congress and

repeal

the legislation.

The new political

reinforced a strategy to tie
to immediate political

industrial

and

labor's response was that

settlements
goals.
But,

in

1947 were

Steel tool.:

when U.S.

up this

face)

steel
to call

round"

contract

to labor's strategic
deferred to the USW.

by the coal
at

for

miners to cover the

the mine and arrival

and refused to discuss wages until

at the

the USW gave

Murray personally extended the contracts

78 days.

in

The CIO unsuccessfully lobbied the CEA

a mulltipartite conference to negotiate voluntary

price reductions.

The administration

about the e-fficacy of
fear-

far inferior

(won

pay

demand,
for

"second

realities

obJected to the USW demand

time spent between arrival
coal

the new political

the lead as the UAW

Steel

"portal-to-portal"

action even closer
(28)

feasibility.

A further conseque-)ce of

conditions

i.t would

a labor

was not sanguine

and management

only lead to wage increases.

the CEA to support a conference,
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even if

meeting for
The CIO pressed

only attended by

the CEA and bus:inessS,
pricing

industrial

incomes.

turn

concentration

practices,

expand

and to

research to monopoly

its

of

industry,

capacity and easing the tax

in 1947 both UAW

leadership factions

connived to prevent rank and filers at
and GM Con-ferences

settling

With

-the UE then set the

The wage settlement

was one

industry

whose profits

had plunged in

the war and the union and
1946 strikes

quickly at GM and GE,

settled

Westinghouse) .
and company
two-year

Steel next

agreement

no-stri

Union agreed

15c an hour and

it

workers,
(eg.

the reasons
industry
1946 with the

too, had depleted
although UE had

had a long strike

at

quick::ly settled for about

to a dues

ke pledge,

less than

One of

quick settlement was that the electrical

in the

in April

was about 3

for the

resources

two"

to bargain later on pension and

what the Nathan Report had called for.

their

the "big

"pattern"

with Westinghouse and GM for

health plans.

Wage

from committing the union to specific

a corporation commitment

end of

check-off.

15c

USW gave a

although both the company and

to "continuous" bargaining

to solve problems

as they arose and prohibited mediation by arbitrators.
then

offered the UAW

15c total,

11.5c an

The UAW Executive Board

terms plus a vague commitment

100

GM

hour plus 6 paid holidays, or

but GM rejected the demand for

health plans.
to GM:'

low

had

its National

which might lead to a strike.

LIn i ons t ied up,

1947,

burden on

(29)

Earlier

demands

programs to

pension and

in late April
from GM

agreed

to bargain

later

on health

package a

few days later

reputation,
pensions.
strike,

and pensions.

Chrysler

but, true to its

without the comm:itment
The company

settled on a similar
"brass hat"

to bargain on health and

in 1947 was willing

but the UAW was not.

to take a

The UAW did win synchronous

contract dates at GM and Chrysler and with UE-GM;
fund to

redress wage inequities among workers;

continued
than

its

percentage

structure.

of

policy

seeking

increases)

uni on

Iled to further

America

(FAA),

collectively
other

to

(rather

flatten

the

wage

ions in June and July, a firm
iat

for the UAW.

a strike

the Foreman's Associati on

the strike,

which
on.

labor solidarity

of

an independent

removed

The FA

Negotiations

union which had won

contracts in

and passage of

c:ompan:ies,

and a divided

lost ground

bargained

uni oni zati

order

and

increases

position, backed by legislation,

were compilicrated by
of

wage

a big

(30)

Iin the Ford neg(oti
managerial.

in

flat

won

1944 at Ford

and a few

the Taft-Hartley Act during

statutory protection for foremen
at Ford raised the issues of

strike

and the worker's role in management,

both

for the union and for the revived postwar Ford management
which

wanted to break the FAA as a part of

reorganize itself

into GM' s corporate image.

put up pickets and appealed to the UAW,
trucked parts among
them.
traditions
unusual

For

auto plants)

the building
o-f unionizing

iSSLUeS,

its

but for

The foremen

the Teamsters

and AFL crafts

trades and Teamsters,
foremen,

(who

to honor
which had

the pickets did not raise

the mass production
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plan to

workers

in the

UAW harsh

experience with the foremen

opportULnity to

extend union

influence

democracy.

Would the UAW honor

effectively

shut

down Ford

clashed

and economic

the picket lines

Taft-Hartley Act did not legally

foremen's

union before the National

UAW's status.

join

and

and break with CIO policy?

impending

nor could the foremen

with the

recognize the

Labor Relations Board

the UAW without jeopardizing the

On the other

hand,

on its

own and without

NLRB protection,

the FAA probably would have to strike

often

demands and

not

to win its

to do foreman work.
The

among

yet still

rely

more

on UAW members

(31)

i.ssue became part of

the U(W

The

leadership.

the intense factional

play

The Addes faction was

responsible for the UAW's on-going negotiations with Ford
in the person

of Ford Department

They did not want

ke.

Although

for a later

they rejected

UAW needed NLR, status,

that the

since they were opposed to
the two sides did agree

in March not to honor the FAA pickets.
River Rouge,

industry-wide

Reuther' s argument

recognizing the Taft-Hartley Act,

600 at

Richard Leonard.

to strike--and they claimed Murray's

support--because they hoped
stri

director

the single largest

However,
local

Ford Local

in the UAW,

which was closely contested between the two factions
although pro-Addes

at the time,

wanted the UAW Executive

Board to change policies so Local
the FAA's
to meet

pickets.

with striking

600 members would honor

As the FAA strike
foremen--Reuther
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lagged--Ford refused
agreed

with Local

600 and

said that

to

solidarity.

keep

Leonard

UAW members

Finally

so did pro-Reuther

who opposed -foremen unionization

the Board decided

negotiations with

the threat of UAW retaliation

the UAW from strike

replaced by new recruits
training

program.

Breech)
Ford

future

and agreed

for

"about

However,

pay,

labor

the UAW

including
contract dates

and a 20-minute paid

had covered over 50".

Reuther opposed the pension plan,

II,

and President Ernest

23." demands,

portal -to--portal

vesting of pensions,

under Taft-

with Henry Ford

to a pension plan.

gave up

1Lunch period which

concessions,

of Ford workers.

which did not require

beside the costs to workers in

and he won the IEB's

agreement to offer

workers a choice of the pension plan

plus a 7c wage

increase or no pl an and

workers followed

Reuther

and

to sue the union for breach

synchronous with GM and Chrysler,

full

were fired

(allowed

John Bugas,

Vice-FPresident

law suits

The FAA strike

contract the company agreed to

(after Murray met

Department

with Ford

712)

abandoned the right

of contract

was

In the meantime,

action.

concede the union shop for one year
,

Ford

schooled in a new management

In the proposed Ford

relations

if

1200 foremen

qu:ickly collapsed and some

Hartley)

in principle.

Leonard reached a tentative agreement

which preempted
then

members of

to intervene in Ford-FAA

not forthcoming to the FAA in one week.
however,

cross the pickets

BUt not only did the Addes-Thomas-

group oppose this,

the Board

should not

15c an hour:

and took the wages.

(33)
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Ford

The poor Ford

contract was

one of

contributed to the Reuther group's
complete

control

of

the union

taking virtually

in late 1947.

The other

issues in UAW factionalism were the scurrilous

principal
tactics

of Reuther opponents,

loss of

an

11--month

strike

partly

in connection with the

at Allis-Chalmers,

during -the union election campaign;

merger

Workers Union

largest

and

un:ion

in

Taft-Hartley Act.
LJAW

Exective

tried

to

which

re-fused

that

(34)

Board
maneuver
to

industry;

and

and then

the failed

the UAW with the Farm Equipment

how to

(FE),

1local

In the Allis-Chalmers strike,

the

a

(with Murray's

hostile

viscerally

follow the

"-first

round"

When

management
wage

failed

factions erupted

19477,

to merge
which

with the FE,

in January

in mutual

the Executive Board

life

a Communist--led

violated the principles

of

union,

in
plan

an action
the Addes

were so heavily weighted
group was able to turn

on the grounds that

industrial
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Next,

Yet the detailed

of the FE that the Reuther
favor

which

passed an Addes-Thomas

UAW convention.

the issue to its

the UAW's

recriminations,

own advantage.

provisions of the merger proposal
in favor

of the

1947,

would have boosted the voting strength of

forces in the fall

around

increases

the complicated negotiations and

the Reuther group turned to its
June

advice)

uni on,1 which was led by elected Communist-

relations tactics

two major

the
the

around

oriented officials.
puLbliC

of

to

Reuther

respond

and which insisted on changes in the internal
All is

i ssues which

several

unionism.

it
Moreover,

the Ciatholic al1ies of Reuther
-gainst merger
referendum

In a membership

union.

with a CommIrIun ist

in JUly, the Reuther forces used the opportunity

to campaign throughout
issues and

factional

made a case

forcefully

defeated the merger

The FE campaign probably helped shift
in Reuther's

and other

the union on this

proposal

by 2-1.

the Executive Board

-favor on *Taft-Hartley compliance and certainly

lay the groundwork for his smashing victories at the UAW
Convention

in November.

Reuther favored compliance with the Act
repeal

for

i Sts.

unions which had already complied
therefore,

Moreover,

on would be safeguarded

positi

allies

from competing AFL

with the Act

could get on a representation

the uni on' S

and which,

election ballot

a conteE-ted orga-tnizing drive while the UAW could not
].ong as

it

did not comply with the law.

especially hot

as

(Competition was

industry with the Transport

in the aircraft

in Detroit for

plants.)

Finally,

hundreds of unfair
NLRB,

in

and Machinists unions and with the AFL building

Workers
trades

of

and the Addes group would be more

of office

c1 osel v i dent i f i ed with Commui
i ndustrial

its

advantages such

The Act would force Communist

a course offered.
Addes out

and organizational

the factional,

until

the maintenance workers at the auto

Reuther argued,

the UAW currently had

labor practice cases pending with the

some involving fired

have to be abandoned.

organizers,

In short

and they would all

Reuther and his allies

argued that there was too much to lose and the Act
be resisted through electoral
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action and

should

lobbying Congress.

The Addes

group was

Percy Llewellyn of

for boycotting the NLRB.
Local.

argued

60C

based on

"the

workers"

and in July and again

that union strength is

militancy you create among the minds of

Executive Board

voted against

although

on September

compy1 y.

Practically

November

when the Reuther

the

in early September the UAW
compliance with the Act,

22 a new majority of one voted to
the Board

convent ion and all

B(-_-ard.

Pro-Addes

remained

forces swept

stalemated

until

both the UAW

but -four seats on the newly elected

(35:":::)

In the meantime,
1947,

October

at the AFL.

each national

and CIO Conventions

federation

in

adopted union

"autonomy"

on compliance with Taft-Hartley which meant that

they would

comply and not use mass industrial

break

the law.

CIO unions had

Although

Lunions.

For example,

James Matles,

argued for direct rank and file

demonstrations.

of

vice-president

appeal

for resistance,

Convention voted to comply after

Tobin took

The UMW then dissafiliated

CIO Convention

John

but the AFL

the wind out of

rhetoric by saying he was happy to line

Communism.

the

action and mass

Simultaneously at the AFL Convention

Lewis made a dramatic

Lew:is'

strongly in

ance were the Communist-influenced

non-compl i

L.

by the time of the convention ten

decided to comply with the Act,

favor of

UE,

action to

up against

from the AFL.

The

essentially made the same choice as the AFL.

The majority CIO

leadership's calculation were fundamental

doubts about whether

industrial
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unions could persist under

the Act,

especially with

disciplining

the ranks.

the costs and Murray

union financial

for

liability

They doubted they could withstand

was not anx

OiLUS

for a test

of

economic

strength

and rank and file

proud of

the CIO's bargaining strategy in which wage gains

militancy to find out.

He was

(although nominal)

had been won without

with this

was that workers were not anXious

argument

strike,

given inflation

pivotal

issue of

to the union

and the draw-down

Communist

leadership;

a viable alternative.

electoral

"le-ftwing"

leadership of

the

mobilization was

opposi tion found itself

mass defiance and a "third"

political

When in November

conventions former

the

(36)

of

turn".

to

applied only

and the dominant

marginalized bV the refLASFal

"left

Combined

of savings;

Party certification

CIO believed that a strategy of

The so--called

strikes.

the CIO to support

most of

party and by Truman

1947 after

Vice-Fresident

s

the union

and Commerce

Secretary

Henry Wallace declared his candidacy for President on a
Progressivye ticket.,

Murray

to withhold any and all

affiliates

CIO Executive Council
the Council resolved
acrimon1Oi0Us
Communist

oriented

endorsements until
January 22,

to oppose Wallace after

1948.

of the Taft-Hartley Act

unionists to choose
at

"union"

or

the
There

very
The anti-

made it

and Reuther to put pressure on Communist

argumrrent

on a rigidly

could meet

all

debate, as did the AFL in February.

provision

for Murray

ironic

immediately wired

"party"

easier
Party-

loyalty,

an

best since the CIO majority had settled

Democratic

course.
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More to the point perhaps,

president could not elect a

a Wallace candidacy for
to repeal

Congress

Moreover,

Taft-Hartley.

of the Act had convinced

Whitney of the railroad Trainmen

to abandon his previous promise of substantial
aid to defeat the president

1948.

in

(37)

labor behind the Democrats for

organize

financial

The CIO in March

unity within the CIO and to

to enforce political

1948 moved

veto

Truman's

the November

elections.
CIO partisanship led them to yoeman work:

UAW and

the administrati.on's pet
pri.mary arena of
For

affairs.
partly

example,

namely foreign

based on his persistence in advocating international

nionists

Communist

1947.

also opposed the Marshall

Federation of

Trade Unions to which

by the issue.

and

increased exports,

economies as an expression of
internationalism.

L.abor

the CIO belonged became

of

direct food aid,

reconstruction

the CIO's

of European

idealist

leaders criticized the Truman
1947,

Doctrine,

announced in March

intention

to monopolize nuclear

fundamental

Plan and the World

extending

Plan,

Party-influenced

instance the CIO

In the first

su~pported the Marshall
financing

between the Soviet Union,

and his opposition to the Marshall

and the U.1S.,

Plan proposed in June

split

power,

opposition to Wallace was

-their

cooperation, as in wartime,
Britain

to the

issues which were shifting

presidential

for

purpose of the U.S.

war was to benefit the U.S.

and the administration's

power.

Secondly,

a

foreign policy since the

economy by expanded markets for
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domestic

producers,

which

speci f i. c condi ti on of
Government
needed

the CIO supported,

this

the

program now were reversed.

leaders had argued

that foreign markets were

to resolve domestic problems;

was needed to guarantee global
State Marshall

but

made it clear

now domestic support

peace.

Thus Secretary of

in a speech to the 1947 CIO

Convention delegates that domestic economic stability and
political

unity were prerequisite

Marshall
factori

Plan.

The

to the success of

"productivity of American

es" were "the basic problem" confronting the program

and were the "responsibi1ity" of
was needed at

discipline
turning

into inflation

shipped

to Europe)

"excess"

and in politics
isolation:ists.

annual

press

for

Walter

in

control

Reuther and Jim Carey

liberals

in the lead,

had to fight

program.

Reuther

grabs.

"I

narrow,

selfish

c:api tal i sim.
totalitarianism

the bland

1948 for

the program.
(of

to their

-failing to
with
faction

the position that
democratic

that the ERP was an

"idea"

up

for

not between Communism and the

exploitation of
The choice of

purposes.

the anti-Communist

the CIO adopted

say the choice is

the program

However,

to make the ERP a truly

argued

was

assurances about

in a speech

February
of

from

(38)

the ADA

convention

broader

in the UE)

production

Recovery Program's humanitarian

Reuther criticized

first

Labor

American".

to bolster

The CIO did not accept all
the European

"every

work to prevent scarcities

(si nce

against traditional

Indeed

farms and

Wall

the world

and freedom".
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Street monopoly
is

between

In November

1947 in

testimony before the Harriman

Committee,

appointed to develop the Marshall
following

points.

restrictions

Plan,

governments

in government);

the CIO made the

and policies

(especially it

the aid commitment

allow governments to plan;

of

should allow Socialists
should be long--term to

European

societies should

develop thei.r own capacity to produce and export
be dependent on the U. S. -- or
p0. i

Russi a);

labor

(and not

should have

rig positions in :its admi nistration;

(y-mak:L

had

Aid to Europe should carry no

on the types of politics

European

which Truman

and related

pol i c . es should be developed to prevent domestic price
infli

at ion, eq.

force

price controls.,

increased steel

production

But when the ERP legislation

include these two points, the CIO still

was a major victory.

and impose

did not

reported that it

(39)

Holding out for Wallace were CIO opponents of the
Marshall
CWA,

Plan:

Food

leaders o4:

UE,

FE,

IUMMSW,

and Transport

the Executive

Board was

UOPE,

Workers.

Fur

As the

against them,

these un i ons argued for autonomy for

Workers,

the

affiliates,

as the CIO had done with Taft-Hartley six weeks

earlier,

to support whomever

Presidential
Reuther
vilified

ILWU,

arid Tobacco,

majority of

just

the

and

election.

each union chose in the

This position was unacceptable

the CIO majority now.

to

Murray and Reuther

these unions and claimed the Communist Party and

its Union allies were pursuing a policy of
with reaEction

tacit

alliance

by splitting the labor vote in the U.S.
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and

perpetuating misery in Europe.

(40)

There then ensued throughout
the factions to control
March

1948 a bitter

PAC organization and money.

1948 the new Reuther-dominated

create a new,
party after

independent

the national

believed Truman
Truman's
The UAW

would

renomination

to prevent
Wallace.

Reuther

lose.

to pro-Truman

UAW regional

from

because it

was one of

several

Douglas to run.

action monies away from

CIO to take over the Wayne County

council

into line

placed an administrator
ousted the

"leftists"

invited the national

(Detroit)

PACs were

support
interest

endorsed Wallace.
around the country,

including

which the CIO
The CIO

in

1.949,

new elections to the

"rightwing".

All

IUCs and

ordered by the CIO Executive Board to

only national

PAC policy.

in a third party,

Congress.

This

over the Wayne County Council,

and,

squeeked by Thomas Dewey
of

Industrial

behind the Democrats.

IUC BFoard were swept by the
local

directors

using money for

state councils in California and Minnesota,
set out to bring

resolved to

himself opposed

and urged William 0.

irn June 1948 the UAW

Union Counc:il-CIO

In

elections, which most liberals

loc:als and districts
Also,

UAW Board

among

(anti-Communist) progressive

Board diverted political

pro---Wllace CI--FACs

fight

As for

post-election

it evaporated when Truman

and the Democrats regained control

(41.)
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Round

The Third

Increased political
AFL involvement
Truman's

unity of

and

"united

both management's
the third

electoral

in national

need -for labor

labor

liberal

front"

in

1948,

including
and

politics,

support helped break
increases in

against wage

round and the administration's hold-the-line
And with the Democrat's

policy against inflation.

victory

the new CID strategy now seemed to begin to pay

in November

of.f
During -fall

1947 the administration had settled upon
program to counteract

an anti-inflation

spending and aid commitments

military

shortage~, and poor agr icultural
emphasized
danger of

steel

Truman

in an October nationwide address that the real
inflation was the depression which would follow

sessi on of

in

"structural

wages and prices.

sectors and between

special

in Europe,

production.

and that the problem was rooted
among

the stimulus of new

Congress in November

imbalances"

Truman

called a

on foreign policy,
voluntary

but also demanded action

on his domestic agenda:

wage and price stability

in highly organized sectors;

control;
stuffs;

price ceilings on critical

materials and food

export and transportation contols;

agricultural

increase in the minimum
and a so-called "cost
incomes;

wage

of

living"

devel opment.

and regional
The Congress

which Truman called

tax

abatement for

economic and natural
agreed to virtually

"p:itifully inadequate".
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an

(mostly for non-union workers)

credit and commodity exchange controls;

pr of i t s taxp;

rent

low

an excess

resources
nothing,

Privately,

the

White House was not completely disappointed:
Republicans were falling
setti

into a Democratic

in

1943.

In early
resist

inflation

at

1948 corporate leaders were determined to

the "third round" of collective bargaining.

not to give wage increases.
GE's lead,

including Ford,
argued

while bankers

Westinghouse and U.S.

that Truman's

that a smaller share of
workers.

Moreover,

Steel,

retrenchment

and

income should go to

GM reneged on
to

followed

new defense

government

national

bargain on pensions and tried

its

written

agreement

to

implement a program

(43)

unilaterally.
At the start
UE wast

price decrease and vowed

Other manufacturers

preparedness program required

Top

against wage increases.

On January 1 GE announced a small

of the year

too internally

management,
GE which

talks

and

(42)

e:xecutives formed a un:ited front

year

trap

ng-up themselves to take the blame for

the polls

the

the unions looked weak.

torn by left-right

including GM where it

had begun a new hard

1947 agreement
on wages,

with U.S.

Steel

but no requirement

struggle to fight

had 37,000 members,

line

policy.

promise

to resolve the welfare fund issue.

workers

lauched

no-strike pledge and no

an industry-wide strike,

The UAW targeted Chrysler

Packinghouse

but gave up after
but the company

increase and Chrysler
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The USW's two-

for resolution of wage

within the contractual

refused to give any

and

only allowed 30-day

demands

nine weeks.

The

workers went on

strike;

Ford

then turned
work"

publicly
its

asked for

sights on GM,

a wage cut in May.

threatening

when the existing agreement

"no

been agitation for a rank and file-directed
relying

this

strategy

were presidents of five

and Cleveland.

increase to make up for
behind the increase

powerful

to keep

the shortfall

since 1945 of

in the cost of

"political"

living,

Reuther' s strategy now was

issues separate

from collective
factional

for connecting Truman and the Marshall
though,

of coUIrse,

he himself

for a general

strike

Reuther
and

would be harmful

to the ranks'

example a COLA could lead
could win

increase,

inequali

5c

and

in fact

and butter":

for

The union

without the "fireworks"

of

demands:

nonetheless followed the

a 25c an hour wage

for a health and hospitalization

fund,

wage

The objectives adopted by the

guaranteed weekly wage,
ty

leftwing

to work and

"bread

Executive Board's Policy Committee
specific: rank and file

rejected

to wage reductions.

increases, he argued,

indUstry-wide strike.

Plan to wage policy

a cost-of-living

He said these were unlikely

formula.

opponents

continued to do so from

the Democratic Party.

demands

wages

which they

bargai ning and he vigorously criticized

hour

locals in

They wanted a pension and a wage

connec ted to Troman' s policies.

an

1948 there had

plus scattered Communist and Cannonite-Trotskyists

in Detroit

within

(44)

on direct action and large increases in wages.

Sources of
Flint,

contract-no

expired May 28.

the UAW in January and February

Within

The UAW

plan, a 40-

three week vacation pay, an

a pension
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plan.

The

union also

intended to demand extensive job control
the

company.

(45)

The UAW-GM
amended
urged

National

Conference

Negotiating

the Policy Committee recommendations after Reuther

it

to put

Committee

l0c of the 25c into a pension;

did the same.

Leftists

including Chrysler Department
argued

concessions from

this

meant

and other
director

the workers would have to finance their

struggle to discussion of

Moreover,
required

the UAW's compliance with the Taft-Hartley Act
the union to devote a great deal

Executive Board

to call

effort

After

to

They forced

the of-ficial

set sixteen locals with

38 000 voted against stri
Flint

of

a new GM conference,

a second time.

objectives were

oriented

from a "clear

pension plan details.

winning new representation elections.

defeated

militants,

Norman Matthews,

own pensions and diverted the rank and -file
cut"

the Ford

the

but they were
union

membership

of

ke action, including the CP-

Buick local

599 and Fisher 23 in Detroit.

(4b')
Nonetheless, GM was convinced the UAW would strike
they were doing at Chrysler)

and the trade-off of

production during introduction of its
model
cost.

first

lost

new postwar

for wage stability seemed to be a fight not

worth the

Earnings were good now and promised to be better.

On May 25 GM made concessions on wages.

On the other hand

the union position was weak and UAW negotiators failed
win

(as

several

important

demands,
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including strict

seniority

to

in job assignments,

employee consent to reassignment,

negotiated production standards,
steward system,

and negotiation of

and GM agreed to tie
level
of

Labor Statistics)

increase in productivity

opponents, UAW

The UAW

as calculated by the U.S.

and to changes

Although

subcontracting.

wages to changes in the national

(the cost of living

or AIF).

recognition of the union

(the

improvement

COLA was a demand of

negotiators, with

Bureau

in the national

"annual

price

rate of

factor",

Reuther's

Reuther

himself

hospitalized at the time of the negotiations,

were in favor

of

The union

it

under current

inflationary

conditions.

also accepted G(M's proposed annual

improvement

concept had been

since the war).

the agreement
collective
appeal
of

in the policy air

made

(the

Also,

GM's insurance program part of the

bargaining contract pending outcome of a UAW
to the NLREB of GM's unilateral

the issue,

plan and Court

which decided in the unions'

both of

review

favor in

(47)

1949.

The

194

accomplished several

agreements

wage formulas guaranteed that
inflation
thereafter
if

factor

GM agreed
index

fell)

efficiency

1949;

and that workers would share
It

ensured workers of

increases every year and committed

management

in

that wages would not be lowered even

advances.

management program

The

keep pace with

which happened

(and price deflation,

the price

productivity

wages would

goals.

wage

the union to a
through

to increase productivity
and technology which,

the UAW had not opposed before.

in

Reuther

in any case,

commented

that he

was tal k i ng

The UAW negoti ators,

about .

secretary-treaSLtrer
foot

what

was finally understanding

believed Wilson

Emil

Mazey,

in the door" to shifting

labor from capital.

the union

especiall. y

believed that AIF was

the distribution

of

"a

income to

And in fact the record of the

following years shows that the UAW was able to increase the
AIF even when measures
shifting
well

income.

Steady increases

opponents and rank and file

would

the measurement

two year

reason

increase" which
and of

Sloan realized that

but the point was to have a rule which

arbitrary,

term

hand,

productivity was not exact and was

of

in labor-management

would produce stability

relations.

The

of the contract also contributed to stability
freeze on wage adjustments among job

as did a two-year

although the company had wanted a five

classifications,
year

of

into our wage program".

predictability

On other

AIF a "merit

help introduce an "element

somewhat

shield from factional

discontent.

Sloan preferred to call

thus

in wages also worked

leaders as a political

for union

Alfred

lagged,

of productivity

contract.

(48)

The UAW and CIO themselves were far from satisfied
with the

1948 settlements:

and the UAW had given up
security and steward
agreement

the wage increases were too low

important

representation.

a "holding operation"

economic and political
work eris accept

demands for union

in the "context

reaction".

the agreement

as
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The UAW called the

It

"their

of today's

recommended

that GM

contribution to

industrial
high.

although GM's profits were still

peace",

The COLA/BLS formula was accepted

"only because most

government and industry show no

of

of those in control

too

signs of acting in the public interest.

They are enforcing

a system of private planning for private profit at public
The CIO Full

expense".
CEA about

Employment Committee met with the

low wages and again urged adoption of the

industrial

plan and price controls.

council

campaign against

The administration's "hold the line"
the third

round failed.

(49)

GM's wage agreement with the UAW

shifted responsibility for inflation back to the federal
government

and

led to pattern wage increases for the UE
industry,

the electrical

at Chrysler

and

Ford,

in

and even in

industries, although the COLA

the packi nghouse and steel

and AIF wage rules did not become a pattern that year.
CEA member
business

John Clar.

argued

front was made by Truman's March

Congress after

Military

Training

in the

17 speech to

(50)

and a draft.

by an administration

I

This was followed on April

breach

when the President

the Czech coup d'etat

requested Universal

for

that the actual

request

a $3.3 billion increase in arms and procurement and by

a National Security Council
Senate concurred that
should be formed.

All

recommendation

a military
of

alliance

with which the
with Europe

these actions promised

business in autos and other basic manufacturing

steady
industries

and made wage concessions feasible and a hedge against
labor

shortages.

With the wage break:through and redoubled

prospects for military

spending increases, the CEA and
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Truman's White House
aspects

its

of

anti--inflation

The Congress,
Republicans,
victory

and electoral

however,

that their

bill,

backed by the CED,

as was the CIO,

introduced
Democrats

a new bill

was a 20% cut in

Chamber of Commerce and

and Truman's veto was sustained

and commerical
rates.

involved

in

1948 the Republicans

Truman

successfully this

bank.::s to

interest

In

which had enough concessions to House

to pass over another-

Truman resisted,

"free"

In this

veto.

time,

a campaign by CED

monetary policy and raise

supporting the administration,
and to

to make up for

pro-fits

tax

cut for

lower

expect this

which proposed

impose a CIO-backed

revenue lost

income citiZens.

tax

Also in 1948

struggle the UAW was vitally

instead to tighten credit

and

in the hands of

number one priority

two votes in the House.

Truman

programs.

Truman was strongly opposed a 1947 Republican tax

the NAM.

by just

was still

on other

who had proposed after the 1946 election

income taxes,

cut

advisors shifted attention

But

from an

plan to pass the Congress---and

it

did not.

throughout

1948 on domestic policy to gain leverage
election.

income tax

the President did not

conti nued to play symbolic politics

Presidential

in the

business and the

Republicans were responsible for price inflation:
who has the money

1947

(51)

Truman campaigned on the theme that

man

excess

is

"only the

able to get the necessities of

life".

If

private enterprise did not act responsibly, he

warned,

controls would be necessary.
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A similar

theme was

sounded

li ke Reuther and in Democratic

by CIO leaders

campaign
liberal

For

documents.
Congressional

the President's
document

exzample,

Democrats

Economic

the minority report by

on the Joint Committee on

Report was a combination campaign

and detailed argument for Truman's economic
The principal

program.

businessmen were

fact that

tack was that

too short-sighted to save capitalism,

consequence of which
Democratic

ideological

would be "socialism".

This

cave-in to cold war rhetoric did not hide the
"liberal"

Congressional

Democrats

outlined a

social -democrati C program to prevent depression:
resource development,

and human

greater

development,

economic

power in private hands"

competitive enterprise".
a

letter

to Reuther,

"free enterprise".
The Truman
most
al.

this

urban and

aid to labor-management

to prevent

cooperation, and policies

natural
training

including skill

social services, education,

and retraining,
regional

the

"concentration

and to promote

As Bernard

Baruch

of

"free

pointed out

was a peculiar definition

in

of

(52)

adnini stration successfully carried out
Wallace was pinned by Truman et

of its election plan.

as a fellow-travelling Communist while his

"progressive" constituency,
eastern states,
Street rhetoric--this

was appealed to with rousing anti-Wall
was the "give

campaign--and promises of
Blacks

especially in the western and

western

were promised a permanent

Commi ssi on

(and

'em hell,

Harry"

resource development.
Fair

Employment

3 abor-. i beral s at the Democratic
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Practices
Conventi on

won a strong civil rights plank),
southerners,
electoral.

which alienated

who bolted to the States Rights Party,

vote losses were in fact sustainable.

but the

(53)

Settlement
The President's Economic
outlined

Taft-Hartley,

repeal

further credit controls,
extension

of

insurance,

and compel

insurance,

new TVA-like river

public housing,

expansion of crucial

occurred

manufacturing
As Holmans

would
And,

not impair

on and

virtually

At the same time,

International

in taxes

the FEPC,

billion,

defense assistance" $500
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Democrats
national
now with a

rejected

program in
as well
It

although it
million

the

until

the Congress,

Trade Organization treaty.

defense by more than $1
"mutual

1iberal

of the President"s reform

inclUding Taft--Hartley repeal,

1949,

majority,

but not more liberal
all

private financing

as the immediate

continued to focus on inflation

Democratic

the

postwar recession

three quarters of

second quarter the adninistrati

economic worry.

points out,

the ability of corporations to

although the much-awaited

in the first

materials

increases

expansion by arguing that

on profits

federal

authority to intervene in

the primacy of

Report reaffirmed

industrial

health

national

valley authorities,

such as steel and free trade.
Economic

raise corporate taxes,

an increase in the minimum wage,

unemployment

aid to educati on,

do so.

January 1949

most of what became the administration's Fair Deal

program:

of

Report of

1949,

as the

even cut
increased

and expanded

(54)

f inance.

housinq

The CID

quickly found it

to push Truman

futile

for a

more

social-democratic policy in 1949 in part because

liberal

supporters in Congress were overwhelmingly

outnumbered.
co--written

Indicative was the Economic Expansion bill,

and promoted

as a logical forward step from the

1946 Employment Act by Rep.
Keyserling,
resembled
out of

Bertram

Gross,

similar

Murray,

the LJAW,

ADA,

and others.

problems and bill

and work

by thE

President.

with the CEA,

would have created a

economic

Cooperation

Board,

The Board would be advisory

but clearly

the missing "mechanism"

It

surfaced the previous year

te National Economic

appointed

it

would have provided

to coordinate private and public
The sponsors foresaw the Board

decision-malking.

the planning techniCues envisaged at the time of

using El.
the Ful1

liberal

Sen.

proposals which had

multi-parti

at the

Spence,

Employment

"socialist"

bill

in

1945..

planning and

Democrats

Moreover,

Keyserling to desist

(55)

his foreign policy and did not

his influence with

them fighting

broad reform agenda and otherwise scaring
prospect of

for the

them with the

economic controls as a price of military

preparedness.
virtt.ually all

of labor--

Truman wanted Congressional

conservatives to support
"waste"

"class warfare"

and Truman ordered

lobbying for the Spence bill.

intend to

Businessmen were aghast

As for the slumping
Senators,

economy,

although

whether Republican and
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Democrat,

liberal

and conservative,

match reduced tax

still

revenue,

favored cutting spending to

and the automatic stabilizing
to "passive"

deficits

Thus the North

featu~res of
actual

and

policy goals

Truman's foreign

fiscal

policy led

countercyclical forces.

Atlantic Treaty which was ratified

in early

1949 led to a boost in military expenditures and
Plan aid was finally flowing fully in 1949.

Marshall

(National

security planners were beginning a drumbeat for a massive
military buildup to contain Communism,
debate was not clinched for a large
Korean

War

broke

out

exp1oded an atomic
October.

in

June

1950.

bomb in September

Military

1949;

in the first

A more congenial
basic analysis of

leaders that the U.S.
for the worker,

Truman

partially

withdrew its

of

1948 to

was to adopt the
and some CED

"prosperity

and progress
plus
for

groups

"unwitting spokesmen

of class

1949 the administration

began a search for economic expansion and
adinistration

military

regions and employment

By late spring

in

(56)

Those who disagreed that all

could progress together were
against class".

1949.

and the businessman"

development of underdeveloped

"fell"

aid spending

Keyserling

could have

the farmer

workers.

of

solution for

people like

Union

China

in the second half
half

the

outlined both a hardened

and economic

increased from $17.3 billion
$20.2 billion

The Soviet

policy and the domestic benefits of

Keynesianism.)

marginal

increase unti1

Security planners clearly

cortainment

though the policy

"growth".

The

tax increase proposal;

"1iberated" monetary policy
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which now was a drag

on an economy
up;

in a downturn since it

kept

interest

rates

proposed eleven mildly expansionary measures;

passi vel y accepted an
declined

deficit

"automatic"

with decreasing economic

and

as revenues

activity.

(57)

Reuther explained to the UAW Executive Board that
defense spending was being used by some as an economic
panacea,

which he rejected, but

the union lacked the power

to influence defense budget planning.
Instead, the union

reach."

think

it

has to move if

of gearing

the economy

get

to steer

the problem and try

with

"can

into

direct

contact

in the direction we

it

we are going to solve this
and the abundance

the needs of the people...through
The

"That is out of our

it

problem

can create to

collective

bargaining."

1.948 CIO Convention had reaffirmed that pensions and
security were part

social

"fourth round".

of

labor's

The UAW considered holding-off

collect:ive bargaining demand
fund,

pending Congressional

for

best would pass a bill
planned

a health

action,

predicted that Congress

rightly

1949 agenda for the

bargaining
The Reuther

and hospital

but union

with benefits too low.

"supplements".

leadership

leaders

would not act at all,

and was ready to build on federal

collective

a

or at

The UAW

standards through

(58)

in 1949 still

was fighting

a

two-front battle with anti-labor forces and factional
opponents.

The 1948 contract with GM allowed for decreases

in the cost of

living adjustment and when prices did drop

in early

so did autoworkers'

1.949,
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wages.

Even though

ReUther

had opposed COLA and the left

had favored it,

Reuther

was blamed for the wage cut.

Also,

the buyers'

market

and new models at GM and Ford

led the companies to

"speed

up" the work pace

of

in the fall

1948 and to further
with the

charges that Reuther had agreed to this

factional
product ivity

The International

(AIF).

formula

1948 about speed-up

complained bitterly to GM in the fall

grievances and had

on settling

and corporation stalling

belatedly sanctioned a massive three-week anti-speed
wildcat strike at Ford in Detroit

in April

and May

capitalized on rank

and file

local

xle

235,

Chevrolet

Amalgamated
local

at Cleveland
local

227,

Department)

(director of

the UAW

wage

and record and opponents unsuccessfully proposed a

strategy
general

at Dodge

Conference

defense of their

made a spirited

Gear and

(59)

1949 Economic

Mazey and Art Johnstone

Emil

Reuther,

(partly to press Taft-Hartley repeal)

strike

30 hour week and 30% wage increase,

Reuther

e:pectation

the latter

to demands by other CIO unions,

were similar
UMW.

control

7 and BEohn Aluminum in Detroit.
19,

Mogul,

Fisher Body #2 and

Flint

45, while splitting

At the UAW's February

GM

Chevrolet

Forge,

local 205,

1949

action and defeated

dissatisf

Reuther slates in key local elections at Federal
Chrysler

up

Yet opponents

1100 grievances had accumulated.

where over

had

in fact

rejected a general.

that an

crisis

industrial

intervene was improbable,

strike

and
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and a

two of which
the AFL and

and argued that
woulCI

the

force Truman

in the event the government

to

did seize control

industry, the lesson of

of the

previous few years was that

"they never

the

intervene for

us".

6C)
The UAW Ex ecLtiVe Board

planned to strike

Big Three to win a pension plan and it
claim that the recession

and managerial

economics"
undermine

mass purchasing

believed,

the return o-f

example of

of resources which would

power.

Moreover,

a buyers'

Three had lost market

called
UAW1 s

Independent autc:
1949 Economic

advantage of
inside of

market

market

the union

in 1949 made the
which might

shares.

(In

fact

the

share since the war to the so-

companies. )

Conference that

Reuther

advised the
"take

the union should

what somebody said are the contradictions
economy..." and

a capitalistic

competition
small

"capitalistic

control

permanently undermine their
Big

to keep wage costs

companies vUlnerable to strikes

individual

the

rejected Ford's

was a reason

This was a "classical"

down.

one of

among the companies.

companies which could

pension plan, well--that

And,

as for the plight

of

not afford a fully-funded

was another

system which rewarded

exploit

profitability

contradiction of a
and not car building.

The uni on leadership upheld the posi ti on before the
delegates that those companies would have to swim with the
rest or sink,.

The steel

(61.)

contract expired

contracts, but U.S.

Steel

company-financed pension

in July before the auto

refused the USW demand

for

and health plans and a 20c
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wage

Ford and GE rejected similar

increase.
UAW

and UE.

Truman

asked the USW

demands from the

and U.S.

Steel

their

contract 6C-) days while a Presidential

Board

investigated

to extend

Fact Finding

the issues and made recommendations.

The Steel workers accepted, but U.S.

Steel

publicly

insisted

that any recommendations would be advisory only and
no moral

carried

obligation for the company to accept them.

the Board

on September

When

10 recommended company-financed

pension and health plans Murray accepted for the USW,

even

though

wage

the Board

also recommended

increase in steel
Steel

and other

recommendations

and,

steel

there be no general.

by implication,
companies

elsewhere.

But U. S.

rejected the

and the steelworkers then went on strike

October 1 to win the Board's recommendations.

(62)

In the meantime on September 29 the UAW settled
with Ford,
in 1947,
Board's

which had conceded the principle

on a

company-financed

recommendations.

contract

was ratified.

pension and finally
first

the

industry then agreed

in the second week of
and then U.S.

Steel

November

to a

1949,

settled with the

a company-financed pension and jointly-financed

health plan.
based on

some strong rank and file

the speed-up strike,

The rubber

Bethlehem Steel

USW for

of

such plans

pension based on the Steel

Despite

opposition t~o the settlement

of

The steel,

rubber and Ford pension plans were

a formula tying them to Federal

such that if

and when

security,

social security was increased,

company contributi ons woUld
provide an

social

decrease.

incentive for manufacturers
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'This was supposed to
to join

labor to

lobby Congress.

Later

100-day strike..

GM did not need the prodding:

income
it

in

in 1950,

Chrysler settled after a

1949 had set a record for a U.S.

could afford

reaction.

to be generous

The company agreed

reduction

net

corporation and

without fear of

investor

to a pension plan with

in company contributions.

no

GM also agreed to a

union shop and raised the productivity
UAW

its

formula while the

agreed to a five-year contract with no wage reopening

clause,

but with COLA protection.

The union

"got

no

significant concessions" on work rules from the company,
although

it

retained the right

standards.

The LJW then returned

mal.:e their
and AIF.

to strike

to Ford and Chrysler

contracts also for five

years.,

Fortune magazine called this

Detroi t".

It

on prodUction

the

also with
"Treaty

also was a gamble by the Reuther

that

economic and political

five

years.

to

COLA
of

leadership

conditions would be stable for

(6.)

Con cl1 us i on
The CIO and UAW-Reuther
period

with a vision of

leadership had begun the

a cooperative commonwealth.

This

was rooted

in the older Progressive and Debsian socialist

traditions

(via the Reuther family, Sydney Hillman,

Germer and many other CIO
skilled workers,

and

leaders),

in Catholic

in the practice of

labor teaching.

idea was a democratic society based on equal
participate

in decisions about

and not primarily

for profits..
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Adolph

work for

rights

The basic
to

the good of society

The means which the CIO

proposed

were Joint

industrial
sti

councils and national

mulation

of

massive rebuff
and most

long-term

traditional

redoubled their

urnion stance,

though not completely

Like the old AFL,

emphasis on

contractuai

union policies

losses to job and

counteroffensive and

in this

by pro-labor

relations experts who helped,
(and preserve)

and meatpack.::ing
with Chrysler

classif

ication disputes.

just

for example,

to

as the UAW had
wage

and GM to stabilize
Prominent

chairman George Taylor,

Labor

Board

Court

Justice William Douglas,

between management and labor

liberals,

such as War

Wayne Morse and Supreme

advised that the lines

at work be preserved and
bargaining

formalized and that collective

On the one hand the process of

contracts arid industtrial

liberal

the job-wage structure in the

industries,

agreed

"facts".

income

problem-solving.

They were aided

steel

for

in a mass production

security resulting from the managerial

rationalize

bargaining"

basis for union and workers'

setting to stanch the postwar

-to joint

the USW and UAW

"free collective

and job classifications

industrial

Republicans

confusion and turmoil

security and they adapted traditional

hostility

The quick and

The USW and the UAW retreated to a more

the same as the AFL.

seniority

planning for

economic progress.

created tactical

American

and a rigid

government

of the CIO program by employers,

Democrats

in the CIO.

shop committees,

labor-management

shOuld focus on
formalizing

labor

law hollowed-out the idea of a
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producer s'

communi ty

relationships

within

the other hand,
grievance

in their

it

since
equals

Moreover,

their

very ex i stance,.

integration

into

for many liberals,

the "common

the producers

and as such would pit

the combiined producers against the owners of
(64)

society

a community of workers and managers as

carrying out society's work

production.

Under

uni ons

carried a profound challenge to American
envisaged

in

like

On

and

union organizations.

protected

l ooked

boundaries.

based union security

contractually

heels to prevent

ent er pr i se ".
community

management--determined

procedures

assault for whIat
dug

and subst i tuted procedUral

It was better

the means of

to have a pluralistic

"m ini--class

struggle" between union and management

in the

plants than

a political

calling-

off

political

struggle ratified

labor-management

and private

proposed
political

then-current

promoted by the courts,
labor experts.

cooperative system of
negotiations,

work

the postwar

to arguments over contr-actual

unity

had

the Labor

system became based on

disputes

political

regulated

organization and

labor and management

liberals

of

In contrast to the

freezing

To many

frontiers

power and the evolving rules of

dispute resolution,
Board,

In short,

class struggle.

positions and subjecting

and democratic

rules.

socialists,

labor

been tied to the need to better wrest

reform from employers and

"reactionaries",

excuse to demobilize factional

opponents,

but it

enhance union

prestige,

and secure the social basis for economic

stability

and growth.

In the years to follow,
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became an

industrial

health and pluralistic
appear solidly

industrial

relations did indeed

mutually dependent, as most

organized

workers and unions steadily increased their wages and
memberships.
real

That the relationship was more apparent than

was evinced in the? struggles of workers

and firms for

whom the postwar settlements undermined their industrial
positions in the 1950's and
five)
of

1960's

(see chapters four and

and ultimately in the 1970's and 1980's in the face
competition

from nations with different

forms of

work

organization.
At the samfe time,

the CIO and UAW did not abandon

completely the broader vision,
more o-f
file

it

became the quality

leadership rhetoric than an element of rank and

aspiration given the new structure of incentives in

collective
retreat

bargaining relationships.
to private collective

they more firmly
and

though

allies.
merely
employer

in

reforms.

to win legislative

1948
In

years labor leaders were insecure and believed

movement

the labor

bargaining relationships;

tied themselves to party politics

1950 than ever be-fore

the postwar

They did not merely

was in great

They probably were right,
held-off

but

the worst excesses of

reaction and they did not

The Democratic

and

peril

in need of

Democratic allies
Republican and

enact

a reform program.

administration's domestic economic

management

policy came to an accomodation

collective

bargaining agenda,

with labor's new

but probably was unaffected

by labor's specific demands because the administration only
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wanted and needed union electoral
own

plans.

agai nst

The southern

legislative

support to implement

Democracy remained a bulwark

reform

and

of

-formation

a

national

movement.

labor

Moreover,
repression
and other

of

the two-party strategy led to internal
union dissenters.

"rightwing"

"internal"

foes of

the CIO,

Reuther

UAW Convention

that the

failure

to repeal

viz,.

the

"leftwing"

sounded the theme at
"left"

meeting
Murray

Wallace

in

organizing drive.

1948.

The

the left

tellingly

was

Plan and

and by the November

1949 CIO

The UE,

the

cxpe]led union, with over 300,000 members,
charged the CIO with subordinating labor's

interests to the Democratic Party and
many

"left"

leaders worked to convince

Convention a purge had been agreed upon.
largest

and for

At the CIO Executive Board

in May the rightwing
to expel

the July 1949

that spring

condemned for opposing the Marshall

supporting

Communist-

was responsible for the

the Taft-Hartley Act

the flagging soUthern
again

Within the CIO Reuther

leaders pressed Murray to act against

linked unions.

But

its

liberals

believed

national

party realignment

programs

Truman

partisan politics.

expulsions were part of
necessary to implement

the
a reform

Democrats had already expelled State Rights

Democrats from the Democratic National

Committee.

(65)

the Democratic Party simply did not come through for

Yet

labor.

The immediate consequence was to reinforce incentives for
busi ness unionism and sectoral

132

collective

bargaining.
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PART TWO

Chapter

Four

Creating a Special Interest
Group:
The Skilled Auto Workers

The success

of

the U.S.

automobile

industry

in the two

decades following the postwar settlements stands in sharp
contrast

to the chronic

problems which have beset

and corporations in the 1970's and
unprecedentedly

Then the

1960's.

long boom reinforced

unions

labor-management

stability with payoffs of steadily increasing wages and
profits,

while in recent years these traditional

practices

have stood as obstacles to the reorganization
industry

widely

percieved

as necessary

for

of the

future

successes.

One of the key obstacles to reorganization

highlighted

in the industrial

persistence of

relations

literature

is

the

craft jurisdictions which prevent the

-flexeible deployment

of

labor

in the plant

and

hence the

ability of companies to adopt more efficient production and
market

strategies

which rely

"cooperation".
cooperation

(1)

Whether

are solutions

more heavily on worker
or not flexibility

to current

and

problems

depends in

part on confronting the basis of the skilled trades'
disruptive
crucial
and

power,
role

autoworkers have played

since the 1930's in

challenging

the postwar

for -skilled

the political

and

regulatory system.
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unionizing
industrial

the

a

industry

realities

of

This chapter argues that the rigidity

of craft

work

in the automobile industry today is an outcome partly of
past

failed

aspirations of

skilled

workers and the

imposition of a "Fordist" model
from which craft

of

industrial

work was excluded.

organization

In the model

industrial work is characterized by specialization and
mechanization:

the breaking down of complex products,

skills and manufacturing processes into simplified parts,
and specialized machinery and their

tasks,
into

an orderly,

integrated

recombination

production system.

All-around

journeymen machinists and other trades are

-trained

supplanted by semi-skilled and unskilled production workers
who are easily trained for a very limited
judgment

requiring little
efficiency
is

of

this

number

stamina.

and great

elaborate and capital

depends on mass consumer

The

continuous

while its

profitability

markets for standardized products.

The UAW and major automobile manufacturers
postwar

1940's agreed on this

which helped stabilize
between

tasks

intensive process

based on perfecting process technology,

operations and high-volIme output,

of

much and negotiated rules

relationships

industry and society.

in the

in the shops and

Collective bargaining

established means to resolve shop-floor disputes without
disrupting production through

grievance procedures;

ensure steady increases in workers'
to increases in prodUctivity and
establish that productive efficiency
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to

incomes by tying wages

the cost of

living;

and

depended on managerial

actions and new technology.

Moreover,

companies supported government
economic

both union and

policies

to promote general

growth.

The postwar settlements were not made to resolve
problems of skilled tradesmen,
union,

but they committed the

managements and government to courses of action

which came to shape the politics

of skilled

saw in chapter three, postwar
limited

the scope of worker

labor management

contract

as it

managerial

shifted labor-management

firm-specific

severely

and

initiative

relations toward

rather than the substance of

administration

occupational

and institutionalized

As we

in the production

participation

process and largely reaffirmed
control.

work.

welfare benefits.

and

classifications

It

work

was the common

sense of

the day that mass production entailed the demise of craft
autonomy

and premium

wages as the price of

productive abundance.

of society's

distribution

progress and the broader

and Marxist

Both liberal

agreed that technological
explanatory factor for craft

modernization

resistence to inevitable rationalization

division

of

(2)

However,

demanded and some of

international

of

the

to protect archaic craft

today skilled

labor

the elements of historical

trades practices appear

namely skilled

"conservatism",

labor in an attempt

authors

was the principal

workers'

privileges.

technological

surprisingly modern

is

highly
skilled

in an

economic context which rewards high

performance and relatively
against the model

short

which foresees
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production runs.
craft

work

As

reduced to a

set

of

job classifications and skilled

task-specific

automobile employment as a lost cause,
reconcieve skilled work as a viable,

it makes sense to

but lost opportunity.

This notion is reinforced by the actions of skilled
workers themselves.,

who sought to preserve and expand their

role in the auto industry,

path which the

and by the actual

leading auto companies took after

decade of

the initial

experimentation with mass production methods,
the elimination of

forestalled

craft

decline in employment of

historic

early years of auto manufacturing,

labor

skilled

leveled-off

in the mid-1920's

in

workers
with the

strategy.

This

aimed to create separate product--price markets,

strategy

the

GM would supply, and thus help stabilize

As a consequence of this

company's operations and profits.
a process of

was added to de-skilling

re-skilling

even as old skills

shape body metal
and complex

process technology,

automobile

Two,

and more precise ways to

and other materials and on more powerful

In the decades of

World War

which required skilled

"Detroit

Baroque"

design after

the percentage of skilled workers in the

industry rapidly increased from

In short,
process was not

because

such as dinging were made obsolete,

there was new emphasis on novel

labor.

in the

which bolstered

success of GM's design-led product market

which

The massive

a continuous decline for skilled

predictions of
the indt.stry,

work.

which

the role of
unilaterally

skilled

tradesmen

determined
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10% to 15%.

(3)

in the labor

by the continuous

division

of labor.

The

latter

itself

depended on the

extent of the market and on the continued use of skilled
labor to produce the machines which then increasingly do
the less-skilled
tradesmen

work.

The persistent need of skilled

and yet their

"aristocrats"

ambiguous position as labor

made them a capable and volatile

aUtoworkers

and in the broader

The relationship of

group among

labor movement.

skilled

workers to their

work, to

non-skilled worl.::ers and to unions was also contingent on
social

and political

transfer

of

factors governing power

craft

have been four
19:30's until

knowledge.

1948-1958;

the major junctures in
relationship of
First,

Within the New Deal

sub-periods of skilled

1948;

skilled

the UAW declared

and the

trades politics:

1958-1971;

1936.,

1948,

era there

and

1958 and

the

1971-1979.
1971,

the

workers and the UAW changes.
independence from the AFL and major
Second,

independent skilled trades unions merged with it.
in

1.948,

the postwar settlements were negotiated,

structured the relationship of skilled
Skilled

trades activists

Auto

skilled

postwar
interest

union framework.

to

sphere within the

This was defeated

workers thereafter

were enveloped

in 1957-58.
in the

model and were largely reduced to a special
group within the UAW.

The third

coincided with the worst economic crisis
era,

which re-

workers to the UAW.

launched a new campaign

establish a special craft-controlled
industrial

OUt of

growth policies

At

juncture
of the New Deal

which the UAW aligned itself with the managed
of the 1960's
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(see chapter

six).

Skilled

trades played a crucial

role in the political

initiatives

of those years as key supporters who could be readily
mobilized.

Yet they also brought

into the fray their own

agenda,

now largely shorne of traditional

in turn

led to clashes with production

objectives,

workers.

labor movement emerged from those years.
the contrary,

both the UAW and its

which

No new

In the 1970's,

skilled

on

trades members

acted defensively to increased economic volatility.

Craft Aspirations
The skilled

historical

Industrial

workers

faced with major
conditions of

and

shifts

in the

Politics
1930's and 1940's were

in the industrial

working their

trades.

practices of the craftsman

and political
Something of the the
had survived the

spread of Fordist mass production methods in the automobile
industry in the teens and
performed

in small.

'twenties.

Much work was still

shops which provided dies and tools to

the auto manufacturers and which operated on a traditional
system based on
machinery.

broad skills

purpose

and general

Individual tradesmen

"bounced

around" among the

independent job shops and the manufacturers'
seeking better pay and working conditions.
a famous trade school
trained

fully

much appreciated by tradesmen which

and die workers

as employment and income plummetted,
became responsive to the unionizing

appeals of labor activists,
British

In fact Ford ran

qualified journeymen.

In the 1930's,
tool

captive shops

some of whom had experience in

trade unions, and formed the Mechanics Educational
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Society of America

(MESA).

MESA led some of the earliest

strikes in the auto industry in the 1930's and the 1939
tool

at GM is

and die strike

usually credited with
split into

reorganizing GM for the UAW-CIO after the union
In 1936 two large Detroit

CIO and AFL factions.

locals of

MESA merged with the UAW and other skilled trades,
frustrated by the conservative AFL craft unions,

Skilled trades leaders

actively supported the UAW.
union organizing

combined

MESA was led by Matthew
advocates of a

strong

president of

founding
Local

155 of

Communist

with independent politics.

Smith and John Anderson,

the East

He was a toolmaker,

Other skilled

in

1947 and then

the UAW Executive Board;

Reuther

of

Norman Matthews,

important

in the

course was a toolmaker

(4)
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an

Packard Local

190

1939

Department;

by trade and

was closely associated with the independent Detroit
and Die Council.

in

157 and later

West Side Detroit Local

and later director of the UAW Chrysler

and Walter

Local

MESA leader and

which switched to the UAW-CIO

in Detroit,
strike,

former

was president of

electrician,

the

tradesmen became prominent

William Stevenson,

of

member of

in collective

the Taft-Hartley Act

founding president of
member

and die

He was re-elected president of

Tooling Association.

the UAW:

both

and die locals and the Detroit

bargaining between the tool

was ousted.

tool

Side Detroit

Party and ch:ief negotiator

1.55 in the teeth of

The

Anderson became

labor party.

the UAW.

also

Tool.

workers supported

Skilled

auto industry.

a broad restructuring

The most formal

expression of

of the

these goals

was the so-called Reuther Plan for the conversion of the
auto

to war production

industry

production.

and back to peace-time

According to the plan industry would be run by

representative boards of government,

management,

consumers.

Skilled workers would be organized

competitive

"technical

entire

area irrespective of company

defeats dashed many a radical

including that of

new strategy emerged

be part of

194C's to establish a

If

the skilled

own position.

creating a regional
which

try

pool

of skilled labor

skill

in the industry

by or dependence on

niche;

job and

and

training;

industrial

the volume and

which craft

them of authority to deal
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ie.

workers had would

equally with management

deciding how to carry through

would

relations

be based upon the substantive nature of the work,
broad range of skills

level,

income security would

be maintained by work sharing and managing
of

this by

Wage rates would be tied to skill

not one's occupational

quality

to shore up

They proposed to accomplish

would free workers from control

any one employer.

trades

in which all

an expanding coalition

workers would gain, they could certainly
their

A

sphere within the existing

bargaining framework.

could not

trades in the UAW.

the skilled

in the late

largely autonomous craft
collective

non-

(5)

The postwar political
vision,

into

units" to service the

commando

industry or industrial

and product.

labor and

projects.

in

the
ensure

The revival

of

craft

unionism was

first

of

all

a

response to management's work organization strategy,

but it

also was a challenge to the UAW and the regulatory regime
which was not terribly concerned with worker participation
as long as workers benefitted with economic gains.
Nonetheless,
their

skilled tradesmen had the resources to assert

sectional.

interests by their independent Skilled

Trades Councils and their

control

course a narrow assertion

of their

potentially

divisive

of

craft

knowledge.

craft

Of

interests was

with production workers in the union

and workers outside the industry.
possibilities were evident

The zero sum

in their

demands in the late

1940's for

apprentice training programs and enforcement of

agreements

against upgrading production workers

skilled

jobs,

elimination of rules which

wor.:ers to bLImp

production

into skilled

allowed seniority
jobs, and for wage

increases greater than those won for production
On
of

the other

hand,

skilled

union.

skilled

workers.

workers had been champions

the UAW and very much wanted to remain

Moreover,

into

part of

it.

workers depended on the strength of the

As a minority within the union skilled workers

especially needed an effective means to influence union
policy

and they did so through

leadership.

In the postwar

the International

chaos,

they helped amend

the

UAW constitution to give the leadership a veto of local
contracts which did not conform with union policy and they
championed company- and industry-wide
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solutions to problems

of

training and organizing non-union shops.

time,

tool

and

and factional

die

leaders were

part

of

the Addes

struggles kept them apart.

Reuther group placed its

At the same

But,

supporters in local

caucus

after the

leadership

positions and because the union's policy had become focused
upon national
and on

wage formulas geared for production workers

plant-level dispute procedures,

leaders who became political

supporters and bureaucratic

dependents of the International
file

worker
The

committed to industrial

were vulnerable to rank and

(6)

dissatisfaction.

International

UAW

leaders, for

their

part,

skilled trades leaders,

This,

made the

to

and historical

International

sympathetic to some skilled trades demands.

But the

attention was focused on production workers

International's

who constituted about
love lost

were

unionism and in no way wanted

see craft workers convert to the AFL.
ties with

the skilled trades

85%4 of the membership.

There was no

between production and skilled workers,

International

and the

did not want to appear to be favoring the

skilled trades.

It kept to its own strategy of demanding

fair working conditions and distribution of national
income,
work.

but not challenging management's right to organize

They thus sought to contain skilled trades problems

inside the union.
however,

The International's "Achille's heel",

was reliance on employers to respond favorably to

bargaining demands and on Democrats
toward the full

to ensure progress

employment welfare state.

If

companies and

the government did not come through on what workers
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considered fa:ir,

there was less

reason

consent to management's workplace
discipline.

for rank and file

authority

and to union

(7)

A New Craft Strategy Emerges
The emergence of a new skilled worker strategy in the
late

1940's began with a realization

had not succeeded,
remained.
of

In October

the Detroit

Tool

Councils was held,
Maintenance.
action

chaired

and

Maintenance

by Danny Prested,
the meeting

complaints were raised,

president

of

was to discuss

but the meeting was

to agree on what was most pressing.
of

that

workers

skilled

disrupted"

the Tool

by the Second

S.::illed workers'
and controlling skill

a program".

World War

1945 and

stock of

some

in

perennial

Big Three,

been
(8)

Their economic position

and auto company policies.
government
at

sold its

enormous

"bargain prices"

with skilled trades layoffs at the

apparently resulted

Three cautiously

was

"vision was

and they hadn't

200,C00 machine tools

shops and great

Their

out,

problems were unemployment

knowledge.

1947 the U.S.

combination

pointed

the "postwar situation".

was shaped by both government
Between

More basic,

and Die Council

"lack

able to get on top of

job

meeting of the officers

Engineers,

The purpose of

James Bowden

which,

the problems of work

1949 a joint

and Die,

program

on the problems of skilled workers and many

particular
unable

whereas many of

the radical

in a proliferation

demand

for skilled

re-entered

the postwar
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labor.

of

small

The Big

market by using old

dies and tools from 1941
only in
expanded

1948 and

1949.

models,

introducing new models

Then tooling demands rapidly

in the automobile

industry, on top of

which the

Truman administration began its military buildup.

Now the

Big Three began to recall skilled

plants.

workers to their

(9)
There were two main problems arising from the sudden
lower wages than

One was that the Big Three paid

expansion.

skilled

the job shops and could not readily attract

production

worl.:ers into skilled

means is

that

into

speciali-2ed jobs which
job.

"skilled"

such as tool

the skilled

what

workers

a skilled

can quickly expand its

keep down its

production workers

operation,

Essentially

are pieces of

The corporation

labor force and

example,

jobs.

employers promote production

this

workers'

managers wanted to "upgrade"

Thus corporation

journeymen.

could learn

sharpening,

rate for an all--around

wage bill.

For

a specific skilled

and be paid less

than

journeyman tool maker.

Everyone recognized that upgrading was faster than
apprentice training

and, during the Second World

emergency workers and unions agreed to it.
conditions it

given

was less justifiable

But

as product competition

market returned.
view,
this

upgrading was primarily a question
its
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motive

fears of

increased and a buyers'

From the International

concern was part of

in the new

the one-sided

distribution of benefits and skilled trades'
unemployment

War

LIAW's point of
of

cheap labor and

in negotiating a

"journeyman-upgrader"
manufacturers which

agreement

in 1948 with the auto

put some limits

on their ability

to do

this.

The skilled leaders agreed with this,

argued

that upgrading diluted the trades and was part

but also
of

management's plans to gain greater control

over skilled

labor by creating new job classifications.

(10)

The second problem was that significant amounts of
construction and other skilled work
the Big Three to independent
maintenance trades.

cheaper

to let

contractors and to AFL

The sub-contracted work essentially

was the peak demand which
supply themselves,

were subcontracted by

special

the companies were not able to
projects or work which was

to outsde companies.

But UAW maintenance

and construction workers objected to the work
sometimes at higher pay,

AFL members,
they

and in any case which

argued they could do as well.
At

the October

1949 meeting skilled trades leaders

adopted a strategy to mobilize the traditional
work and professionalism

pride in craft
among rank

wage increases;

Their program included
industry-

organizing the

greater education of production workers about

unorganized;

trades issues; and greater

union through

an International

representation

skilled

and a charter

for a tool
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in the

trades conference,

trades representation on collective

committees,

in common concerns

"bona fide" apprentice training;

wide vesting of pension benefits;

skilled

sense of

and file craftsmen to push for greater trade

autonomy within the International.

skilled

being done by

bargaining

and die local

in

Detroit.

The fir-st steps

were taken in

workers won an extra nickel

1950.

wage increase over production

which was taken

workers at the Big Three,

Skilled

"the first

as

strong indication that organized pressure can bring
results".

(11)

The wage increase helped bolster the

position of UAW skilled tradesmen in the main plants by
making their work more appealing than that of the job shops
and the AFL crafts.
The

International

organizers

on tool

International

further agreed to assign two extra

and die organizing

in Detroit;

Skilled Trades Conference;

called

an

and scheduled a

first meeting for the International's Apprenticeship
Committee.
contracts

Moreover,
between

Tooling

UAW job shop

Association..

rejected

the demand

"craftism"
subjected

and,

it

a tool
ill

for

and the Detroit

and

International

die local

future events,

in October

altogether

independently

trades
the

market demand,
War and

for

in

charter

as

first

1950.

in February

(12)

The

1951.

and Co-existence

Skilled
throughout

locals

At the same time the

boding

re-emerged

Stalemate

pension plan was won

the skilled trades newspaper to censorship and

then suspended
paper

an area-wide

continued

activists

their

1950's.

This was conditioned

at first

favorably

affected

campaign
by labor

by the Korean

then by the Big Three's product market strategies

in the m id-1950's,
leadership

and by the

in shoring-up

its

interest
influence
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of

the International

in the

industry

and

national

politics.

In the late 1950's both conditions

changed.
The Korean War-,

which helped cement bi-partisan

Congressional support for containment militarism and
vitiated much of Truman's domestic reform program,
clarified some shortcomings of the UAW's official
and temporarily threw both AFL and
oppositional
made

prices

spUrred

demand for

as industries

trades

for wage and price

skilled

labor

production.

controls

The UAW

The war

upward pressure on
This raised

and for ways to ensure
to convert

reacted

quickly and

asserted a claim to a major role in directing
the war.

themselves

Moreover,

both the government
wage militancy of

by

creating

rank and file

"trainees"

the domestic

found
as a result

position

of

inflation-related

workers.

tried

first

workers into skilled work.

leaders

and the

intervention

Auto manufacturers
labor

ski lled

bargaining

in a stronger

industry for

with the AFL and CIO it

positively to the Korean War and

side of

an

Walter Reuther

for supplies.

the tooling

to do all

into

leaders.

and put

labor

scrambled

demands

military

In the UAW,

political stance.

common cause with skilled

buildup

CIO back

policy

to meet the demand for

and upgrading production
Skilled trades leaders sought

wage increases and new upgrader agreements to prevent
company exploitation of production-skilled worker
differences after the war,
after

as they believed had happened

World War Two to the detriment
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of skilled

worker job

security.

The

International's Skilled Trades Committee

developed a Changeover Policy with skilled trades
concurrence and began to negotiate it with the companies.
The policy allowed the upgrading of production workers to
either single-task machines in tool
repair,

and die and machine

or as helpers in maintenance.

These workers,

as "changeovers" at Ford and Chrysler and NDE's
National Defense Emergency)
sign waivers of

at GM,

known

(for

would be required to
trades seniority.

future claims for skilled

Seniority would accrue to their production classification
and no upgraders would be allowed to recieve permanent
journeyman status.

The International

policy urged union

locals to negotiate apprentice agreements where there was
need

workers.

for more skilled

Since virtually no auto

plants had apprentice training programs,

the

International's stress on apprentices amounted to a wedge
under company policy.

(13)

At the same time the UAW,
political

awakening in Washington.

had declared a national
1950,

CIO and AFL had a rude
Once President Truman

defense emergency on December

15,

the CIO and AFL presented him with their program for

labor leadership

in the defense mobilization bureaucracy.

They believed they had earned this by their staunch
Democratic support,
to be.

(14)

but they quickly learned this

was not

Not only was the mobilization put into the

hands of General

Electric's

Charles Wilson and other

corporation executives, but price and profits
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controls were

rejected.

the government's

Instead,

program emphasized wage controls:
cost of

living benefits,

it

the annual

health and welfare benefits.
announced
opposed
living

precluded

regular

a wage freeze was

Moreover,

but were able to win only a partial

adjustment.

cost of

(15)

Reuther and all

other labor

leaders resigned their

positions in the war agencies in February and began
mobilize political
held

pressure on Truman.

to

The AFL and CIO

a joint conference in Washington to air grievances and

roundly denounced the President and the UAW Convention
April

in

debated repudiation of the Democratic Party and the

creation

of a labor

party, although the

leadership was careful
ripe for

independent political

action.

a

mediation

of

I.;Z% wage increase,
some labor

to return to their
Included

tripartite
the aircraft

COLA,

AIF,

and welfare

and to include government

disputes.
positions.

On April

30 the leaders

(16)

in the compromises was the creation of

panels to negotiate special wage increases in
and tool

and die industries and to make
welfare benefits.

recommentations on health and
representative,
the Tool

The Truman

leaders then offered

compromises to allow contractual
payments,

International

to conclude that the time was not

administration and industrial

voted

and

improvement factor,

The AFL and CIO vigorously

in January 1951.

this,

economic stabilization

Joe Ficonke,

and other

"Labor"

and Die Panel were able to win over
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The UAW
members

of

the "Public"

members to the UAW's program on skilled trades upgrading
and wage increases only by making major concessions on
capping

job shop rates and forgoing national

standards.

wage

Labor and Public then outvoted "Industry" for

package of recommendations to the full

a

Wage Stabilization

But -the Public members on the full Board sided with

Board.

Industry and rejected the recommendations.

UAW leaders

were incensed by what looked like a doublecross and
suspected the handiwork

of General

Motors.

The WSB ignored

the UAW's good -faith and put the International
difficult

situation

production.

with the ranks, both skilled

They had had to convince tool

to provisionally accept its compromises.
government enforcing special
workers,
them.

leaders in a

the International

and

and die leaders
Now,

without the

wage increases for skilled

had to come out in the open for

(17)
Reuther decided the UAW was no longer bound by

bargaining norms and planned to take direct
help of the skilled

trades.

Together the

action with the
IEB and a twelve-

man committee of skilled trades leaders decided on a five
point program:
(ii)
about

(i)

endorse the Tool and Die Panel

seek CIO support for it;
it;

(iii)

(iv) win the Changeover

report;

organize mass meetings
Agreements;

and

refuse to work overtime and to train Upgraders.

(v)
However,

the leaders and the IEB discovered the ranks were not
completely behind them nor
action to back them up.

was the CIO willing to take

On the one hand,

did not have leverage with government nor
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the UAW plainly
had it

yet

finished negotiating Changeover Agreements with the Big
Three.

When Changeover Agreements were complete at Ford

and Chrysler,

the International

compromises.

Moreover,

tool

had made further

and die job

shops in Detroit

and elsewhere around the country did not want to fight for
the compromise Tool

and Die Panel's recommendations, which

included a cap on their wages at a time of inflation.
Another reason many skilled workers rejected the compromise
program was that they only mildly supported the Korean War,
the underlying purpose of
1952 IEB meeting,
sentiment

for

wage stabilization.

vice-president Gosser pointed out

a multi-union general

the lack of rank

At the March

was undercut

strike

1952 Presidential

fizzled.

agitation
The

the

and file solidarity and by the
action because of

Steelworkers who were hedging industrial
the upcoming

that

The tool

election.

and die

(18)

International

ranks and

its

then moved to solidify

help skilled trades leaders organize workers into more
skilled trades councils around the country and unionize
tool

and die job

260 local

shops around Detroit.

It also negotiated

apprentice training agreements and more than

doubled the staff

of the UAW Skilled Trades Department.
private talks

Moreover,

the IED began informal,

September

1952 to gain wage increases for skilled

with GM in

and production workers despite the fact that their
did not expire until

in

1955.

(19)

John Fairbain,

157 and a member of the UAW's GM National
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trades
contract
of Local

Negotiating

Committee,

expressed the sentiment of wage militancy

coupled with skilled

trades sectionalism:

I think we have to get everything we can.
Get that
straight.
Piconke was in the Tool and Die Panel which
came through with the... recommendation.
We have
inaugerated the Changeover Agreement, Improvement
Factor and all that sort of thing...Well, God bless
the production workers.
GM can show us that
percentage-wise the skilled workers are above the
production workers.
(But) we need a wage
increase.... This is not Utopia.
You work at your
skills and you get paid for your skills. (20)
The UAW did win wage increases in
civilian

in

production

policy--first

competitive consumer

1953 and Republican monetary

and manage product

also led to major unemployment

It

production workers,
for

a very

market and more aggressive management

strategies to increase efficiency

demand

but the return to

then looser--created

tight,

markets.

1953,

followed by a slow increase,

and steady

workers.

skilled

In the post-Korea buyers'
began to undergo rapid change.

market,

working conditions

Auto companies increased

the number of models they offered
their plants.

among

and rapidly

automated

Skilled work reorganization proceeded apace

with the new models and the large scale investment.
Between

1947 and

1959,

General

assets was $8.893 billion,

Motors'

of which $5

investment in fixed
billion was invested

from 1953 to 1958 and $2.2 billion was for special
1954 and

1958.

tooling.
Total

Ford

invested $2.2 billion between

car,

truck and bus production increased from 4,797,621 to

7,220, ooo or by 50.5". between
time,

blue collar

employment

1947 and 1957.
in the industry
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At the same
increased just

one-half

percent although the skilled trades proportion

increased

by a third.

(21)

The extent and exact nature of

work reorganization is

A few examples will

difficult to quantify.

indicate the

situations the workers increasingly faced in the 1950's and
Ford built a much-heralded automated engine plant

1960's.

in Cleveland in

1951 in which engine blocks were machined

by an automated

1500 foot line

performed
honing,

more than

50C

tools,

of machine

boring,

broaching,

milling and tapping operations.

which

drilling,

154 blocks were

machined per hour by 41 workers compared to the old manning
level

for the same rate of production of

making a

labor saving of

were automated by Ford,
gain
supplier

of

300%,

while 50(-0

firm which had

While jobs were lost,

65%.

117 workers,

Stamping operations also

for a company-wide productivity
workers

were layed-off

supplemented

other

from the

Ford's stampings.

jobs were simply changed

made easier or more demanding of skill.

A

and

1956 UAW report

provides a few examples:
Metal Body BLuilding--A newly recognized trade and is
The demand forced by competition of
highly skilled.
curved body lines on autos and the many different
types of bodies with lighter but stronger chasis...
Diemaking--Big dies that previously took months to
develop only take weeks now...
Diesinking--The new Keller machines finish the die so
that
the tedious
hand work on the bench has
accurately
eliminated.
been greatly
of the Toolmaker has had to keep
Toolmaking--The skill
pace with the technical developments and the higher
as
of plastics,
The new field
requirements.
precision
in diemaking, is not yet progressed sufficiently, to
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be positive of its affects on the trade.
Pyrometry and Instrument Repair--This work also has
increased in volume as well as improvement of the
They are now used in so many places and
instrument.
forms to test material for strength, for heat
temperature, gas and air pressure, as indicators on
production lines in Assembly for tabulating output,
heat treat of metals etc.... The accuracy registered by
those instruments is very important so they must be
repaired, maintained and installed by well-trained
skilled
mechanics. (22)

The union's collective bargaining policy followed the
postwar

The UAW sought to redistribute income

pattern.

directly to workers from

and to

increased productivity

resolve disputes among workers over work assignments within
of

the framework
one major

management's right

bargaining

indicative.

to manage.

breakthrough of the

The union's

1950's is

In the 1930's the UAW demanded better

production planning to stabilize employment,
1940's the union had formulated this

wages became supplemental

a collective

into

bargaining demand for guaranteed wages.

but in the

By 1955 guaranteed
(SUB)

unemployment benefits

the UAW won in the auto negotiations that year.

which

SUB was

financed by company contributions of five cents per
employee per hour,

up to a stated maximum,

to guarantee

layed-off workers 60"4 of after-tax pay up to 26 weeks
the late 1950's).

The union hoped to induce the companies

to avoid unemployment and,
supplemental

because SUB payments were

to state unemployment benefits,

raise the latter

(in

so as to limit

its

to lobby to

own contribution.

Essentially SUB was another element of a social
of sustained income for

labor-saving efficiency.
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(23)

trade-off

Moreover,

the union sought to negotiate new

job classifications

with higher wages which took

account changed job content so as to maintain
worker income.
Chicago,

For example,

classifications,

trying

1956,

and skilled

mandatory".
to gain

101

worker

Ford management
classifications

complexity of the equipment

Workers objected that Ford was simply

control over the content of

But whatever the company's goal,
Samp,

had just

"automation" classification.

be consolidated because "the
it

individual

compared to 315 at its old Dearborn plant,

insisted both production

made

into

Ford's new stamping plant in

which opened in June

including an

(if fewer)

skilled

work.

as Ken Bannon and Nelson

director and assistant drector of the UAW Ford

Department

explained,

the union had two goals in

cooperating with the company's reorganization.

The first

was to gain for the production workers directly involved
increased wages from productivity
those still

employed,

greater

improvements and,

for

job security through broader-

The second was to mediate the conflict

job categories.

between production and skilled workers over the breakdown
of traditional

trades which

economic status.

lessened the skilled workers'

Production and skilled workers had to

show solidarity by not competing for each other's work.
(24)

However, there was not any unifying point of view to

justify a common approach to work organization which
preserved the crafts since the union
mean the wage-control

bargain.
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defined unionism to

The union's claim that

skilled

trade knowledge was essential

strength

of

for long-term

the industry and therefore should be protected,

was as oft-repeated

as unexplained.

(25)

After

all,

did

the union have an alternative to the current organization
of work?
When
training

skilled workers demanded enhanced apprentice
to reinforce craft status,

the issue was settled

inside the union by pressure politics,
fact

complicated by the

that the wide variation of classification

work done by company and plants provided
action.

What

and actual
unclear guides to

was happening in part was that some

Changeover workers were allying with workers in so-called
"bastard" classifications--fractions of skilled trades--to
win their way into the skilled trades and earn higher pay.
Many locals were sympathetic to the Changeovers'
Militants of

claims.

both job and captive shops opposed creating

separate apprenticeships for craft fractions and advocated
instead a "condensed"
what the job title.
that

tool
But

and die apprenticeship no matter

International

supporters argued

separate apprenticeships were needed to win the

support

of the workers in these classifications,

given they

were already active in the union and the companies were
ignoring the Changeover and apprenticeship policies.
Militant

tool.

and die workers

demanded

(26)

"local option"

on these classifications and greater representation for
skilled

workers in the locals.

and die worker
secretary of

its

at Local

Thus,

Walter Dorosh,

a tool

600 and a rising star as recording

4000 man-plus
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Tool

and Die Unit, took Lip

the demand for a guarantee of skilled trades representation
at all

levels of negotiating and a veto on special

trades agreements.

skilled

At the same time maintenance workers

acted more like their AFL brethren,

who were then fighting

over craft jurisdictions and taking each other to court.
For

example,

hydraulicly-controlled machines had become

very important with automation,
of work from several

but they combined elements

existing crafts.

"The electric power

is maintained by the Electrician.

The machine power is

maintained by the Machine Repair.

The air

maintained

by the Pipefitter.

The hydraulic power

maintained by the Hydraulic Repair."
insisted on takirng jurisdictional

International

is

Maintenance workers

disputes through the
against the advice of

grievance procedure to arbitration,
both the

power is

trades leaders,

and skilled

since

the procedure was incapable of dealing with substantive
issues and would just
labor.

management's

ratify

Negotiations were preferred.

Both cases reveal

(27)

the continuing dependence of skilled

workers on the International
Moreover,

to assign

right

for industry-wide problems.

the auto companies were recruiting

tool

Workers

"displaced persons" from Europe.

makers among

and die

wanted restrictions placed on the practice and militants
favored testing such workers to make sure they were indeed
skilled

and then inducting them

International
immigration

supporters argued

quota,

into

for lowering the

requ:i ring proof
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the union.

of a labor

shortage,

or

taking political

action against company parts imports.

International
commi ttee.

promised to refer the issue to a moribund CIO

Al so the advent of

programs led some skilled
president of

local

Craft

apprenti ceshi p

trades leaders,

the Detroit

such as Ray Kay,

Maintenance Council,

long-held positions and support
journeyman

International

to reverse
control

cards to prevent administrative chaos.

Unionism Asserted

of

(28)

and Defeated

Al though throughout

1954 the UAW held conferences and

conventions to mobilize rank

and file

support

collective

a result

of the contract

bargaining round,

settlements was a mass movement
UAW by skilled

workers.

After

for the 1955

to disaffiliate

from the

the proposed contract was

read to a mass meeting outside the River Rouge complex
Local

600 Fresident Carl

skilled

Stellato,

workers walked off

workers returned to their
but the skilled
small

workers

the job.

Most production

jobs during the next few days,
by the

apparently were dissatisfied

"sacrificed" to finance SUB,

As the Detroit Tool

by

both production and

increase in straight hourly wages,

have been

The

and Die Council

which seemed to

and they stayed out.

had warned:

Failure to win for the skilled
workers a decent level
of wages or achieve the rest of their reasonable
(29)
create dissatisfaction...
demands will
The
Skilled

"rest" of

Trades Conference

International
Detroit

the demands had been debated at a

Tool

in January which, under

control, had rejected proposals from the
and Die Council

for
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"wage

equity"

(equalize

captive and job shop rates, a

10% wage increase,

double

time for overt i me and tr i pie for Sundays and hol i days)
end compulsory overtime,

win area-wide seniority,

Instead, the

conference supported the International's
rules against overtime,

subcontracting;

apprenticeship ratios

changeover employees,

skilled

labor via flat

Rapidly mobilizing sentiment
in a mass meeting

rank and filers
Local

599,

among

in Flint

skilled

on July

from the Detroit

Maintenance Counci ls were spurned

separatist movement.

of other

immediately
Its

skilled
and

workers
in Detroit.

throughout

326 and Buick

Tool

and Die and

Leaders of the

for

set out to stop the

Skilled Trades Committee met with

and two others,

SST activists.

called by

(31)

the Flint SST leadership in early August,
SST president

17,

Labor Relations Board

the National

International

workers

(SST) won meeting support to

Society of Skilled Trades

separate union status.

(30)

and participants created

Society of Skilled Trades.

an independent

The

ending

rate increases.

from GM Flint Ternstedt Local

where leaders

register with

more holidays,

and continued wage homogenization of

production and

culminated

and

prior notice of subcontracting and work

reorganization, eliminating
wage spreads,

policy rejecting

and favored retraining,

early retirement,

to

and

eliminate single-purpose job classifications.

"rigid"

,

much

and won over the

to the chagrin and anger

The SST continued to mobilize

in large numbers,
The SST claimed

southern Michigan

however,

in Flint

about 50,000 members

in November,
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both

9000 of

whom were

in Detroit.
skilled

If

true this

represented about 20% of the

trades membership of

the UAW.

months the SST presented a model
craft unions,

During the next six

of a federation of new

independent of both CIO and AFL.

were criticized for becoming

The latter

"industrialized".

claimed not to be anti-industrial

The SST

union, but pro-crafts.

And indeed there seemed to be little difference in the
specific

workplace demands of

and UAW tradesmen.

SST members

(32)

the s.::illed trades

However,

or sympathizers

leaders actively

opposed

SST organizing and Ray Kay kept close tabs on SST meetings
and membership
the

initiative on skilled trades issues.

28,

1955 meeting of

it

the officers

afterward

to decide next

gave prominent

In a September

of the Detroit councils,

was agreed to present a four-point

next meeting in October

program at the IEB's

and to hold a mass meeting
steps.

program

The four-point

place to the demand for greater
The points were

within the union.

to regain

They also attempted

for the IEB.

tradesmen;

(i)

autonomy

separate contract'

(ii)

an

immediate

ratification

for skilled

reopening of

contracts to negotiate a 10% wage increase,

and a commitment
future;

(iii)

to percentage wage increases in the

more

local

representation for

issues by the Skilled Trades Department;
between

production and skilled workers.

and

skilled
(iv)

trades
unity

(33)

A delegation was chosen to present the program to the
IED,

headed by Ray Kay.

The leaders reaffirmed their own
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loyalty to the UAW,
workers had real

but they stressed that the skilled

outstanding for years.
inadequate,
Ford

they said.

and Chrysler)

The GM contract was completely

recognition of the journeyman program:

to unionize apprentices),

apprentices

was task oriented,
(which

did not recieve journeyman cards

attempts

"killed"

and the contract gave journeyman
to six years.

status to changeover workers with only four
exper ience instead of ten, which

Moreover,

violated the

policy and disrupted wage relationships.
there had been no progress on equalizing captive

and job shop rates nor an end to the wartime cap
rates;

the subcontracting

clause was inadequate;

IEB had connived with Ford to create the new
classification

(as at

The UAW had not won at GM

still

apprentice training

International's

had been

grievances which, moreover,

on captive
and the

"automation"

at the company's Cleveland stamping plant,

which unionists argued was used by the company to control
(34)

other trades classifications.

When the IEB voted against the four-point program the
skilled trades leaders were put

in a spot.

previously scheduled mass meeting,

At the

October 23,

the four-

"living document"

point program was re-affirmed.

The

theory of collective bargaining

contracts,

used by Reuther

to open the 1950 agreements two years earlier,

was invoked

to justify their demand to re-open the current contract
1956.

On

council.s'

November 4 a joint

meeting of the Detroit

officers was held to plan a strategy,

Maintenance Council

officers

but the

behind Ray Kay backed down
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in

from the four-point

program,

splitting

the joint

to 13 votes to rescind the wages campaign.
Tool

and Die Council

meeting

15

Although the

continued to agitate,

the combination

of the IEB's rejection of the four-point program and the
Detroit council

officers'

reversal

meeting decision were fuel

of the October 23 mass

for the SST fire.

were criticized in SST leaflets for

The councils

"switching sides".

On

November 6 the Wayne County chapter of the SST held a
meeting
NLRB

of

some 4K)

workers and decided

for representation

The

legal

from industrial
the late
settled
secede

elections.

unions went

1930's between
the question of
from an

the question

were deeply

the purpose of

limiting

craft
seemed

locals

industrial

Act

unionism,

in

seemed to

the Act with

GM came to

multiple federated

autonomous from both AFL and CIO clearly

too disruptive.

At the same time the NLRB reversed

regulatory direction in the 1950's.

The post-Taft-Hartley

severance rule was first limited in the National
which exempted

certain

basic,

like

steel

from craft

industries

rule

although the

in writing

The creation of

could

by majority

but,

involved

in

The NLRB had not

The Taft-Hartley

in the affirmative

oppose craft severance.

"carve outs"

workers

skilled

union chosen

auto companies

the

back to Wagner Act disputes

whether

which they were a minority.
settle

representation

the AFL and CIO.

industrial

petition

(35)

for craft

basis

to

in the American

so-called

integrated

carve-outs.

Potash case the Eisenhower
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Tube case

But

Board

in 1954
affirmed

that
for

"craft groups should have the opportunity to decide"
themselves how

which seemed
doctrine.

"their

to preclude

Yet,

the National

Labor Relations Board

in late
from GM AC

The Board heard SST petitions

Sparkplug Local

Tube

The SST was dealt a halting blow first b y

the Michigan regional
1956.

extension of

as the auto cases came LIP, the NLRB

switched again.

February

interests are better served"

651

on the procedural

and Flint

Ternstedt

and rejected them

a hearing was only possible

ground that

during the six months preceding the termination of

1958 to petition for elections.

The temporary de-mobilization
in late

1955 UAW-GM

the

the SST would have wait until

contract ran out in

caused

In

meanwhile a bona fide contract had priority.

contract;
short,

a

1956 encouraged the

of

(36)

the SST which this

IEB to take a more

ameliorative position and to soften th e get-tough policy it
had adopted with the skilled

who was a member

local officer

or be taken over

Ford and GM National
workers'
December.,

TEB had
from office

any

of the SST and the Detroit

and Die Council had been told

campaign

The

1ocal unions in March to ex pel

instructed

Tool

trades.

by the

to stop
IEB.

But

its

wages

in October

the

Councils voted to endorse the skilled

demand for representation in negotiations and in
at the fifth

Conference,

International

the IEB announced that it

constitutiona]

S killed

Trades

would recommend

changes at the 1957 UAW Convention

lines advocated by skilled trades leaders.
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along the

They would allow skilled trades separate voting rights
on those parts of contracts dealing solely with the skilled
trades;

the right

and separate election of
local

IEB approval;

to strike separately with

and national

skilled trades representatives to
committees.

negotiating

It

also

promised that priorities in 1958 collective bargaining
would be revised apprentice training
programs,
and

and elimination of wage spreads.,

the cap

on captive

shop rates.

Convention ratified the
The

IEB presented

adjustments
not

workers.
that

to a rebellious
Woodcock,

workers

modernization
delegates

and,

if

direct

representation

groups.

industry,
skilled

of the GM Department,

technical,

the union

white collar,
with

wanted to

organize

them,

value of

greater

in the union for non-production

The minority report opposed the changes,

trades

internal

and

industrial

the organizing

argued with some reason that
skilled

as necessary

minority of

was increasing

should recognize

long debate.

context of

director

the proportion of

professional

1957 UAW

IEB's proposals after

to the new technological

Leonard

subcontracting,

The April

the proposed changes

as palliatives

argued

and retraining

revolt

the issues

involved in the

were worker-management

union representation

problems.

and

issues,

not

(37)

In May 1958 the NLRB came specially

to Detroit

to hear

new SST petitions from GM and Ford and apparently was
convinced
reassert
denied

by union

and company

a version of
the petitions

arguments opposed

the National
again,

this
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Tube doctrine.

time for

failing

to them to
The NLRB
the "co-

extensive"

rule which r-equired petitioning

units to be co-

extensive with existing Units of the bargaining
relationship,

that the SST petition for representative

ie.

elections company-wide.
single integrated
collective

The Board reasoned that GM was a

unit,

exemplified by centralized national

bar-gaining and by the functional

councils which

the UAW had just

SST petitioned in just
dismissed.

(38)

40 or so of

The NLRB veto,

in the auto

unemployment

created.

combined

were

with massive
1957,

late

union alternative.

into camp by the IEB.
trades

because the

GM's plants, all

In early 1959 the loyal skilled

skilled

So,

industry which began in

ended the SST and the craft

taken

union sub-

trades leaders were

During

1957 and

leaders had actively

1958 the

sought the changes

in

the union's constitution which were passed at the 1957
Convent:ion,

as well.

as a five

point program for

1958

collective bargaining.

The UAW officially adopted the

skilled

as part of

trades'

agenda.

program

However,

its

the International

ambitious 1958
decided to rein the

union's demands because of the deep recession which began
in late
criticism

1957 and potential
of

Congressional
were working
1959)

"wage

push"

political

inflation.

harm from public
For example,

liberal

Democrats on the Joint Economic Committee
on a benchmark

which argued that

years was a result of
and wage demands

economic study

the stagflation

(released

of the Eisenhower

both oligopoly "administered

in a few core industries like
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in

pricing"

steel

and

autos which outstripped

aid for

Democrats

"structural

and wrote them

unemployment"

At a special Convention

into

platform.

1958,

won support for a more modest bargaining

agenda,

including a new demand for

in February.,

a big wage increase,
and dies,

and negotiation--not

At

leaders insisted on
tools

review of the Conference

employment,

elimination of overtime
a one-year wage agreement,
classification

arbitration--of

(39)

an April

in Detroit,

negotiators.

28,

1958 mass meeting

workers

of skilled

a City-Wide Skilled Workers Committee was

formed to monitor

who then

trades

at mass meetings,

there was full

disputes.

skilled

a halt of foreign sourcing of

rank and file

recommendations

Trades

But at the sixth Skilled

30 hours work.

Conference

until

and

profit-sharing

of a previously approved demand for 40 hours pay

deferral
for

their

in January

1960 national
Reuther

re-

strategy and new proposals for sectoral

a growth

endorsed

gains.

productivity

bargaining

and pressure collective

(It also was formed with an eye on tradesmen
Once the union

were signing up with the SST.)

reached tentative agreement with the auto companies another
mass meeting

was held, September

21,

at which skilled

trades leaders urged workers to reject

the Ford and

Chrysler contracts.

Rejection would be symbolic,

officers of the Tool

and Die Unit at Local

since enough other Ford plants had ratified
to make their

vote moot

and because Ford
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the

600 argued,
the agreement

(and

General

Motors)
strike

had refused to recognize skilled
separately.

preserve

"our

and to signal

It

workers'

rights

was important nonetheless to
and the righteousness of our

identity

to

Ford the "battle" was not over.

was strongly opposed by the Local

cause"

This tactic

600 leadership.

The

contract was ratified by the local as a whole 15,084 to
3,977 whereas the Tool and Die Unit passed it 912 to 850.
(40)
After the contract was signed the City-Wide Skilled
Trades Committee created a City-Wide Unemployed Skilled
Workers Committee.
headquarters in
the

Internationa's

They staged

downtown Detroit
wrath

a demonstration at UAW
in

November,

upon them.

Finally,

which brought
the IEB had

had enough of the "pressure" tactics and abruptly abolished
all

38 regional

Skilled Trades Councils.

In their place

workers were organized into industry bargaining

the skilled

sub-co(Uncils and a Skilled Trades Advisory

Committee to the

IEB was set up under Skilled Trades Department control.
(4 1)

Conclusion
1958 skilled workers with few individual

After

exceptions operated within the framework of the postwar
labor system.
miserably.

An attempt to revive the SST in

There were still

especially among tool
prominent

leftwing organizers,

and die workers,

in the 1960's and later,

almost solely engaged

1966 failed

some of whom became

but skilled

tradesmen

in militant actions to demand more
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wages and

protect

existing job classifications.

became a pressure group promoting
the

This of

Ullion.

workers

their

They
own interests in

course did not mean

that skilled

always agreed with the International.

contrary,

On the

they persistently percieved that the top

leadership gave their
militancy renewed

demands short-shrift

and their

factionalism.

This new relationship was played out in the next two
periods on a series of

isSues which reveal how frozen were

the positions of the trades and the

International.

discuss one example here--the organizational
tool

and die building--and

issues of skilled-production

rigidity

of

in chapter six,

later,

Let me

return

to

worker relationships.

A major element of manufacturing

flexibility

widely recognized to be the existence of an

is

independent

tooling industry whose companies can provide special
services to the center firms,

capacity to engineering

extra machining
center

ranging from the supply of

firms themselves

and engineering

which would only be employed part time.
the ability

demands:
skills,

of

The

then do not need to invest in

specialty tool-making equipment

is

consultations.

services

Equally valuable

the tooling industry to adapt to new

the organization of the industry combines high
firm-specific

product specialization and industry-

wide cooperation reflected
among firms.

in layers of

The variety of

but the principal

products

subcontracting

involved is

products of the job shops in

dollars were special

dies and industrial
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molds.

diverse,

1972 in
In the

Detroit area,

the automakers relied

provide them with such c:rucial
stamping car body parts.

on the job shops to

pieces as the dies used for

(42)

Nonetheless, after the mid-1950's,

the tooling

industry went into a long-run decline from which
recovered.

million hours in

spending

hours worked

1958 and

upturn in the national

1961.

(43)

However the

By 1973 workhours

It is common today to

substitUtion for the industry's crisis.

complete e>planation
is the practices of

is

beyond this

But
The

the decline far antedates the current situation.

suit

Then

increase in tooling

16 million hours.

had declined to 7.6 million.

14

economy and military

in workhours and employment.

1960's peak was jUSt

blame import

in 1956 to

10 million hours in

in the mid-1960's caused an

businIess and

has not

The independent Detroit tooling industry

collapsed from 28.8 million

the general

it

study, but part of

it

the labor system initially designed to

mass production work and transferred to skil 1led work.
With the demise of the vision of a regionally-deployed

skilled

metalworking

labor force

tradesmen would shift with
skills,

in which

individual

needs and their own

industrial

a counter-trend was established.

The principal

change was decisions by the Big Three to build their own
body dies in the

1950's and

1960's.

The firms then were

vastly increasing the number of car models and they argued
that body shapes were
came to rely

"trade secrets".

less on the flexible
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(44)

The Big Three

expertise of

the job shop

and increased the capacity and employment of their captive
Job shop wages lagged those of

shops.
the

late

1960's and capital

same time,

the automakers

investment was low.

in

At the

auto managements further applied to tool and die

making the same Fordist methods they used for

assembly

operations.
Exemplary of

managerial

initiative

on the shop floor

of the auto plants was the introduction of numerical
control

(NC)

machine tools in the 1960's and of TOPS

Operations Planning

System)

in the 1970's.

cases the objectives were to reduce skill
and worker discretion in work,
and

increase productivity.

production
variability

working,

In both

requirements for

enhance managerial

In the traditional

and the limited

militated

control

system of

as in the job shops,

the very

quantities of products

against standardized procedures and rules of

practice.
worker

in metal

(45)

(Total

Managements had to recognize a large degree of

discretion to plan and set up and produce parts.

But with NC the auILto managements sought precisely to reduce
the skilled

worker's role by substituting for their

judgment machine tools which could be programmed
automatically perform

the required

operations.

to
According

to Harley Shaiken, NC did not change any of the traditional
operations or

tools;

the only innovation was to reduce

human input in the work.
someone still

Nonetheless, as he points out,

has to program the machines and oversee them.

The auto managements transferred
were not

members of

this

work to employees who

the union's bargaining unit.
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The
1974 for

TOPS program was similar.

Ford devised TOPS in

its major diemaking plant.

(46)

very complex

mechanical

Diemaking

is

a

and organization process because

dies are typically unique and may involve hundreds of
separate pieces which may take nine months to construct.
Traditionally the process
who are union members.

is managed by diemaker

"leaders"

TOPS was designed to increase

productivity by computerizing the planning of diemaking
operations and the scheduling of

parts and assemblies.

company sought to make the craft

"a

operation"

The

semi -production

in which the diemaker leaders'

jobs would be

eliminated and the timing of operations would be
Taylorized.
The

International

with the introduction
initiatives.

union' s response was to cooperate
of new technologies and managerial

The UAW fully

supported increasing employment

in the captive shops in the 1960's and 1970's.
leadership's vision remained that skilled
decline in the industry.
these cases,

(47)

The

work would

When workers objected

in

the union did respond and file grievances.

But on the broad issues of changing blue collar work raised
by NC,

the

International's actions were half-hearted,

whereas the narrower

application of TOPS

plan vulnerable to local
skilled

work

resistence.

re-concieved as crucial

existing boundaries o-f union
and the primary

issue at

made management's

In neither case was
for the industry:

and management

stake was jobs.
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were maintained

This point is

highlighted by the perspective of some of the radical
skilled

tradesmen,

according to whom the new techniques in

the captive shops were welcome as

long as skilled

workers

were assigned to do the new work in programming and
scheduling.
managements

But this

fell

used the new

on deaf ears.

the contrary,

technology to replace skilled

workers while the union suspended
the job shops and won rights
the Big Three.

On

area-wide bargaining

to strike

(48)
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in

sub-contracting by
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Five

Chapter

Restructuring Labor-Management Relations:
The Failure of Studebaker Corporation

The New Deal.

labor system operative among the major

players in the economy also shaped the responses of other,
more minor-

players in small

industries

to changes in their

Studebaker Corporation's
market

in the early

limits

of the postwar

economic environments.

abandonment of the automobile

1960's demonstrates
settlements.

the United Auto Workers
management

companies and competitive

to transform their

relations

and market

leader General

firm

capable of

into

managers in the
one whose

Motors.

Their

failure

of

of outside
1950's

labor

strategy conformed to that of

on one of the key industrial
firms construct

With the cooperation

and the encouragement

consultants, Studebaker

sought

both the power and

industry

to do so sheds light

dilemmas of the 1980's.

Can

an alter-native form of work organization

producing

an economically viable,

flexible

response to the stagnant or unstable mass markets which
have come to characterize much American

manufacturing?

Or

are mass production firms in high wage regions doomed to
lose out

to companies which reap cost advantages by

producing for mass consumption
locating their

factories in

This chapter
small

in world markets and

low wage countries?

claims that

at Studebaker Corporation,

firm in a mass production
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a

industry dominated by giant

pieces of

organizations,
specialization"

an alternative

industrial

"flexible-

strategy were already

when financial crisis enveloped the firm in the

in place
(1)

1950's.

A fully realized flexible-specialization strategy combines
a flexible production process with a product strategy aimed
a filling market niches overlooked by mass producers.

production in South

Indiana,

Bend,

Studebaker might have

been able to capitalize on the growing
auto products market
solidarity

of

produ.cer with a long history

locally-controlled

in

its

As a

segmentation of

and the high degree of

the

labor

Such a strategy would have

plants.

avoided a head-on clash with Ford and GM and concentrated
the firm's

energies on a strategy which proved more viable

when the first

wave of small

formulas

and institutional

political

car imports arrived.

govern postwar production politics

which had come to

forclosed an exploration

of any such unorthodox solution to Studebaker's
To the contrary,
locked its

managers,

to mimic GM and Ford

workers and bankers into

strategy backfired,

alternative:
products.
the

effort

dilemma.

an insoluble

which reduced Studebaker to near bankruptcy.

conflict
this

the firm's

But the

management pursued the orthodox

disinvestment and diversification

into other

Studebaker became a successful conglomerate in

1960's, but only after

factories

As

and left

it

closed its

the auto business.
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South Bend

Fordism and Flexible Specialization at Studebaker

The

quarter century after the end of World War

represented the high noon of American Fordism,
system characterized by long production runs,
relatively high wages and

low unit

costs.

setting UAW-GM contract settlements of

II

a production
mass markets,

The pattern

1948 and 1950 helped

codify the new order by establishing wage rules which
linked workers'

purchasing power

productivity

the U. S.

of

to the rising

economy.

prices and

These formulas

stabilized

class relations in the industry and spurred

managerial

efforts

workplace.

to reassert

Although

an

its

sovereignty in the

increasingly elaborate

set of

work

rules and grievance procedures protected workers from the
foreman's

full

authority,

reassertion of
limits

on

management's

rights"

bargaining,

contracts and

Legal
the

manufacturing
the accommodative

ci es pursued by the leadership of most large trade

unions laid

the groundwork

power that began in the
This system of
coalitions

for the resurgence of management

1960's.

(2)

production was linked to the political

established in the New Deal
years of

experimentation

planning efforts

own

means.

in the

were abandonned and

unions and corporations to settle
their

to manage".

clauses inserted into

industry union-management

brief

"right

the scope of collective

"management

pOli0

the postwar era saw the gradual

And,

although
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their

era.

After

1940's,

a few

corporatist

the government

allowed

disputes largely by

the federal.

government

gradually adopted a
management
at

liberal.

program of Keynesian demand

and free trade designed to spur economic

home and abroad,

maintained

the Congress and the Executive

an arms length involvement in

at the same time that the federal
review

of labor

welfare

Courts

contracts to private

"social

insurance",

producers like

Government
increases

GM produced 3.4 million

sold over a million

the decade.

50 per

cent;

during

1953-57.

adopted

the system was a boon.

a mass market for

a year during the mid-1.950's and its

year of

pensions,

products and a payoff for expensive labor-

saving investment.

Chevrolet,

by private

demand stimulation and pattern

in wages guaranteed

standardized

Scanty

(3)

GM and Ford.,

macroeconomic

deferred judicial

including livable

and health and welfare benefits.

For

the labor market

arbitrators.

state benefits were supplemented

programs of

growth

its

In

(4)

on

Given

most popular model,

and a half units

1955 its

return

market

in each

share stood

at over

investment was over 30 per cent
its

enormous market

product innovations only after

themselves elsewhere.

cars and trucks

Instead,

strength GM

they had proven

it focused its resources on

improving production methods and passed on any increased
costs to consumers.
In

contrast, Studebaker had a radically

relationship to its
cent
cars.

in

market.

1946 and 4.0 per
After

1953 its

Its

cent

market

different
share was 2.6 per

in 1950 when

it

sold 268,000

share declined to 2.4 per
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cent in

1954,

2.1

per cent in 1.955,

As a consequence,

small

and

changes

1.1 per cent

in 1957.

in the quality

of

(5)

demand

could have a large impact on its cash flow and
profitability.
efficiently

To flexibly shift with changing markets and

produce comparatively

products,

its

small

employees took on a broader range of

tasks and responsibility.

work

Rather than driving to

standardize products and the production
management

batches of

process,

emphasized distinctive product design

Studebaker
and

qual ity..
StUdebaker
strategy.

had an incipient

flexible-specialization

Crucial to the success of flexible-

specialization is that -the production process and market
strategy are each dependent

on the other:

filling product

niches as they develop requires that process technology and
labor-management relations adjust
new products.
strategy

St'udebaker

in the early

the Light Six,

had first

1920's,

when

styling.

liquidating

operations to maintain

it

began production of

Yet a disastrous policy of

company early in the depression.
recievership in 19:33,

dividends bankrupted the
But after

coming out of

the company again sought a market

Studebaker's strategy proved very successful

1930's

and, except for

Strong

sales of

promised growing
During

adopted a specialist

a high quality low-priced car with

distinctive

niche.

flexibly to accommodate

its

1938, the company

new economy Champion

made money.
model

in

success on the eve of World War

the war Studebak:er built
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in the

1939
II.

amphibious vehicles, big

trucks,

and aircraft engines.

suggested that StUdebaker

Government officials even

management take over Ford,

was faltering on its production commitments.
In the postwar
among all

(6)

consumer market, Studebaker was first

companies with a new model.

at 5.4 per cent

which

in 1951,

its

Market

best year ever.

share stood
Studebaker

also expanded abroad in order to broaden its sales base.
It sold cars in dozens of countries in 1953 and operated or
licensed manufacturing facilities

in twelve in

1955.

Again

in 1953 Studebaker set the new car pace in the industry,
adapting Chrysler's novel

power steering to its model

and introducing the long,

low body style which later came

to dominate the industry.
million.

Moreover,

In

date.

1953 its sales were $594

the company had invested in new plant

and machinery at a rate equal
Second World War,

to the Big Three after the

and its production facilities were up to

(7)
Paul

company

Hoffman,

who had been a star

in Los Angeles and its

presided over the rebirth
depression

salesman for the

vice-president

of Studebaker after

era bankruptcy.

Taking over

for

and historical

sales,

its

in 1935 Hoffman

sought to capitalize on the company's tradition
quality

line

of product

roots in the South Bend community.

According to Hoffman,

the company could only compete in the

larger auto market

it

if

took full

advantage of the

"intang:ibles entering into value--and particularly

those

which did not cost us money.

of
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Morale and good will

the

working

force wer-e

two such intangibles."

Under Hoffman

Studebaker' emphasized pride of workmanship
marketing

and traded on its

experience in South Bend.

10()

in its

product

years of manufacturing

The company boasted that over

of the workforce were father-son-daughter

one-third
"teams".

This was more than advertising gimickry, for

(8)

Studebaker's economic

position was too precarious after

1933 to withstand the strikes and job actions which
during the late

characterized auto industry labor relations
depression
GM,

years when the UAW established its

Chrysler,

indU.strial
AFL

unionism

federal

local

in the

5 in

of

bargained with an

It

1930's.

Thus

to the rise

itself

in the mid-1930's

UAW Local

a strike

producers.

Briggs and other major

Studebaker readily accommodated

position at

and recognized without

1937.

Hoffman's politics also differed markedly from those
held by most other automobile executives in the 1930's and
1940's.

He was a leading internationalist Republican and

served as first
Development.

the Committee for Economic

chair of

(9)

By 1948

Hoffman's stature was such that

President TrUman appointed him director
Recovery Program.

In the early

1950's he was president of

the Ford Foundation and a founder
Fund for

labor

of

the anti-McCarthyist

the Republic.

In the immediate postwar
of

of the European

management

flexible-specialization

era Studebaker's unique style

seemed to provide a basis for
manufacturing
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a

strategy that might

enable the company to compete with

its

larger

company did not fight

the union over wages or

securi ty.

had historically

StUdebaker

pattern set in Detroit and,
the union a

in

to a dues check off

it

1945,

willingly

granted

during

Although UAW Local

the company voluntarily

the war,

workers to sign up with the union.

and in fact
And until

agreed
encouraged

the mid-

no management rights clause existed in the short

and generally worded
agreement.

UAW-Studebaker

collective

bargaining

(10)

The scope of bargaining was "almost
remembered

one local

act un:laterally,
on

institutional

followed the wage

increase won from GM.

5 did not have a union shop,

other

The

12.5 per cent wage increase and promised to

match any further

1950's,

rivals.

union president.

unlimited",
Management

could

though both sides consulted with each

important

issues.

For

example,

the company went

to considerable lengths to accommodate union plans for
revising wage rates and job
equity among

local members.

grievance system,
were no written

assignments to achieve greater
Disputes were handled by a

as elsewhere in the industry,

grievances,

little

adherence to "common

law" precedent and no arbitration.
officials

held a problem-solving,

labor relations issues,
than distinct

from,

Harold Vance

The company's top
pragmatic approach to

which they saw as a part of,

production

the firm had an extremely
top managemDent,

questions.

thin personnel

department,

so its

(1935-48)

frequently bargained directly
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rather

Compared to GM,

including Presidents Hoffman

(1948--54),

but there

and
with

union officials,

"talking out" difficulties

in a relatively

flexible

give and take fashion.

"The

has been

the logic of

relations",

industrial

academic observers in 1947.

"And

logic of

and

labor relations".

cases at Studebaker and General
found

that 20 per cent of

about unfair
5.5 per

treatment

UAW

Their

International

farmer

Bend company.

(11)

a solidaristic

Democratic

including a credit

services in the
union, food store,

and housing cooperative.

few CIO locals to demand

Studebaker workers

extremely militant
considered

when

customary

intensely loyal

was one of the

it

(12)

would prove themselves

came to a defense of

work norms,

what

they

these same workers were

to the company itself.

area auto workers,

It

from management and win a union

controlled pension fund in the 1930's.
Although

and highly

5 supported a wide range of

cooperative or union sponsored social

lending library

allegiance to the

in the mid-19:30's and had supported a

Local

following decade,

tradition

had played a key role in founding the

labor party in 1936.

participatory,

1945

grievances at GM were complaints

workers combined

local

trust"

grievance

in 1944 and

active unionism with a strong sense of

company.

in "mutual

Surveys of
Motors

and to

from supervisors compared to just

cent at the South

StUdebaker
of

forthright

The system seemed to pay off

"glass-smooth

reported two

the solution of

production problems has been immediate,
the point".

production

Compared

to Detroit

they were an older and more often home-
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group who overwhelmingly thought Studebaker the best

owning

place to work
autonomy,

Jealously guarding their

in South Bend.

Local

5 conducted its

almost

negotiations with Studebaker,
or

affairs,

including

interference from the International

1930's the Studebaker
any strikes,

but

without aid

entirely
UAW.

During

the

not only refrained from calling

local

kept discipline

at work.

In

1939 the

union even did some independent advertising for the new
Champion

model.

Then in 1946,

when stoppages at auto

supply factories threatened to disrupt

Studebaker's effort
Local

a production jump on the Big Three,

to get

5 used its

UAW connections to provide the company with information

strikes.

these supplier

duration of

the timing and likely

about

(13)
On the shop floor

level

worker

collaboration with

management rested upon the local 's extensive influence over
operation of the company's group piece rate system and its
control
one of

Studebaker was

of an elaborate seniority scheme.
a handful

industry companies which had kept

of auto

a piece rate system rather than switch to measured day work
(hourly rated).
campaigned

Although

conditions,

cause of

JAW had

"speed up" and unhealthy

Studebaker workers

retention because their
them to exercize control
system.

International

against the piece rate system in the 1930's and

1940's as a principal
working

the

insisted on

its

influence in the factory enabled
over the actual

Workers ran the jobs themselves,
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operation of the
a

local

member

recalled,

and supervisors were

"just

workers regularly joined together
and their
Detroit

factories.

Studebaker

to control

wages were higher and work effort

Local
system.

clerks".

the work pace
lower than in

(14)

5 shop stewards were the linchpin of this

There were proportionately five times as many at

Studebaker

as at.

GM and Ford.

It

was standard practice for

shop stewards to meet every morning to plan their
to the day's work

and to monitor the composition of

groups to ensure equitable individual
and pay.

effort,

group morale

system provided the second pillar

elsewhere in mass

of

Seniority rules at Studebaker,

union strength.

layed-off,

shop
as

production industry, were designed to

provide an equitable method for deciding who shall
recalled, transferred

way as to prevent political
favoring

work

(15)

The seniority
floor

approach

in such a

manipulation by supervisors

apple-polishers,

To long-tenure workers,

and promoted,

be

rate-busters,

or younger

workers.

rules also provided

seniority

short-run job and income security.
Compared

to other auto companies,

Studebaker were
had the right

unusually extensive.

to transfer
a current

job holder

rights

in the plant

with less seniority.

"bump"

off

and recall operated the same way.

at

Workers in South Bend

to any job anywhere

and

seniority

seniority

Lay-

In contrast,

rights at the Big Three usually were limited to

bumping only lowest

workers and bidding on jobs

seniority

only within a given task or skill
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group

("non-

interchangeable

occupational

classifications").

South

At

Bend and Detroit bumping rights could be exercized only if
the worker

could qualify for the new Job,

but at Studebaker

workers had won generous qualifying periods and options for
further

Toward

bumps.

(16)

Fordism

In the post-Korean
and the first

War years a buyer's market returned

casualties were firms in the auto industry.

GM and Ford engaged in a market
and rapidly

automated

their

share and production

plants,

the so-called auto Independents:
Kaiser-Fraser,
Hudson,
of

Packard

which merged

Nash,

Hudson, Willys,
Except for Nash and

American Motors,

business in the next ten years.

difficulties

which put pressure on

and Studebaker.

to form

war,

all

went out

As financial

quickly mounted top Studebaker management came

to believe that the company's problems were rooted
insufficiently

orthodox manufacturing

two basic elements inherent

in this

strategy.

analysis:

in its

There were
first,

they

thought the company was too small to reap the needed
economies of

scale in the auto industry.

It

would have to

increase production and sales and compete head to head with
the other
costs.

major auto producers in order

Second,

to be brought
management
flexible
economist

to reduce unit

labor practices and productivity would have

into line with

had exhibited

Ford

and GM.

"poor

judgment"

accommodation with its

workers,

Robert MacDonald.

Its
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"weak,

Studebaker
in attempting a
argued labor

complacent

and

short--sighted
their

(managers)

plants..."

needed

virtually

relinquished control

The company,

to adopt a Fordist

thought most observers,

strategy to survive in the more

competitive auto market of the
Studebaker

1950's.

began a significant

corporate strategy in 1953 and

(17)

change in its
1954.

his career

James Nance,

as a GM manager,

Packard's labor-

and product

for a n:iche strategy, field
the entire market,

policies

But

who had spent much of

to make the firm

Maj or features of

the distinctive
a full

the new

styling
line

required

of cars to cover

expand the dealer network,

product components and production
of scale.

and under the

began to shape Studebaker-

conform to a Fordist model..
strategy were to abandon

long-time

The company merged

with the Packard Motor Company in June 1954,
presidency of Packard's

and integrate

to ga:in better

economies

(18)
rather than reviving the company,

was the beginning of the end.

Although

the new strategy

S-P's combined

production capacity stood at 470,000, which was well
what most economists considered the minimum
for

efficient

production,

pattern

by filling

cosmetically different
and 25 models
Moreover,

in

1.956

from
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necessary

this

level.

with 33

four basic cars in

17 models in

unlike a flexible-specialization

company did not produce small

above

strategy followed the

the market

models of
(up

level

sales never came near

Studebaker-Packard's new product
industry

of

batches of

1955

1953).
strategy,

different

the

cars on

the same production

Instead,

lines.

production facilities--Studebaker's
was an enormous financial

to

drain without

for

observed,

StUdebaker's

Packard

but S--P

above those of

competitors in

so without

"market

When

to $

its

new debt taken

These losses,

Its

product,

the

148, 000 that

1956 red

ink splashed

combined with the large

on to deploy the full

line

contributed to the company's virtual
of that year.

"dolled up"

Big Three

a distinctive

sales dived to 105,000 in

million.

"ex-

emerging for

merg ed company lost $29. 7 million on sales of
year.

was an

rejected his counsel.

prices were slightly
1955,

But.,

chief designer still

new products to meet the

specialized cars",

multiple

volume sales.

and Studebaker designs were

distinction"

industry norms.

argued

maintained

plus Packard"s--which

as one business editorialist
car of

it

strategy,

insolvency by the end

(19)

The strategic turnaround also disrupted the old
Studebaker management hierarchy.

Under Nance's presidency,

a thorough corporate reorganization
brought a phalanx

of Packard

relations from

industrial

was begun,

managers to South Bend,

Lower and middle

relationship with Paul Hoffman,

Finally,

of the board,

the new management

authority

level Studebaker managers

resented and resisted the new regime,

firm as chairman

split

and

operations management

rigidified Studebaker's traditionally informal
structure.

which

who had returned

to the new

quickly deteriorated.

focused its
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and Nance's

energy on

production

engineering and

production

process.

the rationalization

of

the

(20)

These difficulties

made Studebaker

managers

all

the

more determined to impose GM-style shop discipline and
convinced them that a radical
essential
for

to corporate

reduction of labor

survival.

the firm in the summer

of

In a

report commissioned

1953, Anna Rosenberg and

Associates reported that Studebaker's
system needed a thorough
labor

Roosevel t.,

was among the

who had sought
relations

overhaul.

trouble-shooter

relations

and

their

on.

Her report

administration,

a foreman

"commLn:ic:tions"

Studebaker

managers

of

wor.:

wanted

in the labor

training

cent,

stronger

course

determined

a completely
rights

workers.

to bring the

those at GM.

strike

standards

To do so

labor hours per car
which

(21)

would

required a sizable

force and an increase in the amount

new labor

clause

grievance procedure

contract

and a

at production

"up" to

with a

and

performed by the remaining employees.

management

wildcat

confrontations

recommended

were

New Deal ers

in worker-management

and indirect

direct

have to be cut by 34 per
redUction

group of

negotiation

program aimed

a former

for President Franklin

episodic

fi.rm-'s product ion standards
the number of

Rosenberg,

i n-fl uent i al

more routine system of contract
admi ni strati

labor relations

to end unpredictability
replace

costs was

like

ending

language,

contract
that

that
at

GM,

in arbitration,

Studebaker

would

include a

a union shop,
tough

a

anti-

managiemerit-control led production

and a pay cut of

ten to twenty
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per cent.

(22)

In

its

rel at i on s ,

efforts

to transform

Studeba::er management

the piece work

labor-

considered abol it

ion of

system and a thorough reform of the local's

elaborate seniority
In

shop floor

arrangement

essential

to its

1954 management demanded that the local

success.

agree to replace

the long-standing incentive pay system with a day work pay
schedule.

Under the day work arrangement,

a worker

is paid

a basic hourly rate and is

expected to meet a standard of

production per hour,

is

department
performed.
to control

which

set

by an engineering

time-and--motion study of the operation
Managers thereby gain much greater
the pace and volume of

work.

worker

is

paid in exchange for

itself

is

determined by management.

a

"fair

discretion

Note that the
days work":

the job

In freeing wages from

production of particular pieces and emphasizing production
flow and time,

management

the content of

work.

Studebaker
the seniority

can easily change the process and

management

also complained vigorously about

system because it

inflated

train:ing costs.

The system triggered

of bumps during

large layoffs.

employment

great chain reactions

As manning

various departments were cut workers bumped
other departments.
others,

who bumped

..

all

around

the time workers had to qualify,
If

the worker could not

allowed more bumps.

levels in
into

Those who were bumped then
others

Not

qualify

jobs in
bumped

the plant.

During

jobs were double-manned.
for one job he or she was

surprisingly,
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and

people were

"lost

in

management

the bumps":

either

the c:hanges,

or a department

could not keep track of

supervisor might ask a bumping
after which

worker to temporarily perform a different task,
the worker
meantime

all

would never return to the previous job.

workers drew more pay and held onto their

while management footed the bill.

In

In the
jobs,

1954 management

insisted that abuse of this system could only be curtailed
if

Local

per year

5 agreed to a limitation of job transfers:
interdepartmental

Cfficials of
Walter Reuther,
1953-54 and were
straits.

The

Studebaker's
position

and two intra-departmental.

the International

had met with management

UAW,

including

was in desparate

had made a study of

market position and,

that weak

in a reversal

companies had to swim or

survival

of its

sink,

apparently accepted the view that only a Fordist
could insure the firm's

strategy

under the new competitive

conditions.

Reuther argued before the Joint Economic

Committee of

Congress that the root

rationalization
creating

of the industry:
unemployment

(23)

over the winter of

convinced that Studebaker

International.

three

problem was the

"automation in Detroit

in South Bend".

agreed with Studebaker management

is

The International

that the company's

contract should be put on an equal

footing with the Big

Three and that Studebaker workers'

superstandard wages were

keeping production costs uncompetitively high.
consistent with the UAW's historic
industry-wide standards,

position

This was

in favor

although applied for a novel
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of

purpose.,
Moreover,
this

managerial

and

in work

initiative

organization.

had long opposed piece work and

the International

was an opportunity to get rid

put great pressure on the Local.

of

it

at Studebaker.

It

leadership to be

accomodative and to sell the membership on the new
contract.

(24)

Shop Fl oor

Politics
workers offered

The response which Studebaker
management and their own

International

at)oULt the transformation

of

consciousness in

the early postwar era.
Studebaker

They used slowdowns,

standstill.
official
resist

labor politics and

these workers fought

level,

strikes

and

"abuse"

the managerial

mid-195CY's
strategy

of

On the shop floor
to a virtual.

wildcat stoppages,

the bumping system to

work reforms.

they kept Local

emerged

tells us a good deal

For five

5 in turmoil,

years in the

but no alternative

from any of the leadership factions which

managed to take control
leaders upheld the

of

the local

in this

period.

Some

International.'s position against their
while opponents promised only

own private inclinations,

But

more vigilent bargaining.
elected to local office,

their

when the opposition was
defensive posture proved

ineffective against the company's longterm plan for further
concessions.
The

decline -f

"movement"

and the failure to institutionalize
decision-making

about work

unionism in the postwar era
labor participation

organization provides part of
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in

for Local

the explanation
coherent

inability

5's

response to the management
Ray Berndt

by George Hupp,
described

"right wing"

and J.D.

support.

later

but

uniting the

local president
the local
and

and the
they

in the

in city

influential

of

UAW staff

and

In the state CIO

they were largely unsuccessful

labor movement

behind a liberal

program,

and some CIO unions would not

largely because AFL

participate in a common political

organization with UAW

(26)

mi1itants.

The right

wing program was centered on defending and

extending workers'

which it

job rights,

to sacrifice

were willing

characterized Local
wing.

in

Yet personality and fiefdoms

5 politics after the victory of the
wing stalwart volunteered

One right

the local

believed Communists

for labor participation

corporatist planning schemes.

like

Redbaiting their

less so state-wide.
Council,

AFL-CIO)

heavily upon

the George Addes group

They became

(25)

coUnty politics,

1945

in

It had a

in the legislature,

where he sat

International.

fact,

officialdom.

his time between

sUpporters of

"Communist"

dominated

a self-

Hill,

successf ul ly to purge the Regional

campaicgned

right

(Red)

the Hupp faction had attacked

state capitol,

at

its

Ogden for splitting

(and

Organized

and probably relied

force during the war

Catholics for much of

Bill

onslaught.

base among the workers added to the

strong rank and file

opponents,

a

formulate

faction took over the local

and thereafter dominated the local

labor

to

"like

the one-party South".

one-party regimes,
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the local

that

they

And in

opposition was

reduced
local
the

to a rump organization

time to set a slate of

election

"ins".

their

which gathered together at
the "outs"

Shop stewards became practically

attention to ad-hoc deal

they were uninterested

autonomous

in a debate on the larger purposes

president recalled that departments

union officials

they were

Hupp and other

reform

local

officials

only to protect
But

these local

in grievance bargaining and
They were also willing

power

legitimate
interests.

cOuld offer

"give

Studebaker

rested on

was an

especially after

about

Local

in 1954,

uniori

which

claim to

important

job
source of

1950 when employment
(28)

5 members had agreed to re-open

the reception rank

company' cm

Their

job

without

defense of workers'

Studebaker became increasingly erratic.

Although

seniority

cooperation

in" to management.

Indeed job control.
solidarity,

to

workers from too frequent

in fact there was little

officia].s

appearing to

contract

in the late

some reform of the union's complex

changes.

union

initiatives

counselled the company to

maintainance of work standards.

if

unto

not unwilling to make some concessions.

take a more principled stand

system,

"Unions

adopted a generally defensive

posture toward managerial

entertain

were

One local

(27)

Although

1940: ,S

in

making with shop management;

which the union might play in production.

themselves".

against

the

leaders were very apprehensive
and

filers

would give the

proposals. After reaching a tentative agreement
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at

with

the company

in AUgUst,

local

simply dumped the detailed
laps and called for a

president Louis Horvath

contract reforms in workers'

"yes"

vote.

The members

The company immediately announced it
workers,

so local

leaders quietly

for a new vote.

petitions

held to reconsider

At

would lock-out the

encouraged rank
a massive school

the concessions later

the next

ostensibly voted
control
their

control

Studebaker

rights

rally
workers

what they had

namely that management had

over the organization and content

Job

field

(29)

year workers refused

for,

and file

in August

passed the new contract on a voice vote.
DUring

rejected it.

sole

of work, while

were sharply diminished.
to take a pay cut--they

workers were willing

week--but they balked

already were working only every other

at the newly asserted management rights over working
conditions, effort
later

charged

union".

norms and job transfers.

that these would

"tear

A steward

the heart out of

the

(30)

At first

Local

and

International

leaders were able to

convince the rank and file to avoid resistance and see how
Then in January 1955,

the system would look once in place.

the company began to build up its inventory as it
anticipated a strike later in the year when new contract
talks

were scheduled and when

demanded.

further

Wor kers began wildcat

strikes

organized a slow down to the old rate.
sent the whole line home

January 6,
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concessions would be
and the stewards
(31)

The management

asserting that

"operating
stewards

schedules" were a "management

replied

that

management

should

function".

The

"cooperate"

with

the union and negotiate the standard or the workers would
set

it

unilaterally.

The company refused and

for several

days slowdowns were followed by mass one-day suspensions.
Then on January

17 the local

voted strike authorization

7188 to 806 and prepared for an

actual strike.

Studebaker

began intensive negotiations which led to modification of
the

standard
) few

in

the union's

months

negotiations,

later

fully

(3.2)

the company

with

At the same time,

and

"force

unit -fell

the company began

reductions".

from

refused to order

program
The

Nance

in

an absent worker

of

man-

Workers resisted

mid-May after

the union

back to work when there

workers to replace him.

there was another plant shutdown.

a

of standards

number

1.60 to 122.5.

a one-day plant shutdown

were no relief

President

new

perception that the company needed

systematic department-by-department

hours per

itself for

"several" times in advance to reconfirm

the International's

enforcement

girded

expecting a strike.

talked to Reuther

concessions.

favor.

Ten

days later

(33)

By early July 1955 the International

UAW had to send

Studebaker Department representatives to South Bend to
prevent a breakdown of
and

liayoffs".

workers,

about

bumping rights.

local

negotiations over

"speed

On July 8 the company layed-off
17% of the workforce,

up

1700

and cancelled all

The next day workers voted to take a strike
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vote.

The UAW Studebaker Department

Horvath criticized the company,
negotiations going.

and

president

but wanted to keep

They opposed a strike over the layoffs

and cancelled rights and successfully,
defeated

local

the motion

to strike.

if

"narrowly",

(34)

Local union elections scheduled for that same July
were a kind of
but it

referendum

on the new industrial

offered only one choice:

frustrat

ion with their

to ratify

impotency.

relations,

rank and file

Local

politics

were

constrained by the fact that Studebaker had already made
the decision to pursue the new strategy without local
consultation.
character

A second constraint was the opportunistic

of Local

5 factionalism.

workers believed their
and

that management

simply led union
militant

although the

stake in the company was threatened
had broken

its

leaders to fight

defense of

Thus,

the election

trust,

over local

contractualism.

office

In effect

and a

the union

had accepted the parameters of postwar Fordism.
The right
responsibility
local

wing faction maneuvered to avoid
for concessions and keep control

by slating Les Fox

for President,

had singularly opposed the concessions.

a right

of the
winger who

But Local

5 members

were so provoked by the new work regime that they rejected
this ploy and decisively defeated Fox and most of the rest
of

the rightwing

former

oppositionists

the situation
and filers

slate in favor of Bill
offered

and now tried
continued their

Ogden.

no coherent plan to change

to stick

to the contract.

own opposition
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Yet the

Rank

(now with help

from the right wing faction)
avoid wildcat strikes,

act "responsibly"

grievance procedure.

When

official

Motors'.

contract talks began August 5,

major changes which would bring

Their

proposal would reduce the number of
restrict seniority bumping to non-

interchangeable occupational

Bend)
(ie.

discretion;

unskilled labor
merge

1955,

plant regime close to that of General

stewards by two-thirds;

workers'

and use the

(35)

the company again demanded
S-P's internal

and rejected Ogden's plea to

groups with no bumping at

create a division-wide
pool;

company-wide

(all

South

social

insurance

Studebaker's plan with Packard's inferior

with joint

control

Studebaker);

(instead

of

unilateral

de-unionize plant guards;

one)

union control

at

allow foremen to re-

assign workers within job categories out-of-seniority;
limit

seniority

in layoff

and eliminate contractual
new jobs,

among

Members
to resist

put

However,

and, after

The Studebaker Department,
agreed

changes.

The

1956,

time on

(36)

demands and contract talks

three months,

Matthews,

time;

intense pressure on the union negotiators

impasse in September.

for another

reduce relief

standards for break-in

other demands.

management

authorize a strike

and recall;

it

the International

an

would not

the negotiations dragged on
took

over from the Local.

with a new director,

with the corporation to most

new contract was narrowly ratified

2456 votes to 2139.

reached

(37)
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Norman
of

the
in January

Management believed
President

it

had a very good contract.

Nance reviewed for

"successes"

of

1955.

the Board of

Studebaker had made its

competitive with the industry.
per

unit

in January.

had been won.
divisional
product

The

lines.

but not over.

workers'

power

to claim

job rights

relief"

When one department

supervision discharged them,

griever model,
orders until
company

according

forced to back down,
ne-xt several
into

especially over the
Stewards from all

continued wildcatting and

layed-off

at

to which workers must follow
They argued that the
it

the contract:

disputed the
the company was

least temporarily.

years Studebaker's

an adversarial

workers refused to

Stewards refused to follow the

grievances are settled.

application of

the

in defiance of the

should write a grievance if

workers'

workers had

was not completely lost.

time.

"mass

to replace them.

was seriously

and standards had increased,

1956 wildcats continued,

departments organized

hire-in

had restyled its

Although over 36C)0

of cleanup and relief

contract.

management to manage"

workers the big fight

from the payroll

rev ision

of

(38)

been cut

Throughout

"right

"Now our problems are the problems of the

Studebaker

undermined,

costs

Labor hours were down to 96

structure and it

he asserted.

For

labor

the

Studebaker had adopted the GM-style

management

industry",

Directors

pattern

typical

i ndustry.
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labor relations

(39)

Over the
settled

of unionized heavy

The electoral merry-go-round continued.
defeated for re-election

in

1957 by Forrest Hanna,

vice-president under Horvath who split-off
the right wing.

to 1964,

a former

temporarily from

Yet Hanna also lost a re-election

1959 and was replaced by Fox
1961

Ogden was

who,

as vice-president from

became a chief negotiator.

the new management's hardball

bid in

On the one hand,

tactics created a lasting

"bitterness" among the rank and file and stewards.
argued

that the union:'s financial

"sacrifices"

appreciated and workers simply ended up
and misery"
hand,

and

"subsidi zing"

Ogden claimed that

the company.

"mismanagement"

Fox

were not

"sharing scarcity

"cronyism" caused Studebaker's plight,
production standards".

On the other
and management

including the "loose

and Ogden each later

that production standards were a

Fox

"power

explained
in which

Situation"

stewards represented workers'

demands to protect jobs and

income by

work reasonable.

keeping the pace of

management's
and

"responsibility"

and

"right"

tighten standards, said Fox.

system changed the local
problem-solving
to leverage

without

National
UAW
hand the

leaders'

situation

from the shop floor.

was

to resist

But management's

influence through militant

were unavailing

It

them
new wage

by removing

Attempts by stewards
job control

tactics

with the new authority structure and

International

Industrial

support

(40)

Politics

strategy in this
International

crisis

was two-fold.

used collective
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On the one

bargaining to win

fair distribution of gains from the rationalization of
production at GM and Ford.

In the

1930's and

UAW had insisted on better production
employment

annual wage

this

into a demand for

in the early 1950's,

provide a financial
employment.

negotiations.

(SUB)

for individual

in the

disqualified

of

manning

paid supplementary
contract

1970's SUB had became very

workers who qualified for

it,

but

Benefit levels in

they did not help high seniority

and short--week workers;

Indiana

SUB recipients from unemployment

until

1957;

defer

its

and

in

1958 the UAW agreed

SUB contribution for

On the other
competitive
in 1958),

(much

to let

15 months.

hand,

as it

as it

did at American

compensation
Studebaker

(41)

cooperated to make Studebaker
Motors and Chrysler

the UAW sought to transform the workers'

job security and local control

obligation

for local redevelopment

into

unemployment

aid and into

was inconclusive, at first
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evidence of
The UAW

policy attention paid to

and community disinvestment

union effort

demands

a public welfare

for vigorous Keynesian growth policies.

made a stab at getting national

The

would

especially at Studebaker where SUB was paid to

both 1ayed-off

the need

hoped

1955 national

for Studebaker workers.

the 1950's were too low;

for

employer

By the 1960's and

did little

workers,

a guaranteed

The companies retained control

unemploym:nt benefits

it

which it

industry.

incentive for employers to regularize

schedules, but the UAW did win

generous

planning to stabilize

in what was a notoriously seasonal

The UAW formulated

1940's the

during

the 1950's.

because of

uneven AFL-CIO interest,

and then because Of

Congressional

factionalism and Eisenhower Administration opposition.
In

the late

1950's Senator Paul Douglas

prominent spokesman for the liberal

introduced legislation,

the AFL-CIO,

to provide capital

fund would buy

federal

with

local

coalition which

and planning for
communities.

A Federal

loan

land and machinery and provide

public- works and manpower
conjuction

a

supported by Reuther and

"distressed" high unemployment
and grant

Ill.),

free trade and progressive

supported moderate Keynesianism,
unionism,

(D.,

training

assistance.

In

"public advisory committees",

agency would be in charge of

a new

administration.

In

South Bend this would have meant participation by the
heavily Democratic:
Douglas's bill
of

a liberal

of

liberal

support

local

passed the Senate in

coalition that

industrialist,
Committee

and union--staffed

(42)

1955 with the help

included the leading

Senator Ralph

for a National.

government.

Flanders

Trade Policy,

(R., Vt.),

and the

an influential

group

businessmen who sought to reinforce labor
for free trade by support for programs to

compensate those hurt by broadening competitive pressures.
The Administration

blocked the bill

in the House with the

aid of the conservative faction of
but the steady,

the Democratic Party,

slow increase in the number

Congressional

Democrats

to pass it

in

1958 and then again

Eisenhower

vetoed it

in the late

both

times.
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1950's
in 1959.

(43)

of
led both Houses
President

Meanwhile,

20,000 in

Studebaker's employment

1950 to

10,000 in 1954.

had fallen

from
S-P's

By early 1956,

precariOus exAistence had become the object of special
attention
in

in the Eisenhower Administration.

1952 Eisenhower had endorsed the liberal

As a candidate
public

philosophy that the federal government had a responsibility
to counteract serious inflation and unemployment,

but as

President he followed a neo-Keynesian policy based on the
essential
economy.

soundness of the private forces driving the
The government's role was to ensure growth through

the macroeconomic
policy.

tools of balanced budgets and monetary

Hence the Justice Department

among the small

auto companies while allowing GM to
share above 50 per

increase its

market

Nonetheless,

the Administration

Studebiker:s bankruptcy,
on financial
the polls.

approved mergers

cent.

very much wanted

apparently for fear of

markets and the combined impact

to prevent
its

impact

of these at

(44)

Studebaker management's
Packard had been

strategy at merger

with

to rely on defense contract profits to

bridge the company over to its

product strategy.

full-line

But the Eisenhower Administration,

through former GM

President and now Secretary of Defense Charles Wilson,
reducing military
restraint,
fewer

and it

spending as part of
was cutting back its

its

policy of

was

fiscal

supplier base to

large companies, which undercut Studebaker's plan.

Paul Hoffman now busied himself
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lobbying the Defense

Department

and his good friend Eisenhower for

The President was responsive because Studebaker

contracts.

had a good defense production record;
aid could

be considered

Administration
efforts.

defense

Local

this

The UAW supported these

in Detroit,

voted to support Hoffman.

the former Packard

The UAW Studebaker

military.

merger

while

government spending on the

(45)

At the same time Studebaker
capital.

local,

Department

appealed to Wilson to give defense orders to S-P,
Democrats urged greater

kind of

ad-hoc rather than a departure from

economic policy.
190

moreover

from the firm's

sought to secure more

creditors and/or

partner to perform both of

find another

these purposes.

banks did want the company to survive somehow,

if

The
only

because the company s assets were so devalued they would be
insufficient
National

to pay back even preferred
City Bank,

Chase Bank

to a

1956.

First

and Metropolitan

Insurance Company refused further
February

debt.

Life

funds in January and

The New York Federal Reserve Bank was cool

loan and eventually said no.

The U.S.

Federal

Reserve

would not guarantee a loan and they blocked any talks
between S-P and American Motors,
Nash-Kelvinator and Hudson.
In August

which

"sold"

two most modern plants.

Studebaker sold

1954 merger of

(46)

a major defense contractor,

Studebaker's

in a

1956 the Defense Department

contracts to Studebaker,
Wright,

formed

awarded

them to Curtiss-

who also leased
In addition

its subsidiary in California,
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which had a

contract for

the Dart

As another

missile.

deal, Presi dent Nance resigned;

part of the

the Packard I i ne was

dropped;

and elements of the old Studebaker management

control.

(47)

With the money thus earned,
creditors and

Studebaker paid-off

launched its new compact Lark in 1959,

was very profitable.

It

took

its
which

also earned about $10 million

as

the marketing agent for Mercedes-Benz.

But rather than

continue its

Studebaker managers

used

its

specialty market

profits

to diversify

manufacturing companies
so,

a former

failed

by acquiring a dozen

in the next three years.

Studebaker fleet

sales manager

one

'f

which proved profitable

independent producer Avanti.
In late 1963 Studebaker

suspending all
Local

and a 9.1

in the hands

suddenly announced it

a $30 million

It

left

was

behind 7,200 active

unfunded pension obligation

per cent unemployment

Luckily for Local

and

(48)

car production.

5 members,

In doing

argued, they

to develop markets for proIice cars, tax is,

].uxury designs,
of

strategy,

rate in South Bend.

5 workers the national

economy was

broadly expanding at the time that Studebaker abandonned
the auto business.
in South
Local

Not only did the rate of unemployment

Bend soon decline to the national

5 survived by organizing

the old Studebaker plants.

the companies which bought

(49)
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average, but

Conc Iusi on
In retr

spec t,

Studebaker' s crisis

was not so much

caused by high product prices, loose production
or a

management

effort

to GMize industrial

by a broader

political

alternatives

available.

postwar failure
commitment
in

of

to full

industrial

institutional

relations,

limit

The root

of

on

the

the problem was the

employment

or labor and community roles
The postwar settlement

decision-making.

participate with management
Instead,

state Supervision.

intervention

government

in production planning

to management

in the structure of

management

would

the unions were

compelled to concede the shop floor
direct

that

the vision which the UAW and other CIO

unions had of an economic system in which labor

under

but

the unions to establish either a public

did emerge truncated

directly

standards

and

the economy for

the busi ness cycle.

of

Of course there were legitimate strategies both of
cooperation

and dissent under the postwar system.

Legitimate cooperation
national

collective

took place at the highest level

bargaining and economic policy.
in the Democratic

dissent involved participation
win social
against

guaranteed

Party to

success, however,

The latter were not
nor did reform advocates

always observe the boundaries of
aspiration :in

legitimate

directing the economy.

stalemate in the 194('s
exemplified

Union

reforms to boost growth and insure workers

economic insecurity.

labor

'The political

continued in the

1950's--

by the distressed areas legislation--and
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of

for private bargains,

reinforced strategies
solutions, union
companies'

defensiveness and

Three's high volume,

The postwar settlement provided

standardized

means for the internal

strong

local

organization of

StUdebaker's

When the crisis

strategies.

seemed

protected

its

leading

The Fordist model
post-Korea

period,

But

markets masked
actual

began

investors first

but the cut

did not have crucial

a

until.

market and

there hardly

a Fordist
job control

in labor

other products.
at Studebaker

in the

costs did not save

dilemma was that

It

the company

labor policy,

first

unionism of Local

market.

or

could not readily
because of
5 and,

because a high volume strategy was impractical
relatively small

and

and foremost

prerequisites either for Fordism

flexible-specialization.

implement

into

was implemented

Their real

the auto company.

militant

work.

that

a hesitation by management to adhere to orthodoxy.

cut labor costs while diversifying

for-

strategy with all

union and strong postwar

1953. the incoherence of

It

The

for Studebaker management to emulate the Big

incentives

labor

outcomes.

alternative strategy was disinvestment

orthodox

and diversification.

that

"market"

managerialist

At the same time,

the

second,
given its

the political

conditions for a flexible-specialist policy were missing,
given the lack of economic planning on the part of the
federal

g overnmen t.
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protect the fixed rate of exchange,

the government had to

retrench and deflate the economy which,

in turn,

knocked-

out the mass consumption basis of the domestic expansion.
Though hardly pleased,
Treasury

officials

that European

the lesson which American

and the banking community
bankers would withdraw funds if
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learned was
and when the

U.S.

government

the U.S.

deviated from orthodoX

Keynesian

put into

the red.

program,

If

the balance of payments would be

Some way had to be found to protect

and with it

raising

policy.

inflated, ran deficits and generally followed a

liberal.

dollar

fiscal

America's international

power

the

while

domestic economic activity.
The second obstacle was related to the first.

One of the lessons Republican liberals and Democrats
believed they had learned from the

1950's was that the U.S.

economic structure had a tendency to "premature inflation".
That is,

when economic activity

would rise

picked up,

more rapidly than predicted,

and choking

economic recovery.

prices and wages

creating inflation,

To the businessmen the key

impediment

to high production and employment

"monopoly"

power

was the

of trade unions to force up wages and keep

them there even during recession.

This prevented supply

and

price levels and forced

demand from operating to re-set

employer s to agree to trade-off
employment.
analysis,

Organized labor

in which

high wages for

less

also had a structural

"administered

pricing" by oligopoly

industries kept prices articially high while labor market
problems were linked to technological unemployment,
distressed areas of
bottlenecks
labor.

declining

industrial

in the supply of critical

materials

and

and skilled

(3)

The new Democratic administration
office

sectors,

had arrived in

very much as a consequence of a revival

liberal-labor

wing

of

the

of the party in the late 1950's.
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Nonetheless it accepted the validity of both explanations-formalized in the so-called Phillip's Curve--and set
up as the neutral
of

itself

expert to curb the "discretionary power"

unions and corporations.

How could it prevent inflation

and a balance of payments crisis where the Republicans had
failed?

The Democrats had one asset that the Republicans

did not have,

namely the goodwill

and

confidence of

organized

labor.

Could the Democrats translate this

political

support

into support for wage and price

restraint?

The Kennedy administration's strategy was threefold.
per

First

was fiscal

stimulation

Keynesian prescription.

(4)

to aggregate

demand,

as

The administration's

preference was to create a deficit by spending more money
for area redevelopment,
compensation,
But

public works,

unemployment
purchases.

education and accelerated military

most of the spending programs were blocked
and eventually in

Congress

in the

1963-64 the administration and

Congress settled on creating a deficit by cutting income
taxes.

To meet the political

obstacles to fiscal

stimulation the administration had proposed two other
policies.
policies,
monetary

The first was an array of marginal

keeping within the existing international
system,

to pool

spread the costs of

gold with European

protecting the dollar;

term interest rates to keep money
keeping

money

nations to
raising short-

in the U.S.,

longterm rates low to encourage capital
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while
investment

(the monetary
commercial

plus concerted

of trade talks

for American

manufactured

established wage and price
of opponents of demand

itself.

1962 Economic Report
policy was called the
policy.

(5)

capital;

and

goods.
of Economic Advisors

"guideposts"

to allay

stimulation and its

at the Federal

administration

U.S.

aimed at opening up foreign

the President's Council

Finally,

inflation

cooperation from

bankers to cap the export of

inaugeration
markets

"twist");

Reserve,

the fears

attendent

in Congress and in the

These were announced in the January
of the President.
"local

The wage-price

The wage-price

version" of European
policy

incomes

endorsed the view that

there were

organized groups in the economy--especially

labor"

"big bUs:i ness"--which had enough market power

and

"big
to

exercize discretion over wage and price decisions when
there

was not yet

one hand,

nor

excess demand nor

full

employment on the

on the other when the economy was suffering

from substantial

slack and underused

groups could be convinced not

resources.

If

these

to exercize discretion to

raise wages and prices during an economic expansion,
the recovery would more likely be sustained.
that supply and demand were the normal
arbiters

of economic distribution

This assumed

and legitimate

and took the economic

growth process for granted in the sense that it
managerial

responsibility.

employment goal

then

The administration's

was a
"interim"

was set at 4% and the suggested standard

for non-inflationary settlements was to peg
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wages to

national

productivity increases,

calculated by the CEA in

1962 at 3.2% per year.
Determination
expert,

technical

kept Up

a vocal

of the guidepost itself
issue;

also,

was believed an

businessmen and Republicans

vigilence against alleged politicization

of

economic policy and creeping Democratic socialism.
Although neither

labor nor management

representatives

in setting the gui deposts,

participated
did seek their

endorsement.

Labor-Management

It

the administration

created a President's

Advisory Commi ttee

1961

(LMAC) in

LMAC was Called upon to endorse the guideposts,
did,

though with reservations.

Elliot

Bell

(McGraw-Hill

(Inland

Steel),

Lines),

J.

Reynolds

Publis hing Company),

Henry Ford

Spencer Love

Dubinsky,

II,

which it
members were

Joseph Block
(United States

Industries),

and Thomas Watson

included Reuther,

David McDonald

John Franklin

(Burlin gton

(Reynolds Metals)

labor members

The management

and the

Richard

(IBM).

The

George Meany, David

and George Harrison.

(6)

No one

wanted the guideposts to become a strict rule applicable in
all

cases;

the Kennedy administration assured the committee

that adherence to the guideposts was voluntary.
members especially served notice it believed

Labor

labor's share

of national income should increase to spur consumer demand
and specific settlements should also reflect

"equity".

But

they held-off rejection in part because they accepted the
reality

of structural

that once the economy

imbalances and they probably thought
"Qot moving again"

do better.
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they would be able

The Council

Advisors treated

of Economic

guideposts as secondary to

Although

stimulation.

fiscal

they accepted the Phillips Curve analysis,

to

slack

in the economy.

prevent

monetary discipline

once a stimulative
of

economic

would

they did not

economy was near that nexus because there was too

think the
much

the

policy

capacity

They needed

was in operation

were reached,

policy

by the Fed.

imposed

and help prevent

kick-in

wage-price

and

But,

the limits

then the guideposts
inflation.

cost-push

Labor's Role :in Expansion
policy had promises and

The Kennedy administration's

assumed considerably

the gu:ideposts
and

wage bargaining

benefit

their memberships.
get

organized

program and try
Walter

of

critical

gain

Although

restrain wages,

in

1961

This was what
the AFL-CIO was
to

intention

the new administration's
the national

out for

on the government's

reforms.

to do.

to

if the unions did

leverage

to win social

Reuther tried

be the major

in looking

On the other hand,

they could

(7)

but the new policy seemed
leaders

the role of union

guidance

relations.

was supposed to

of postwar unionism,

undermine

analyses and

more central

labor-management

public purpose for

Collective

Macroeconomic

labor.

organized

for

pitfalls

economy

try

to

was still

suffering from a severe recession and the first test of the
policy
UAW,

in autos in

1961

as we have seen,

negotiated

collective

met with fairly

in the

1940's and

bargaining
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rules

easy

success.

195.)'!s
which

tied

The

already had
workers'

incomes to changes in the rates of national
and producitivity.

cost of living

The top UAW leadership also had adopted

a proposal for a national

planning agency to forecast

economic change and to devise plans to meet new needs.
UAW

The

leadership was closely associated with the "Keynes

plus" program.

Reuther was on the executive board of

the

Conf er-ence on Economic Progress,

Leon Keyseri i ng' s pol icy

planning group which plumped

leftwing

the late

Advisory Committee

statements.

Kennedy

on Economic

advisors, however,

its

Democratic

Action

close ties

as well

recommend
of

policy.

Reuther

in

1961

the creation of

review over wage and price decisions and,

solve broader employment
planning agency.

problems of
demonstrated
polit

the kind of

urged the LMAC to

to the Kennedy adminstration

that collective

for

associated with French

the UAW called on Chrysler to join

national

with the Americans

to develop models for

economic planning

economic

The UAW

and the National Planning Association,

in the 1960's began

indicative

board

and too

sensitive to publish in 1960.

maintained

which

Policy

consi dered these

too ambitious for public sector spending
politically

Keynesianism in

Keyserling himself was; the key author of

1950's.

Democratic

for

it

1962,

in a campaign to

issues through
Indeed,

in

a

legislation

for a

the UAW did not believe

bargaining was the locus for solving basic
employment and Reuther had

long ago

that he was eager to maneuver

icS to pLsh a soc i al -democratic
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in national

program.

In 1961,

Reuther broke with most
week and carried

3(.--hour
argument
In

of the AFL-CIO

against
1961

it

the Kennedy administration's

into the AFL-CIO Executive Council.

Reuther

prices and steel

leadership on the

agreed to hold back auto wages

wages in

if

auto

1.962 also were restrained.

fact the three-year contract negotiated

(8)

In

in that year was

modest and the steel

union leadership,

four-month

1959 and after lobbying by Goldberg,

strike in

who had been the USW's legal
agreement with

the steel

than the government's
accepted a small

counsel, readily accepted an

companies which

gui depost.

was a third less

The USW again

wage increase.

Although

President Kennedy had to browbeat
into

after its bruising

later

the steel

in 1963
in 1962

corporations

price compliance which made the unions look virtuous,

union

collective

bargaining

moderation

in steel,

autos and

elsewhere evaporated as the economy began to expand.
Union collaboration in wage restraint
policy at
based

best.

Recall that

on a wage-work

with minimal

worker

bargain

collective

for guaranteed wage gains.

mandatory
worker

bargaining was

in production was traded

auto managements sought to

costs by increased production
overtime,

training.

control

As automobile production

rapidly expanded in the 1960's,
reduce unit

was a risky

in which managerial

involvement

(9)

standards,

automatic equipment and

For union acquiescence,

it

more

task-specific
was willing

to

trade extra benefits and more time for union committeemen
to handle grievances.
General

In

1965 General

Motors Assemb1 y Di vi si on
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(QMAD)

Motors formed

the

which became famous

equally for

"driving"

took over

in those factories which it

provoking strikes
from

workers as for

assembly line

local management.

(10)

Although in many unions the

rank and file role was limited in policy-making,
democratic unions like

the UAW the very tenuousness of
To pursue

worker participation required leader vigilence.
its

broader

policy the top UAW

ensure itself

of rank

in fairly

and file

leadership always had to
In fact,

support.

commissioned extensive SLrveys of

membership

the Union

attitudes and

union publ i cati ons constantly SoUnded the theme of

links to a broader reform movement.

The

UAW

International

UAW

continued to give most attention to increasing and finetuning the benefit package and to winning more

In the 1960's the union

altogether from the job.
formulated
file

bargaining proposals in response to rank and

demands for more daily

both wages and non-work

paths o-f

autonomy.

also a primary
tractable
Chinoy's
found

But working

concern to workers

in the postwar
famous study of

that almost

for themselves,
so.

time were

bargaining

labor-management

management

extended

time,

relief

on overtime and early retirement.

vacations, limits
Indeed,

time away

since they preserved

conditions issues were
and they were less
Indeed,

whereas Eli

autoworkers in the late 1940's

one-half

thought of

twenty-five years later

Workers realized their

and job satisfaction

system.

the orthodox

going

into business

only one-tenth did

careers were tied to autowork

was associated with job control
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and

skill.

Moreover,

(I)

working conditions could not easily

be separated from national
locus was the local
work:ing

plant.

After

labor management.
national

for better

They routinely

resulted in stalled
local

strikes.

acquiescing in the guideposts or

economic conditions, union

to increase employment,

exports of manufactured

just

waiting

leaders also backed

domestic

investment and

They were very apprehensive

goods.

about high rates of unemployment,

then

at postwar

high

and feared that new investment in automated

machinery would
technological
concern

these local

production and the harsh strategies of

settlements and widespread

Whether

levels,

1961.

conditions issues were aggravated by the increasing

tempo of automobile

policies

negotiations even though their

aggravate the situation

unemployment.

The AFL-CIO began to raise

about the direction of

campaign for domestic policies
"displaced"

technological

unemployment

in

1961

changes and to

to compensate workers

by economic development.

tasks of the LMAC

by creating

One of

the first

was to study the question of

and automation.

Its

January

1962 report,

"Benefits and Problems Incident to Automation and Other
Technological

Advances",

accepted the link between

saving investment and unemployment

labor-

and proposed a mix

of

private and public: policies.

These included

Keynesian tax

economic expansion, plus

public

cut for

wor I::s and

general

extended

unemployment

the neo-

compensation;

and

private and public programs for re--training and education;
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pre-notification

to workers of plant closings and reliance

on attrition

for workforce

employment
rejected
become

reductions;

service programs.

However,

and improved
the LMAC report

the AFL-CIO's demand that the federal

"employer

industry toward

of

last resort" and begin to shift

a 30-hour

work week

spread the available jobs.

management

What

claims,

40 hours pay)

to

means for settling labor-

namely collective

resolve the basic problem of

(at

the unions wanted was

that the private

acknowledgement

government

bargaining,

could not

how to create jobs.

The problems of automation and technological change
clearly
cnanot be solved just
by private parties in
the collective
bargaining arena.
Such efforts
can
point the way toward constructive answers, as indeed
they have.
But automation and technological change
are having a profound and far-reaching impact and they
have generated problems which require government
action. (12)
Onl- y

thle government could hel p the commUnity

get a handle

on this problem.
Moreover,
undermined
example,

basic changes in work organization

the utility of union economic

the oil

refining industry was notable for

highly automated operations and

its

ability
blue collar

production despite strikes by its
coal

strength.

For
its

to continue
workforce;

in

mining the United Mine Workers had for decades pushed

the fragmented

industry to rationalize

the

1960's unemployment

1950's and

miners was at staggering
spread of

jet

levels;

production,

but by

among Appalachian

coal

the introduction and

airplanes led to the elimination of flight

engineers in commercial

aviation;
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and prefabricated

electrical

and mechanical

building trades unions,

components severely affected the

which

led to fierce

clashes among skilled tradesmen.

(1i)

jurisdictional

The AFL-CIO in its

1962 convention agreed to a new means to settle
jurisdictional
out),

conflicts

but the continuing

focused

sluggishness of the economy

labor's sights on the apparently one-sided benefits

of technological

change and on winning new public policies.

The union federation
the Manpower Development

had two early successes in 1962:
and Training Act

in the Trade Expansion Act

provision

readjustment

assistance"

free trade policies.
respond

(without much success as it turned

for

(MDTA) and a
"trade

for workers

(TAA)

The MDTA

initially

"disemployed"

by

was legislated to

to problems created by "dislocations in the economy

arising from automation or other technological
developments"

the need for

and to fill

planning.. .to assure that
be trained
needs".
workers

men,

"improved

and young people will

women

and available to meet shifting employment
and

The Act funded skill

occupational programs for

already employed or in the labor

of

steelworkers in the Pennsylvania district
sponsor Elmer Holland.
foundation of

(14)

manpower planning and

a National

MDTA's House

it

created an annual

(parallelling the Economic

Commission on Technology,

Automation

and Economic Progress and an Office of Manpower,
and Training in the Department
The Department

such as the

It was meant to lay the

Manpower Report of the President
Report),

force,

Automation

of Labor.

o+ Labor pressed the AFL-CIO's
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program

with:in the

administration and with the LMAC during

Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz

(who

September

1962 from Kennedy's first

Goldberg)

and

of a Council

and management

Labor Secretary,

of Manpower

advisory committees,

labor market programs to create jobs and
them.

in
Arthur

labor experts such as Frederick Harbison

advocated creation
labor

took over

1962-64.

Advisors,

with

to coordinate the
train

workers for

They wanted to reorient the administration's economic

policy and

raise manpower

monetary policies.
agreed Wirtz.
"softness"

However,

then was pushing

meant new spending.

Moreover,

Wirtz

to CEA leadership of

economic policy.

labor

change.

The CEA

especially if

was willing

it

to defer

(15)

The Kennedy administration and CEA
expansion, but

the

cut, but they did not

in the way of manpower programs,

intent on general

of

analysis and downplayed

with technological

hard for the tax

and

was too limited,

the CEA was scornful

of Harbison's manpower

of fiscal

level

Collective bargaining

the problems associated

stand

issues to the

remained

primarily

the connection between

management and economic growth was thrust to the fore

by a crisis

in

the railroads which threatened

nation's transportation in

1963.

to halt the

The railroad Trainmen

refused to budge on work rule changes demanded by
management in recognition of

new deisal

would eliminate two types of

traditional

engine power which
jobs.

Kennedy called on the Congress to pass legislation
compel

the union to submit the issue to binding
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President
to

arbitration,

which the union subsequently lost.

same time that the president
intervention

in industrial

relations,

would appoint a tripartite
Technology,

in this

National.

the Commission

(Communications

(past president

Commission

on
(16)

Workers of

America)

of the International

and A.J.

Association

Business members were Pat Haggerty

Instruments)

Edwi n Land

(Poloroid)

The public members

Solow and Whitney Young,
The Commission

updated policies

American

Economy",

But

it

Bell,

(Texas

Robert

for policy which challenged
model

domestic compensation for

The Commission's

change.

of

made a thorough study in 1965 and

chance.

necessary price of

Hayes

Jr.

to extend the postwar

of

Joe

and Thomas Watson

included Daniel

concluded with recormmendations
the administration

The

were Walter Reuther,

Machinists).

(IBM).

unusual

he announced that he

Automation and Economic Progress.

labor members of
Beirne

was engaging

At the

final

report,

and adopt
economic

"Technology and the

made clear that displacement was a
economic progress and technological

equally made clear that the federal

government had a responsibility to enact policies to see
that the gains of
reduce workers'

change were equitably distributed and to

resistance to change.

A package of policies was recommended
economic
industrial

security for all

Americans:

sectors and skilled

labor

to ensure

growth for

leading

and public

opportunities and income maintenance programs

for those

less able or unable to compete in the marketplace.
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With

problems of economic

security reduced,

could pursue policies
employment.

to increase efficiency

Employment

policies
of

Service to provide on-the-job training;

the Commission

However,

to endorse national

drew criticism

from the labor members

members Daniel

Bell

national

planning is

only for

"sustained
of

orthodoxy o-f

full

who argued

employment"

1966 met

with

"proper

despite the

rate fell

from full

employment--the

below 4% in 1966--and toward

to restrain wages and expand the labor

market.

the System

the national

in February

economy already was expanding.

low and unemployment was dropping.

conditions led to renewed

(17)

Inflation was
These new

and for various social

reform programs and to shifts

in the administration's

price and manpower

However,

policies.

that the American

1964,

labor pressure for action on

policies to respond to automation

apparent

not

policy response as the

little

By the time of the Keynesian tax cut

still

democratic

but to assure
Yet,

"it

the Commi ssi on' s recommendati ons, the report' s

debates had shi-fted away

Running

that

in the United States"

economic resources".

pUblication in

unemp]loyment

failure

and from public

and Whitney Young,

essential

the final.

and

economic planning

is our firm conviction that some form of

programs

and

reform of the

training;

to end discrimination.

allocation

then

These policies included improved and expanded

education and broad-based skill
U.S.

the government

"incomes
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it

wage-

quickly became

policy"--hoth wage-

flimsy

institutional

had warned

foundation.

In November

Johnson that the government

anti-inflation

its

the use of

on a pretty

pol i cy--was built

pri ce pol i cy and manpower

policy"

and

insist

should

"strengthen

more vigoroUsly on

the guideposts, which had receded from view.

The tax cut added bill:ions more to consumer
power.

1963 the CEA

In their

January

purchasing

1964 Report the CEA asserted

that

the guideposts would enable the economy to avoid the
alleged Fhillips

Curve trade-off

of

unemployment by winning restraint

inflation

for

on union and corporation

discretion to set wages and prices higher

than advances in

produc t. i vi t y.

Economic Report

of

1964 fully

leaders like

F'r esi dent

Johnson' s annual

endorsed the guidepost policy.

But

Reuther rejected the implication

incomes

should be held to a constant

income,

while profits

exploded with

labor

that workers'

share of

national

increased plant

Utilixzcti On and dividends were excluded altogether.
The automobile managements not surprisingly
of the principal
of

promoters

of the

program.

Secretary Robert

vice-president and price-maker

company.

Henry Ford

II

The embodiment

industry to the government was

Kennedy administration Defense
former

were some

and recipients of the benefits

the Democratic administrations'

of the close ties

himself

for

McNamera,

Ford Motor

spearheaded the business

committee for the 1964 tax cuLtt and was a strong
of

Lyndon

Most

Johnson in the elections of

importantly,

(18)

1964 and

supporter
1.968.

the auto industry had long ago
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(19)

learned

the value of general.
consumer

prosperity to the profitability

durables industry.

of

a

The mid-1960's saw the

industry reap returns on equity more than double the rate
for manufacturing

generally on record

After Tax Return

GM
Ford
Chrysi er

Production

sales volumes

(20):

on Equity

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

22. 4%
12.6
19. 1

25. 8%
15.7
14.7

20.6%
13. 0
11 . 1

17.6%
1. 8
10.9

17.78%
12.7
14. 1

of Fassenger

Cars in the U.

1963
1964
1965
1.966
1967
1968

S.

(millions)

7.6
7.7
9.3
8.6
7.4
8.8

At the same time that the industry appeared to cooperate
with

the price and wage guideposts by holding prices stable

1963-67,

they :in fact were garnering

consumer

income for automobiles by upgrading and making

standard previ Ousi y "optional"
charged higher

prices.

Labor Statist:i.cs,

advocates, the UAW,

"big"

if

arcane

CEA and

Bureau of

since the BLS and CEA considered the
they

"delivered

more car"

(21)

In December
Heller

for which they

despite a fierce

price rises non-inflationary if
for the money.

equipment,

They were able to comply formally

with the guideposts however,
debate among consumer

an increasing share of

1963 Reuther wrote to CEA chairman

and informed him that the UAW

intended to demand a

wage increase in the 1964 negotiations.
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Walter

Reuther

said

that the UAW would

take signi-ficant

of guidepost wage restraint,
that the UAW would

Reuther

publicly

at the 1964 UAW Convention.

President Johnson warned

Detroit,

"big profits

the UAW

against breaking the

That

be justified

is,

(and

a high wage settlement.

anno)Unced that Ford

unless the

unstoppable)

However,

over

management

bargaining

conditions,

At the same time,

which caught both GM

and top UAW leaders by surprise.
conditions in

The UAW had

the negotiations and

called the auto plants "gold

Reuther

perhaps

was characterized by massive

local working

emphasized working

II had

would not cut prices and Johnson

in return for Ford's election support.
niiational

in

Henry Ford

rejected a maj or push against the auto companies,

strikes

Though

cotld convince the auto companies to cut

prices the UAW would

GM,

Georce

the administration's private view was that

mal.::e big wages".

administration

at

announced

as did Heller in a speech before the Economic

guideposts,

getting

as the cost

cuts

not be bound by the guideposts.

Meany backed Reuther

Club of

but

price

plated sweatshops",

but in negotiations the union had jumped at GM's offer
increased time-off
worker

grievances.

issues -first

Reuther
that
the

"no

strike

for UAW shop committeemen to process
Locals insisted on resolving plant

and held up auto production for

the settlement of

of

the national

asserted

agreement.

(22)

at the conclusion of the GM strike

in the history of

kind of meaningful

weeks beyond

results
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our union...has

as. . .this

strike",

yielded
which

certainly

referred more to the wage settlement than to

changes in shopfloor relations.
outcome

The collective

bargaining

in autos was a settlement which broke through the

31.2% guidepost and was worth
retirement,
additional

about

increased pensions,

4.5% in wages,

longer vacations,

holidays and 50% more relief time

minute periods per shift),

two

(to two

12

plus no cut in product prices.

The CEA told itself the result was not
although

early

too bad because,

the CEAP's productivity standard was a national,

not sectoral

one,

productivity

of the auto

the settlement was within the rate of
industry.

(23)

The restlessness of the ranks and the intensity

of

wace and working conditions claims continued to press
leaders'

second thoughts on cooperation with the

administration's

policy.

Indeed the leaders of major

unions in the steel, electrical.

equipment and aircraft

industries were voted out of office
there were major
Union

leaders

definitively

1966.

in

(IUD),

common

Although

the UAW had signed a three-

the AFL-CIO's

Reuther

"coordinated collective
would

the LJMW and Teamsters.

1964, ReUther took a leading role.

As president of
Department

1965 and 1.966 and

led a campaign to break the guideposts
in

year contract

challenges within

in

Industrial

launched a program

bargaining"

Union
of

in which many unions

appoint members -to a committee to bargain with a
employer.

The

IU)D

acted as a clearinghouse and

coordinating agency with a computerized
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information

system

on companies, marl-::ets and contracts.
years,

In the first

two

over 70 such multiple union committees were set up.

One of the purposes

of the program

was to help unions Cain

leverage by uniting against incresingly diversified
conglomerate companies who not only had many plants in any
one product line,

but multiple product

switch resources and/or

lines

among which to

play off unions against each other.

(24)
Another purpose of

coordinated bargaining was to

accept the opportunity of more centralized government
economic policy--making to concert the unions'
This agenda was notably traditional:
purchasing power,

Even conservat:ive

more effectiv

joined the

IUD.

and social

of private enterprise.

union officials,

the Machinists, were
for

for failures

agenda.

increase mass

organize the unorganized

policy compensation

own

such as Roy Seimiller

enthusiastic supporters of

e bargaining.

of

a program

Some old AFL unions even

(25)

1965 was a bad year for the guideposts, especially
where insUrgent

in construction and in steel,
president McDonald

baited USW
settlement.
electrical
airlines,

Finally in
equipment

union leaders

with the UAW's big 1964

1966 coordinated bargaining in the

industry, plus bargaining in the

broke the guideposts.

Moreover,

the settlements

in these industries had direct repercussions on internal
politics

in autos because wage structures

in part are based

on wage comparisons among workers across particular
industries.

One key wage group
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is

the skilled

trades.

The

practical

experience of skilled

machinist,
worked

workers was that

and maintenance and

at one site

either

or at

sites in more than one industry as workers

"bounced

around"

comparing and looking

conditions and wages.

The general

the Vietnam war had ra:ised demand
workers

to build new

bui ldirigs;.
to rapidly
won

die,

construction tradesmen often

in proximity to each other,

different

tool,

industrial,

a big increase in
for

economic expansion
for skilled

Skilled workers

By

industry.

wage militancy could be useful.
with Meany's refusal

"positive" wage program.

Reuther

tool

ran out

and Douglas Fraser
proposed

Reuther

At the May

had become

policy.

a reprise of the
in chapter four,

They were very

1966 UAW Convention,

met with skilled

trades leaders organized

workers'

to take a public stand on a

national

a campaign to breal.:

and file

skilled

the workers to head their

Reuther

trades delegates and

open the auto contracts a year

early to win a wage increase.

the rank

workers

(26)

In something of

in front of

to oblige.

upset David

Abel

1966 skilled

and die scenario described

pressure toward change of
willing

in steel

industry were demanding pay comparable to

Reuther decided the ran:: and file

Korean War

construction

1965 and helped I.W.

rates in the construction

impatient

and

military and commercial.

the union presidency.

in the automobile

working

trades unions took advantage of this

Buildinq

raise hourly wages.

McDonald

for better

After

the Convention

the Dollar An Hour Movement

to win a dollar
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wage increase.

skilled
among

Leaders

came from the GM Technical
Detroit,

Ford

local

600

Center

local

160 in suburban

(including Art Fox and the

Committee for Militant Unionism),

and Detroit job shop

locals 155 and

quickly spread across the

U.S.

157.

and Canada.

'The movement

Large demonstrations

there was a one-day strike

were organized;

of

local

600 skilled

attend a Movement conference;

civil

disobedience;

general

enthusiasm.

and Detroit
summer.

the campaign

immediate

was to substitute an incomes policy for

the administration's guideposts.

At the urging of Reuther,

business execiUtives on the LMAC and the Secretaries

of Labor

and Commerce,

the Johnson

administration

to reactivate the Labor-Management
late

for

(27)

Reuther's goal

Mean,

the contracts that

by 'late August ., the gui deposts were

broken and Reuther cal.ed-off
wage increases.

and

The UAW demanded that the Big Three

Tooling Association re-cpen

However.,

workers to

1965 after over

administration
either

a year of

Advisory Committee

little

activity.

asked the LMAC in early

(28)

in
The

1966 to consider

higher taxes; wage and price controls or perhaps

stricter

adherence to the guideposts;

rates and lower money growth.

or higher

government's
national

own figures confirmed.

income wages had declined

increase and higher

dcomestic

and corporate income

interest

expansion to continue.
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which the

As a proportion of

increased during the economic expansion.
opposed a tax

interest

The UAW and AFL-CIO argued

against the guideposts for holding back wages,

wanted

decided

(29)

They also

rates:

they

They argued that

controls on prices and a profits
eqUitable

tax

would be a more

inflation.

way to halt

In early March 1966 Reuther met with President Johnson
and a

and recommended a Price-Wage Public Review Board

He told the President that

"progressive spending tax".

the executive was overburdened by the demands of ad--hoc
incomes policy;

The new Board

concert private decision-making.
though

be voluntary,

mechanism to

needed an institutional

it

because it

in part

more effective,

would still

would publicize jLdgments about price and wage changes.
The

spending tax would affect high
"equality of

and thus ensure
CEA nor

many in the "labor

income consumers hardest

fraternity"

were enthu.iastic

The AFL-CIO Executive Counci1

about Reuther's p1an.

the

Yet neither

sacrifice".

in

controls, they

February stated that if

the President needed

would have to cover all

incomes equitably, but Meany would

not

advocate an

publicly

months
which

of

incomes policy.

in August

debate, the LMAC issued a report

re-endorsed voluntary wage and price restraint

included a phrase proposed by Reuther which
"we

several

After

believe that

price stability

will

asserted that

be acceptable and effective
forms of

income".

the LMAC and the government

which

regulated not jUst

interest,

and dividends.

CEA to compel

and

in a free society any policy to achieve

bears equitably on all
thus to commit

1966

only if

Reuther hoped
to a policy

wages and prices but

salaries,

He used the phrase to press the

the auto companies to cut prices
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(without

it

success)

was the stepping--off

and it

presentation
December.

of his

point for a formal

Price Review proposal

to the LMAC in

(30)

Reuther also committed
the Democratic

IUD

and UAW resources to push

administrations'

social

policy.

Labor and

its Labor Department allies reacted angrily in the spring
of

1964 to CEA-sponsored regional

discuss

"private"

collective

worker adjustment
Jr. ,

veteran of the
and

administration

Redevelopment

LMAC meetings

bargaining techniques of

to technological
turn"

"left

called to

change.

William Batt,

during the Truman
at

now an administrator

the Area

argued that the government

Administration,

should use the Employment Service "like the Swedes do".
Walter Reuther made a "very strong pitch" to the LMAC for a
manpower-oriented economic: policy,

which the LMAC endorsed.

(31)

The CEA had recommended
"anti -poverty"

to Johnson the idea of

program to expand the labor supply through
workers

policies to include "marginal"
The employment rate of
1962 and

an

in the labor force.

married men had continued to rise in
The issue

1963 and dislocation was less pressing.

now shifted toward expanding and
the labor force.

Already in

improving the quality of

1963 the MDTA had been

amended to add basic literacy and education programs,
enhanced

youth employment

training,

workers not in the labor force.
and labor

leaders also began
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and new focus
The Department

to expand their

of

on
Labor

focus from

technological

change and

dislocation

to

marginal

workers.

February

1.964 called the anti-poverty

first

small

The AFL-CIO Executive Council

step".

program

programs,

for minorities,

skill

The social

limits

welfare

state

on overtime,

and negative income taxes.

was,

of

program,

and

study of

(32)

the Kennedy-Johnson

program of

administrations
the economic

"hardly a

equal employment

expanded

upgrading,

family allowances

in

The AFL--CIO actively supported

legislation for public employment,
opportunity

problems of

as Heller

explained,

although

it

part

seemed

and parcel

good political

salesmanship to emphasize the intrinsic value of education
and

employment

poor or
was

forces

were encouraged

The new programs

Administration

the new Office of
circumvent
Economic

independent
Department
cooperate.

the role

(and

Economic

the old state
Opportunity
agency,

routines

and clients.
federalism"

Opportunity)

up

in order

Services.

by the new
with

to

The Office

in 1964 as an

helped pro-OEO

staff

from the Department

in the

Services to

The Neighborhood Youth Program
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to

1964 in conjunction

of Labor prod the Employment

were made separate

local

were administered

Employment

which

of

It

programs with the Federal

after

was set

the

in new agencies to

by a "creative

and administer

of

policy-makers.

and to place the programs

sponsor

government.
Manpower

emphasize

to

them from old bureaucratic

Businesses
jointly

than the rights

motives of

good politics

protect

of

rather

the self-interested

also

social

for the poor

of

and Jobs Corps
Labor.

Later

these programs,

plus New Careers

up the job ladder),
the elderly),
program for
City),

Operation Mainstream

and Special

small

(to boost marginal

areas,

Impact Program
eg.

workers

(work program for
(unified manpower

Bedford-Stuyvesant in New York

were shifted to Labor administration, but with the

conditions that they continue independently of the
Employment

Service and maintain

connection

bypassing state government.

the Federal -to-l
In 1967

vehicle was established for the coordination
manpower

programs,

viz.

the

"prime

Department of Labor planned,
Action Agency.

Moreover,

much as other

of

new manpower

To keep the economic

policy was not

political

risks.

The

economic growth with an

expansion going meant

confronting the structural
in workers with low skills,

basic literacy,

"maximum

(33)

end to the "hardship" of un- and under-employed

experience or

Community

combined the two objectives of Labor

Department policy of support for

location,

and ethnic groups,

the

un-- and under-employed

by poor persons.

without economic costs and major

geographical

local

the 1967 amendments mandated

Yet the government's

program"

sponsor" which,

social programs then sought

feasible participation"

"manpower

a new

of all

would be the local

active outreach and recruitment
people,

ocal

actively

unemployment apparently embodied
poor education, and even bad

many of whom were minority racial

women,

interest.

workers.

and youth with little employment
It meant providing programs of

education,

vocational education,
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and

training., counseling and relocation assistance to ease
worl.::er

to work and put

transitions

consumpti on.
remedial

and

The

"hardship"

"treatment"

to improve their

a floor

under

approach tended to focused on

programs for sufferers of

labor market

performance.

poverty

Government

policy-makers were not, however,

concerned with job quality

and the economic consequences of

low-skill

The UAW and

liberal

+or active manpower
for

it.

(35)

organized

policy, namely

government

officials

rights

viz.

But,

came from

who could foresee labor force
the real

the unorganized,

file of the Democratic
politics

demand

organizations and national

bottlenecks impeding growth,
elsewhere,

the political

the demand for it

labor, civil

(34)

allies focused on the prerequisite

initially

If

jobs.

Party.

constituency was

unemployed and rank

and

Good policy and good

seemed to coalesce behind a mobilization strategy.
once mobilized outside the unions and local

organizations,

these anti-poverty groups could

declare autonomy from labor
anti-poverty appeal.

party

(and

did)

and the Democratic Party.

to justice

legitimized their

The

claims,

which they turned against the powers-that-be when the payoffs

began to come harder

in the late

Reuther saw a political
AFL-CIO Executive Council

1960's.

opportunity to swing the
in a more progressive direction

by taking the lead of the new social

forces outside of the

union by starting his own anti-poverty program.
hearings in March

1964 Reuther
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At the OEO

told the House Education and

Committee that the anti-poverty program was

Labor

inadequate"

economic

and

advocated

planning.

The

expanded

programs

and national

19th UAW Constitutional

held also in March voted $100,(00 for

its

"wholly

Convention

own anti-poverty

program and a year later the UAW Executive Board committed
the union to a multi-year program of action.
Luther King,

Jr.,

With Martin

James Patton of the Farmers Union

others,

Reuther created and chaired the Citizens'

Against

Poverty

CCAP's
own

(CCAP)

in

October

operating expenses,

funds in four

AFL-CIO

Industrial

director)

and over

years,

1964.

CCAP

million

from

regional

(of which Reuther
the Ford

was

Foundation

(of

and the Stern Family

for 5000 grass-roots poverty

in part by helping tie together efforts into

resource pools.

This program in turn was meshed

with the government's anti-poverty program
the Labor Manpower Administration.
programs

to aid southern

campaign

to highlight

end hunger.

its

trained anti-poverty community organizers

and sought to create a network
organizations,

The UAW sustained

plus raising $100,000 from the

which McGeorge Bundy was president)
Foundation.

Crusade

spending over $500.000 of

Union Department
$1

and

CCAP also launched

tenant farmers

the need

for

through OEO and

and launched

government

a

programs to

(36)

In addition,

the UAW actively

engaged in VISTA and

Headstart;

helped recruit autoworkers from Appalachia and

inner-city

Detroit to suburban Detroit

a $2.1 million
provide skill

auto plants;

contract with the Labor Department
upgrading and retraining
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to workers

signed

to
in the

auto parts and supply industry;
skilled

campaigned to open up the

construction and metalworking

helped finance unionization of
supported
south*

the major

California farmworkers;

black voter registration

promoted the organization of

Washington,

among

drives

many other projects.

pol it i cail

(37)

strategy soom

Within the UAW a new

al i gnment was bei ng forged,

centered on ran-: and

file groups in the UAW who wanted to go further
than the
useful

leadership.

radicals

and

Black union activists

in particular raised a new militancy in the late

1.950's and
pivotal

and faster

These forces also were potentially

for the leadership.

allies

and

and march on

Problems generated by the reformist
appeared in the labor movement.

in the

"community unions";

196e Poor People's Campaign

aided the

trades to black:s;

1960's and skilled

workers again arose as a

force in union politics.

black worker

insurgency was the 1961 Local

which president Carl
white" slate.

A lightening rod for

By

Stellato

ran

1961 Stellato,

600 elections in

at the head of an

"all-

the old oppositionist,

had largely made his peace with the Reuther
himself the target of opposition groups.

group and was

(38)

One of these groups was the black-led Trade Union
Leadership Conference

(TULC).

black representation on the
and in the Local
election,

They mobilized both to win

International

600 leadership.

but demonstrated

scored a coup d'etat

their

They lost the 1961

local

effectiveness in when TULC

against the Reuther
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Executive Board

leadership in the

1961.

Detroit

mayoral

contest.

TULC and a neighborhood

block club movement ,

which had been stimulated

government programs,

helped elect Jerome Cavanaugh

less liberal

but UAW and Party incumbant

Miriani.

Then

in

1962, Reuther

over the

candidate Louis

reversed long-held

opposition to affirmative action and appointed
the first

by

black UAW vice-president.

Jack Edwards

TULC also demanded

that

the skilled

real

progress began to be made on this in the mid--1960's.

trades be opened up to blacks and finally

(39)
In the 1963 Local
strong
BUt

600 elections Stellato

challenge only by massive voting by retirees.

then the International

was clearly

The

by their

all

liberals

in the ouster of Michigan Democratic

chairman

Neil.

International's support

International.

Finally,

in the

of the Mississippi

1965 Local

Freedom

600 elections,

blocked Stellato's re-election bid and
"Unity Slate"

and die militant,

The practical
progress

Zolton Ferency.

Party in the 1964 Democratic National

Convention.

a victorious

Party

the few Democratic leaders to stand

with the no-compromise militants
Democratic

1963

and non-labor

and the election of

Ferency became one of

(40)

was indicated in

iance with Local 600 activists

Stabler

a

moving with the new

forces.

tool

held off

headed by Walter Dorosh,

and Buddy Battle of the TULC.

forged
the old
(41)

basis for the new alignment was

on worl.::ing conditions and wages.

counts activist-workers considered
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But on both

the International's

the

too meager

successes

and new fissures developed between

blacks and whites and between production

and skilled

Thus the International's support for the Dollar

workers.

An Hour Movement brought

cries of protest

from production

who already rejected the skilled trades'

workers,

they wanted

their

wages increased.

production

A second

(42)

trades to

on opening the skilled

emerged

conflict

too.

premium;

workers.

The increased demand

labor

for skilled

raised the

There were two

perennial

question

of how to supply it.

principal

avenLes:

apprenticeship and breaking down craft

"lines of

or

skills

tasks.

skilled
academic

demarcation"

Generally

allies favored

into more basic,

the labor

and its

movement

But

increased apprenticeship.

there was a new

issue added to the debate, viz.

underempi oyment

of minority workers and their

Underrepresentation

less-

among the skilled

the
severe
The most

trades.

emerged

serious and sometimes violent three-way conflicts

the

in the construction industry between black workers,
building trades, and employers.
to dilute

Employers had an incentive

the trades to avoid simply bidding workers

from each other,

away

while most skilled workers were

preoccupied with defending

"lines of demarcation" against

management attempts to assign work without regard to craft
Jurisdictions.

The Democratic

of the trades agreed
with

Model

Cities--to

Party and national

to voluntary programs--linked
increase the number
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of

leaders
at first

blacks in

apprentice

programs,

but years of conflict

over

implementation cracked local Democratic coalitions where
liberal

Republicans were

available as alternative

Inside the UAW a similar

as in New York City and Boston.
conflict emerged.

allies,

Although some radical

tool

and die

makers demanded that new skills be added to the trades and
began to ally

with black militants

and anti-poverty organizations,

and with civil

this was contingent on

preventing the MDTA from being used for
"job

on extending the

ladder" for

Neither

machine tools.

Finally,

task training

skilled

and
letting

work by

such as programming the new

workers perform new tasks
automated

rights

the AFL-CIO

(43)

point was won.

by

top leadership was split

this issue and other conflicts generated by the reform
A bitter

struggles.
embodied

many of the problems.

were afraid of
union

between

hostility

social

(44)

Meany and Reuther

Meany and his allies

Reuther's power base in the IUD and extra-

movements and,

the centralization of union power

to reject

came

with academic supporters,
implied

in

coordinated bargaining and the broaching of political

class

sitruggl e.
away

These issues were confounded by Reuther's shift
from automatic Cold War consensus on international
cooperation and the Vietnam War
1.965 AFL-CIO Convention,

in the mid-196C)'s.

UAW Secretary-Treasurer

labor
At the

Emil

Mazey

had attacked Johnson s war policy and Reuther's brother
Victor,

who was the director of the UAW's
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international

affairs department,
travelling
the

charged the AFL-CIO with fellow-

with the CIA.

Walter reinforced this

1966 UAW Convention by criticizing

charge at

Meany's

preoccupation with anti-Communism to the detriment
"positive"
U.S.

foreign policy and organizing workers
The criticism

but the Council
satisfaction.
If

a

in the

a storm in the AFL-CIO

Council,

was able to deflect the charges to its own
(45)

the initiative was Reuther's,

Meany's side.
that a

created

of

Given

quarter of

inertia

the voluntarism of

the Executive Council

was on

the AFL.-CIO and
leadership had no

"operating" or representative responsibilities with their
home uni ons,
Reuther

Meany only had to do nothing in response to

to satisfy the varied collective

political

bargaining

interests of the member unions.

could have played John L.

Lewis'

smashing the guideposts--somewhat
unions and the IAM were doing in

old

and

Although Reuther

game of personally

as the constructuion
1966--he did not simply

want to break the guideposts, but to replace them with a
more inclusive policy.

But without the support of the AFL-

CIO Reuther began to take the UAW out of the federation and
eventually to establish a new progressive labor

bloc.

(46)

Technocratic preoccupation with macroeconomic policy
tended to overshadow problems associated with maintaining a
reform coalition,
growth.

which were linked to problems of

The legitimacy of black

worker aspirations were squeezed
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(and other

economic

minority)

by the new Federal

policy

of

domestic spending restraint.

On the one hand,

the UAW

leadership was opposed to domestic cuts and was moving
toward

an openly anti-war

position.

'The union had

committed

and spent

the un ion

augmented by contracting with government agencies

and by appealing for
early

its

own money

for social

corporate funds.

reform which

For example,

1967 the UAW proposed an urban renewal

in

program for

The UAW would put $100,000 seed money for

Detroit.

planning and the four major
share multi-million

auto companies were urged to

dollar costs of housing construction.

They also organized to have the auto companies hire ghetto
youth

into

other

hand.

and with

the auto plants in
the union became

sectoral

1967 and
identified

corporatism.

increasingly looked

like

for black workers.

The hiring

1968.

But,

with Federal

not enough--it was not paying off
of ghetto youth by the auto

1967 only followed the massive rioting

Detroit

summer.

F'arty was

visibly

Finally,

breach

1968 presidential

election.

In the 1967 collective
saved their

in the labor movement

did not want
before the

(47)
bargaining

the UAW

leadership

strategy but were losing the rank and file

activists.
manaqement

debate and

in the two party context,

to create an open

in

although the Democratic

resistant to programmatic

innovation, the UAW,

policy

The union's strategy

companies in
that

on the

Recall
acti

that the union role was to grieve

ons already taken within a context of

producti on efficiency.
coul d appeal

But key work rules to which workers

were of ten weak reeds against the weight of
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managerial

faits

in early 1967,

economic slowdown

well

above the national

"overinvestment"

the auto companies

scheduling weekly overtime work

practice of

continued their

average and avoiding

in physical

plant.

1960
1961.
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

overtime
all. mfg.
2.4
2.4
2.8
2.8
3.1
3.6
3.9
3.4
3.6
3.6
3.0
2.9

3.2
2.6
4.2
4.4
5.0
6.2
4.9
3.6
5.8
4.2
3.3
3.6

workers,

Overtime especially affected skilled
in

(48)

average weekly
auto overtime

year

worked

for the brief

Indeed,, except

accor1is.

"continuoUs

such perennial

operations"

those who

such as foundries and in
There were

bottlenecks as stamping plants.

over 32,000 overtime grievances at GM alone in 1969-70,
while GM's total

grievance case load more than doubled from

1960 to 250,000 in

106 , 000 in

rose dramatically,

Moreover,

1960's,

while a majority of

new hires quit within one year.

stoppages at GM

increased four-fold

Finally,

and clays lost

production rose to five times the level
1970;

in the

most of the increase occurred in the latter

the decade.

absenteeism

reportedly more than doubling at one of

the Big Three during the
unskilled

1969.

(49)
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work

from
1950's by
part of

1967 Bargaining Convention,

At the UAW's April

delegates approved demands for more daily relief time,
holidays,

plus a guaranteed annual
of

higher

early retirement,

about 90c per hour,

trades wages

wage and a general
a 6% total

or

wage increase

increase.

wage

The Big Three concerted their

strategies to hold

the UAW and to limit cost-of-living-allowances,

major

widespread

post-contract

local.

1967 Ford pattern contract

at

a clear signal

won two additional holidays;

subcontracting;

overtime

workers with

layed off

Moreover,

the union

a company promise that no

as a direct

result

of

broader transfer rights for senior workers;
time for assembly line

and a 33% increase in relief

working

improvements in

the leadership's intention to

of

off

terms of

The major

act responsibly toward the coalition.

workers would be laid

to Ford

The union also agreed to

least seven years seniority.

workers.

including

were major

income for up to one year for

cap COLA,

There was

wages and a guarantee of

the frinqe benefits and skilled
90% of

and

at all

strikes.

TV time to rebut a Reuther TV appeal.

workers to accept the Ford contract.
the

and,

strikes

trades action,

independent skilled

purchased

At both Chrysler

6 and settled in October.

GM there were local pre-bargaining
three,

as the

The UAW struck Ford on

Johnson administration advocated.
September

The

over subcontracting

to strike

union also demanded the right
disputes.

skilled

more

The national

contract had not

resolved many

conditions issues, such as voluntary overtime and
eqLaliiZation;

skilled
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trades demarcation

(it

set

up a joint

study committee) ;

standards

(it

disci

pline and production

did win improved contract

changes in jobs);

language to dispute

and grievance handling.

Also,

the union

did not win a demand for the right to strike over
subcontracting disputes.
pensions,

Many provisions--for SUB,

and transfers--benefitted

senior workers most,

but had little salience for young workers.
militants

Skilled trades

were unsatisfied with the 30c won and rejected
involved over half of Ford

the cap on COLA.

Local strikes

workers and local

strikes at GM persisted

into

1968.

(50)

The new national contract was overwhelmingly ratified
by Ford workers,

but the combination

of

weak local

remedies for working conditions problems,
government backing-off

from reform,

all

and the United National

black produCtion
1967-71.

and rank and file

Caucus--radical

Both were sundered by IEB counterattack
non-acceptance by the mid-1970's.
to RUM,

to reform,

to blacks and to anti-war

created a rival

too]

Also,

pro-International

among the maintenance trades at Ford
radical

Black

while many skilled trades

radicals among the skilled trades activists.
International

and the

worlers and s.::illed trades--which rapidly

radicals gravitated
became hostile

International

provided the impetus for the Revolutionary

Union Movement

spread

national.

with management

leadership apparently allied
government

and an

legal

and die workers.

local

600,

caucus
the home of

(51)

The escalation of the war was a turning point
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the

for the

national
Johnson

coalition.
in

Unbeknownst

to the CEA,

President

1965 planned to significantly escalate the war

in Vietnam and when in late 1965 military expenditures and
future demands suddenl.y pumped up spending,
an overheated,

inflationary

the CEA foresaw

economy and moved quickly to

reorient government economic policy toward fiscal
in the non-military budget.
looked like

restraint

Collective bargaining now

a serious problem.

Real

wage and price

decisions were very decentralized and there was no
institutional

mechanism which aggregated

Qovernment

The

compensations.

to formalize
it

to the extent that

the IUD program,

political

John Dunlop,

American

Yet the

bargaining was also

who had done more than anyone

thin::ing about the postwar

was precisely because of

the CEA

they were against it.

to explicit

appealing.

program had

there were further policy

But in fact,

main alternative
not

IUD coordination

but only if

understood

which

could readily raise issues and influence

decision-making.
potential,

them through

system, argued that

the decentralized nature of

system that the wage-price policy had to be rooted

in sectoral traditions

and conditions which only direct

participants and labor

experts could know.

leery of

such labor expert

they were more
the inflation
national

the

interested
line.

involvement because it
in industrial

The CEA at first

union and management

but the fragmented

But the CEA was
seemed

peace than holding
had wanted firmer

commitment

to its

guideposts,

status qyo was better than other
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By

alter-natives.

1968,

House and CEA economic:

Coalitional

labor was no longer part
planning.

of

White

(52)

Rigidity

The administration began to reap the problems of its
ambitious domestic and
Johnson
might

sought to

threaten

international

postpone or

either

part.

avoid policy choices
The AFL-CIO

exceptional

yoeman

in

1965 by mobilizing

1964

and

the Civil
"right
win

section of

passage of Medicare.

mobilized

and the commitment

Democratic

Johnson
recommended

the party

support
of

Act

the

in order

as reform forces

to Vietnam escalated,
incapable

for

to

were
the

of aggregating

supporters.

at first

backed

by the CEA,

repercussions

and

repeal

Yet,

Party was :increasingly

both new and traditional

away from the tax

apparently
once

:in Congress;

the nation of

the war,

Congressional

the Taft-Hartley

(53)

which

had performed

service for the President

Rights Act and by sacrificing

to work"

alerted

agenda and President

surcharge

the political

fearing

the administration

had

the depth of mobilization demanded by

but in his State of the Union address in

1966 the

President called on Congress to restore auto and telephone
excise

income tax collectiions
Similarly,

corporate and personal

taxes and to accelerate

he apparently

(which it promptly did).
believed

that

to

impose wage and

price controls or begin an incomes policy would jeopardize
his domesti c goal s.
were demanding

that

Congressi onal

conservat iyes already

the war on poverty
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be slowed and,

if

a

full

war

mobilization

f.1ll

halt

to reform.

1965 perpetuated

insist

on

a
in

mounting inflation

Nonetheless,

the United States'

payments problems

continuing balance of

and provoked a dollar

early in the

crisis

The administration planned to resolve the payments

year.

problem by pursuing policies
by expanding

to ease deflationary pressures

the liquidity

of the

Fund and continuing the "Kennedy

International
of

Round"

manufactringl

structure continued

exports.

would help

government

In September

for the poor.

suspended the

inflationary

balance of power threatened

cut federal

to tighten the money

supply.

to

1966 the
stretched-

investment tax credit,

out future spending plans,
Fed began

the domestic

to generate overheated,

sectors and the political
cut-short programs

However,

Monetary

trade

negotiations which ultimately

liberalization
U.S.

they would

was needed,

borrowing and the
(54)

In early 1967

Johnson asked the Congress to impose a 10% income tax
sur char gqe.
The LMAC subcommittee on guideposts reported
December-

1.966 and rejected

contained an

interpretation

"Keynes
of

its

statement different from that of
the "total
institutional
"restraint".

plus".
August

the UAW.

The Report
"equity"
Equity now meant

involvement of segments of the nation--personal,
and governmental"---in
No national

a policy of

policy was proposed on fair

shares of income and their relationship
which the social--economy should move.
government

in

to the direction in
Instead,

it

said

program expenditures were reaching the limit
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of

the economy's ability
system of

them and the existing

micro decision-making should only be aided by

"behavioral
were

to absorb

goals" enunciated in the guideposts.

"recalcitrant"

sectors, perhaps

service

industries

Finally,

the main

fiscal

of

need

ignore the
institutions.

the

labor

and

(especially health and doctors).
"price stabilization"

postwar

to mirror

seemed

In particular

problems in skilled

and monetary policy.

the realities

there

special remedial

government action would be justified.
Report mentioned manpower

If

tools

In part

industrial

the technocratic

for reform of

remained

the report

reflected

relations,

but

bias of

the CEA

it

also

and to

labor-management

(55)

The UAW called the report of
"confused

and

"no

use",

inconsistent", and based on the

and false assumption" that the root
"excess

practical

of demand".

of ec:onomic

The UAW said it

endorse i nvol vement of

all

"dangerous

was

crisis

was

inconsistent to

segments of the nati on and then

focus only wage and price decisions;

the report

had

favorably mentioned use of a

"post-audit" procedure but

still

all

failed

covered.

to propose that
Moreover,

and demand,

standard

of

"not

gone unchallenged"

(reiterated in the 1966 Economic

"discretionary power"
supply

income be

though the Report noted that the

guidepost policy had
the CEA view

forms of

endorsed
Report)

that

had raised prices and wages beyond

as though

justice.

it

market results were the

The UAW felt
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compelled

to point out

income was one of the

redistributing

that

goals of unions

bargaining

and it

argued that

policy should continue to be stimulative

government
reach

in collective

"legitimate"

those segments of

resources still

to

the population and those physical

not sharing in growth and prosperity.

(56)

Also at the December LMAC meeting Reuther presented
his proposal
was

"spirited

Campbell

discussion"
Soup Company

admi ni strati
prior

for a Wage-Price Review Board.

of

Labor Department
bargaining.

with

economists'

panel

Before the next meeting,

of Labor Wirtz

readied his own

it.

Crucial

the

on his subsidiary proposal

next meeting.

administration

the

rejected interference with collective

they agreed to debate it

the Departments

Murphy of

wanted to avoid the issue of

No action was taken

but

W.B.

price changes and the AFL-CIO and

to establish a tripartite
question,

it,

leading the oppositon,

on apparently

notification

of

Although there

alternative

of Labor and Commerce,
sU.pport;

to study the

themselves at the
however,
of

Secretary

a merger

of

which won

the CEA asked the LMAC to endorse

to the administration's support was concern

about a balance of payments crisis implied in the breakdown
of the guideposts.

They feared

the 1967 collective

bargaining round and the weighty automobile negotiations.
the merger

Although

perhaps a timid step toward reform,

proposal

had substantive merit because it would tie labor

market policies and the collective bargaining services of
the Labor Department to the marketing and growth
of

the Commerce Department.
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policies

It would allow the government

to go beyond rigid macroeconomic policies.
initially favorable,
it.

The crucial

A]though

the AFL-CIO Executive Council

and only real

vetoed

objection to it was labor's

claim that no administration would place a labor
representataive in charge of this new department
of the sensitive business programs involved.

because

Therefore,

organized labor would lose its only Cabinet representative.
The Johnson administration
claim and the proposal
accepted the proposal
never

gave mute affirmation

died.
for

The LMAC in early 1967 then

an economists'

appointed and the administration

go :inactive.

to the

panel, but

it

was

the LMAC itself

let

(57)

By the beginning of

1967, virtually

all

major

industries had broken through the wage guideposts.

In fact

the administration's program was collapsing under the cross
pressures of major dissent from the war;
economic

fallout

international

from the war-heated American

redoubled militancy from blacks and skilled
government

removed

1.967 Economic
committed

the guidepost number

Report,

to an active

micro politics

but still

claimed

workers.
from its

control

and
The

January

to be no less
But

"wage-price" policy.

were beyond its

economy;

in fact

and macroeconomic

policy was off-track::.

The economy

and the administration

temporarily soft-pedalled its tax

"paused"

in early

surcharge plan, which the AFL-CIO strongly opposed,
soon renewed

its

campaign for

policy was beginning to impose
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a tax
its

increase.
own

1967

but

The liberal

logic in which

international

the

balances are adjusted by deflating
through reduced government

domestic price level

Since the

expenditures and wage and price restraint.

the former seemed

latter was not forthcoming,
The instruments of

inevitable.

deflation in the U.S.

fiscal

are largely

autonomous from the executive branch--Congress and the
Federal
Fed,

were only too willing

lost

its

leaders exacted

act on the tax

increase,

supply in late

1.9656,

room for
protect

surcharge was a

contribt..ting

to the

the money

"pause"

status .gu

a record rate to meet

was slow to

their

war and domestic

with the new social

for the domestic
forces they had

As the costs of the war mounted

and destruction

of domestic reform,

breathing

leaders to decide what to do:

current position or fight

helped unleash.

1967,

(58)

Democratic

liberal

in

by expanding the

loose monetary policy provided a little

agenda by allying

life

for the tax

so the Fed sqUeezed

obliged the political

demands.
The

for ra:ising

and the price that

Yet the Congress

programs.

halt to new social

financial

coalition

the Great Society

with many Congressmen

districts

new forces within their

money supply at

The reform

Moreover,

elections.

had become very unpopular

Congressional

to oblige.

the

initially,

but necessary, partisan majority in the

enormous,

1966 Conqressional

and then

Congress and,

Reserve Board--but

in human

in Southeast Asia and in frustration
increasing numbers of Democrats made

the choice which the administration
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had said was not

necessary,

viz.

butter

versus guns.

administration searched for
the war.

If

nothing

The Johnson

a way to negotiate an end to

else the war

threatened to break the

cold war

consensus which

had sustained liberal

partners

in government.

The strong challenge within the

Democrats as

party from Senators Eugene McCarthy and then Robert
threatened to create the no-exit
two party systems.

If

the insurgents

(either the nomination
policy role)
party would

disaster and adhered more

and

members of

namely

When

plainly

saw

closely to the

despi-te deep dissatisf

Johnson and endorsed

labor

institutional

The AFL-CIO ExecutiVe CoUncil

economic policies.

jilted

or some lasting

in

within the party

lose to the only available alternative,

administration,
its

lost

familiar

they might stay home on election day and the

the Republicans.
the looming

"alternative"

Kennedy

action and anger with
for

Americans

Democratic

Eugene McCarthy,

Action

most of

the

execu.Itive board resigned.

its

The Fed's loose money policy plus rapidly escalating
war

expenditures caused balance of

1967 and again

in early

1968.

payments crises in late

As in 1961,

administration resorted to pressure on
greater risks,

maintain their

their economies and
capital

exports.

it

dollar

Business
for

dropped

into

and inflate

controls on U.S.

passed the

Congress finally

leaders such as Henry Ford

these actions,

allies to shoulder

balances,

imposed greater

June 1968 and continued to cut

the

10% surtax in

domestic spending.
II

came out publicly

while the AFL-CIO opposed them.

out of the presidential
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race and stopped the

Johnson

in Vietnem and began peace talk:s with the North

bombing

But

Vietnemese.
CIO

and,, despite

was too late

it

million

the new Nixon

deflation program.

general

Viscios

a record $7.6

administration

in a close
embarked on a

(60)

Cyc].e
t- he Repub :i c an admi ni strati on faced the chroni

When

balance of
began

the Republicans won

the party,

to

election and

and

system of

in

1.971

ended

c

Nixon completed what

payments crisis

American commitment to

The AFL-CIO,

rejected
the

the administration s
government

administration

to

"incomes
Once

court.

Pay Board to
UAW and Teamsters
policy" and they

the Nixon

finally ended its series of

in the context of

wage controls,

exchange rates, there seemed to

floating

bargained wage increases.

be nothing to stop collectively

By this point the AFL-CIO Executive Council
to an orthodox business unionism
and abandoned
The
first
vi..

its

tariff

Once the

Nixon established a tripartite

wage settlements.

control.

the postwar

imposed an across the board

and froze wages and prices for three months.
freeze ended,

Johnson

The administration

fixed exchange rates.

dEflated the currency,

itself

AFL-

volunteers getting out the vote in the week before the

November election and labor contributions of

took

191,000

in which

had retreated
looked out

it

professed reformism.

(61)

AFL-CIO's and Meany's orthodoxy was reflected

in the narrow terms of

challenge to the Pay Board,

the Board' s rules abrogated collective
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bargaining

for

contracts
and

and the

rights

of

the Nixon administration

clearly

other soUrces of

legal.

That the Board

ignored

controls

on

income than wages and that it was firmly

in this political

backed

labor.

assault by business groups were

not capitalized on.

Yet another aspect was that organized

labor stood more firmly than ever for voluntary incomes
policy

based on private

discussions

among leaders

and big business on the one hand,
at the sectoral
b:)elgun

level.

in construction

and

similar negotiations

Just such sectoral
(after

years of

negotiations had

work by John Dunlop)

with labor's blessing and in

1969 the AFL-CIO had

public tripartite conference

proposed

Council

on Price Stability

negoti ations

in favor

in the LMAC.

But

vetoed

of

continued

the actual

private

labor union
living

standards and to win wage indexing via COLAs.

Between

1970

1972 the number of workers covered by COLAs nearly

doubled;

even

negotiations.
workers to

the UAW won back

bear the brunt of

inflation program.
and

construction

COLA in the

Needless to say,

1970 auto

COLAs left non-union

the government's

During the 1970's real

steel

workers

while non-union wages lagged.

exceeded

anti-

wages of auto,
rate,

the inflation

(62)

Another AFL-CIO retreat from the broader reform
had emerged

coalition

that

hostility

to non-labor

in

the 1960's was its

official

who opposed

the war

in

Vietnam and who advocated for environmental

issues,

the

liberals
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a

by Johnson' s Cabinet

strategy was to reject downward adjustment of

and

of unions

rights

increasingly interventiornary advance of civil
enf orcement

in emp 1. oyment--i ntervention because of

instransigence--all

exacerbated

by economic slowdown.

Indeed the AFL-CIO adopted a kind of

"politics of

forces and supported the

resentment" against the new social

neo-mercantilism of the American government.
helped sponsor the 1972 Burke-Hartke bill
freeze imports at

1965-69 levels.

resisted protectionism;
federal

licensing

Democratic
black:s,

oF

at least,

the AFL-CIO and urge
investment.

foreign

American

The AFL-CIO

which would

The UAW,

did join

it

industry

Liberal

Party l eaders sought to open the party to more

youth and women by rewriting party rules.

CIO opposed this

and when

1.972 the

in

"new

The AFL-

politics"

candidate Senator George McGovern was nominated for
president, the AFL--CIO
election.
primaries.

main

(and

Although the UAW

array of

labor

sat out the

1976 presidential

They also sat out the

a few other unions

continued to work

with the AFL-CIO)

affiliated
broader

Executive Council

with the

allies and supported party reform.,

trend was to

and

retreat

coalition

within the party,

Majority.

(63)

create a new

the

"centrist"

the Coalition for a Democratic

Labor's resentment derived in part from the
persistence of ethnic suspicions and racism, but
also a consequence of the meager
through

labor's agenda,

was

progress

which reinforced the institutional

incentives for fragmentation.
recommendations

legislative

it

of the 1962 and
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A comparison of

the

1966 reports on automation

and the actual

legislative

output

was accomplished.

nothing

is

indicative:

Moreover,

virtually

the unions--and in

particular skilled tradesmen--had made concessions to
unskilled workers,

albeit

often extremely reluctantly,

which were accompanied by management attacks on craft
labor.
policy

But

whereas,

by the top

since collective

in the early

labor

1970's,

a go-it-alone

leadership seemed to make sense

bargaining could secure at

income protection, once the economy slipped
cycles of deep recession

and rapid

least minimal
into wilder

inflation

industrial

managements adopted an increasingly aggressive stance
these settlements.

against

leaders began to meet
during

(64)

Although

again with

the Ford administration

top corporate officials

(under

Dunlop's tutelage),

these same business leaders helped block
in the Carter
charged

years and UAW president

them with

waging a

by then workers had won
ability

to reorganize

elsewhere,

"one-sided

limits

work.

1958.

1973 and

law reform

Doug Fraser
class war".

This was as true

where the number of

The

labor

on management's

skilled

1973

compared with

1976 auto settlements resulted

upgrading production

tasks and subcontracting.

At the same time the other
Democratic

orbit

In fact

in the UAW as

substantial wage and benefit improvements plus new
on overtime,

angrily

unilateral

union demands in

contract negotiations numbered 39,200,
in

top union

workers

11,000
in

limits

to perform

(65)

forces within the

no more adjusted to the new conditions
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than did labor.

Few had programs which were more than

interest

group agendas.

equities

of

Few leaders confronted the

the sunk costs of

the war not yet paid in the

international economy by a lowering of the U.S.
Few had ideas about

living.

restructuring economic

institutions in the new context.
Carter administration.
of the New Deal
office

on

This became evident

Carter had put together a semblance

platform.

Carter reflated the economy

to stimulate growth and employment,

rapid

maintenance programs.

price "guidelines"

in April.

as international

arrived,

economy,

pressures mounted

the Fed and the Carter

the orthodox

macroeconomic

cut social

clients

were cut

wage-

cooperative.
and a dollar

crisis

administration then chose

alternative:

deflate the

spending and raise military

and raise interest rates.
what remained of

instituted

the domestic price

The union leadership was initially

level.

growth brought

But

1978 to restrain private

decisions and hold down inflation of

But

in part by vastly

and the administration

inflation

in the

Democratic coalition and was elected to

a liberal

expanding income

standard of

spending,

The new policy turn fractured

the Democratic

mass base as social

loose and unemployment
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"consensual"

class war" by top corporate

instrumental

resources

against the

leaders, who were

reform

in

the Congress,

made public the cr:isis in the system.
The dilemma of
structured

by conflict:ing

economic
toward

interests of

pressures

employers who control

sk their

bargaining

on their

ability

for employers

wax

and

available

this

in

is

confront

poss:i blie.

narrow
run,

they have to

leaders.

in

a

And,

and file

bounds
context

to local
over

satisfaction

since benefits
of

were

secular- decline

groups and

wor.:

bargaining

loose disemployed members.
difficult

Yet,

depends

The leaders then can redistribute

managements

persisting in national

demands they

employers which

and political

responsibility

local

If

militancy to mal.:e agreements

within

the short

].ess

bargaining

wane

immedite

and to act responsibly

to rank and file

whereas across business cycles rank
could

the

income and employment.

leverage with

member

already was

advance

to mobilized the ranks.

be ab*lE" to control
worthwhile

to

the membership

leaders do not respond

union
ri

social-democratic labor

let

organization

them
while

for wage gains which

cut-

And they can pursue the more

path of seeking a greater role in business

planning and public policy to socialize the aggregate costs
and benefits o-f

change.

Social-democratic

UAW saw themselves as organizations working
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unions like
"with

the

the

community"

and had tried

(2)

sett . ements.

The Union's

whether,

real.

compensation

alternative

for

It

is

what

by copying their

rivals,

any practical

is

They began

(GM's

forms of

In fact,

U.S.

several

to shift

as

not

auto companies

competitive

industrial

centers to the
and abroad

to escape high

but also experimented

"participative"

management

bargained restrictions

in which the

new operations and

southern strategy)

inflation,

these experiments

same thing

could do the

practices. in a world

(especially Chrysler and Ford)
and American

job

namely regain economic health

away from traditional

Ameri can south

and

for them to do?

and are trying still,

employment

managers,

contractual1y-based

is left

no longer hegemonic.

str ateciies.

disruptive

but by 1earning how to adopt

models to historic

have tried,

of

is

see unions as irrelevant:

the Americans

principle,

chief ccmpetitors,

U.E.

there

surprising -that

leaders as well,

in the plant,
In

not

if they forsake their

all,

useful

which provides policy

and/or

wage moderation,

power.

many political

their

power wh:ich makes this

to defensiveness backed by blunt

economic

rights

work organization but

in the absense of political

participation

after

not whether to

dilemma is
form of

contribute to a flexible

with -the postwar

to work

labor costs
with various

to remove collectively

on work: reorganization.
is

very much

in

doubt.

The future
(3)

Simi 1 arly, when conditions began to change, automobile
workers

reacted

"rationally"---as they had been encouraged
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to--and demanded

more controls on management
officials

the UAW's

like

Democratic

if

Leonard

aggregate demand

Moreover,

out of world

encouraged

local

investment

JAW

Not surprisingly,

that job

sections of
group)

skilled

clause

rejected the national

Canadian
cal cul ati

in the

1984 contracts.

autoworkers'
on--beyond

union.

exchange

rely

more

on

In

as

1985

Part
rate

of

the

problems---was

labor costs were

sustainable in Canada where

public

welfare

than

job-related

(4)

The structure of choices embodied
American

the union,

move toward establishing an

more politically

benefits.

managerial

the Canadian

losses as a consequence of higher

relatively
workers

other

(and

they began a successful

Canadians'

new

in the top leadership's strategy as well

the profitt-sharing

independent

in

leadership

l egislative incentives for foreign

including the radica]
focus expl icit

of

to price American

The top UAW

participation

in the U.S.

of the

the old policies

markets and contribute to both

Union

and sought

"region"

Woodcock and some

stimulation only seemed

and u.nemployment.

styles

union

jobs were to be saved and societal

equities protected.

inflation

Yet

discretion.

and

leaders percieved that such defensiveness was

not sufficient

products

ess work

at . on-protected wages,

i. nfl

and Canadian

in these different

responses--neither-

satisactory--are historically

rooted.

compliccated domesti.c problems
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of which
In the

in the U.S.

is

very

1940's

were settled by

action,

pUtblic

even though

social--democratic

they hardly fulfilled the

re-f-orm agenda and were more responsive to

the conservative balance of
up new possibilities
class and

at work

labor union

restricted

power.

laws first

Basic:

-for the exercize of

authority and then

opened

working

deliberately

and placed incentives in the way of further

developments
bargaining,
freezing

in

relations--restricting

labor

limiting

the scope of
to blue collar

Unions largely

the job-wage classification

traditional

managerial

workers,

system--which

ideas about efficiency

ratified

and labor

job

control.
The UAW: s r esponses to its
was

largely

a

in part

of own

several

strateqic

democratic
important
First

consequence

its

of

industry after

this

new

defining visions.
retreats

from

the

balance of

1940's

power

and

UAW leaders had made

the union's

social-

objectives to enable them to preserve

some

labor principles and to secure income gains.

the UAW sought.

and won directly

from employers those

welfare state benefits which the Congress would not
legislate,
livable

including health and
pensions.

planning,

the UAW

version of

Instead of

a role in production

annUal

wage and

gains to productivity.

active government policy to control
UAW

won a cost-of-.i

waqes

from

plans and

sought and won grievance procedures,

a gUaranteed

sharing annual

hospitalization

inflation.

renewed steadily until

ving

a formula for
And

instead of an

the cost of

allowance to protect

These private

the 19,0's.
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a

living,

workers'

arranegements

were

the

The second part of the strategy was the commitment
leaders to active partisanship with the Democratic

UAW

Party.

The immech ate cause of labor's retreat

employers
other

in the automobile,

steel,

from RepLbJ ican leaders,

(mostly

from the south)

the

Amer i can

economic:

World War

support

and farmer

Wal ter

F'arty-

into a

so they jetti
CID,

with i iberal

BDcwles and bu ilt

mobilize

vehicle

union

strateg i c: p1lans,
economic:

and

the Democratic

for

the

Democrats

future.

To

1i ke Hubert Humphrey

a national organization

leaders,

in

do

and

to

enmeshed themselves

institutions

L:i th

out their

carrying

in political

Most notable was that,

automobile

indLstry and elsewhere reluctantly

the permanence of unionized
concern over working

post facto

International

as employers

just

employees,

in the

recognized

the UAW tranformed

conditions from prior

grieving of management

1 i ber al -Democratic

and

negative conseqUences for

unionism.

planning to

initiatives and to

mar coeconomi c management .

The

union became less involved in the local

process and mor
for

Reuther

votes.

However,

ex

such as

soned the CommUni st Party influence in the

iallied

Chester

and pol itical

organizations,

uni on leaders sought to transform
reform

and

conservative Democrats

other

reliable

coal

and they found aid and

Bureau Federation.

Far m

was; that

electronics,

industries had regained their

strength during the Second

its

of

labor

e of a contract administrator and advocate

workers in a legalistic

industri a].
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world.

Al so,

the

collectively

bargained wage rules set

a standard

of good

union practice for regularly increasing wages and benefits.
in this

Althiough

system managers retained

to ma::e Uniliateral

undisputed

right

investment

in technology and plant,

the almost

decisions concern:ing
work

design, market

strategies and prices, the outcome was congenial
Democrats

who either rejected any further assaULt on

undiluted property rights
conflict

would result

one of

fact,

management's
in

of

in

managers or feared that class

even worse terms for unions.

labor's contributions to this

workplace rigidity

interest

wa-

its

employees.

(5)

Part of the 1(948

formula was an agreement

productivity

and competitiveness was

management

efficiency

Of

1ocal

envi ronmen-rt

and not worker

course., whatever

unions still

increasinq

a manipulative paternal

reassertion of
its

In

defensive response to

productivity

effort.

to liberal

the top

faced management

that the

key to

new technology and
responsibility
UAW

and

leaders did,

the

in a constricted

which as often served to resolve disputes by

generating new rules as it

transformed the local

bureaucratic

machine which generated

enthusiasm.

A consequence was that

little

rank

into

and file

the union responded to

managerial-directed change in ways which appeared
and not supported by the membership

a

while managers

negative
sought

to avoid relying on the workforce.
L.abor turned its
Party,

reformist

hopes on the Democratic

but had to confront the fact that the Democratic

Party had a weak and decentralized structure and counted
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among

:its top

racist

leadership business e>xecutives

contingent

Neither

in the Congress,

and a powerful

mostly from the south.

group would adopt the CIO's social-democratic
Although change in the Democratic Party's

agenda.

alignments as a consequence of southern modernization and
unionization was predicted

and planned,

slowly--too slowly in fact

in the 1960's and

many

activists

ecology movements..
and other

rights,

in the civil

unions,

it

came very

antiwar,

with good reason,

affluence and

relative
Moreover,
adapted

and the membership

it

its

was to a
political

electoral

The unions loo::ed

goals to the Democratic

pragmatic

Democratic

in Congress.
(just

as collective

liberal

Democratic

broader

constituency about

as

labor's

and ritualistic..

The

campaign

candidates and on

These tactics

results

realities

The Party was not very

organized to be So;

appeals became

and to identify

with their

velfare" benefits.

unions focused on voter mobilization and

lobbying

and

large extent true that the UAW had

nor was it

contributions for

minor

self-satisfied

"sectoral

least as much as vice-versa..
programmatic

the UAW

with the Democratic

gains of the war--on-poverty.

bureaucratic

feminist and

These groups often identified

Party's Vietnam policy and with the rather
ephemeral

1970's for

issue-

had some beneficial

bargaining had)

alliance largely failed

but

the Union-

to educate its

its 'Longterm political

the Party's fortunes with

1 abor movement.
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those of

strategy
the

The

labor system was
from the postwar

expansion
virtual

abetted by the long economic

certainty

1940's_ until

economic growth

of

companies to be generous

out.

workers,

employees.

s.Uch as at

most of the

to work organization could be bought

economic growth

More broadly,

The

encouraged the auto

resistence,

skilled

bothersome objections

1970's.

with stock--owners and

Except for pockets of local
Studebaker and among

the

underwrote the multi-

class politics which characterized the neo-Keynesian growth
coalition

centered

economic

agenda wa

technologi cal
"growth

system was virtually

of

to sustain growth and

Certainlyv for most

its

Indeed,

for

universality

workers

power toward

private re-ordering of

have seemed

the modernization

world".

There

has been flexibility

resources:

and corporate profits

capital

abandoned;
soared;

have broadly asserted their

and jobs have

business taxes
and the percentage

in poverty reached a twenty-year

high.

control

labor process to achieve producti on and market
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for

unemployment rates were

in the 1980's;

been exported and communities

Manufacturers

the

have so far tipped the balance of

management.

allowed to skyrocket

of

most academic experts the

in studies of

The new conditions

of citizens

distribution

inevitable and they confidently

Europe and the "developing

plummeted

to promote

of work and politics in Americ an must

phenomena.

proclaimed

Then the liberal

modernizati on and a broader

dividends".

character
natural

on the Democrats.

of the

flexibility.

They have demanded
labor

and won

concessions from

in wage and work rules and have often

production

to foreign sites

generation of

solution to industrial
suggests

problems.

a whole new

The historical

and that

base undermines employment.
the answer

security.

record

reject a system that fails

purports to be efficient

seems part of
economic

employed

does not guarantee a workable

that workers will

as it

consumer

and

shifted

labor-saving technologies.

BUt greater power

just

substantial

to how to

"More

ensure

In the traditional

to be

a narrowed
democracy"

sUstained

model,

labor and

management

were ostensibly equally bound and equally free

to

collecti

bargai. n

for

veJ.ly,

mutually satisfying solutions to problems.

they were not.

The

industrial

processe--apparently fair
the inequal
still

were

employers.,

dependent

financial

on their

industrial

income,

industries.

and

settlements.

the production process.

unions,

though

initiative of

flush

the major

But workers were not
have things all

Workers discovered ways to use contractual
local power

Workers

Democracy did not extend very

powerless and managements did not
way.

faces--did not alter

were no match for the

and politically ratified

firms in their
into

dUePS

Of course

on weekly wages supplied by their

and thE' major
in

search

and

relations and political.

conditions of the postwar

with millions

far

out agreements

carry

to increase job control

their own
provisions

and to limit

the

ostensibly complete management right to run the plant.
while union leaders often disciplined these tactics,
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And

they

themselves pressed the wage side of the wage-control
bargain.
In the current

ie.

more power

ratification

of

settlement:

industrial

the

and less capital

new forms.; of
management
for

politics

formation to finance

These outcomes appear as

unemployment

control

and community

abandonment.

is less democracy and more

(managerial

flexibility).

from which

Another

a new settlement of

and private-public boundaries of

investment and democratic participation

The new politics,
"different"

the old

restriction of the capacity to

One alternative direction
management

democracy" solution---

labor's defensive strategy toward

modernization.

unacceptable a!

"more

for workers and unions--seems to imply

greater

reorganize work

crisis,

then,

implies not just

democracy which

is
labor-

responsibility
can be made.

"more",

but a

admits an autonomous labor

aspiration to shape the relationship of
(6)
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work

to society.
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